
Cram more into ram

Cure tape loading bugs

Protect your Break key

<\6^
...in this gripping
arcade adventure



STRYKER’S RUN for the BBC Micro B, B+, Master, Master Compact, and Acorn Electron
Stryker's Run fediures probably the best graphics ever seefi on she SBC
Micro Or ACOrn Electron; IhedOtiah is intense and the animation, is

superlative

The batltetield graphics includ&cilies, edifices, wrecked buildings trees,

gravestones, bridges, despatch-posts, military bases, helicopters and Jei

Ships, with hills and mountains ih I he background. The Master-enhanced
version olso includes statues, watch-towers, a neglected cals, a deserted
ci nemd, a ircratf hangd rs aeroplanes, trucks and tanks

Tor m-any years, a war has ensued between rhe Allied Mahons and ihe
Volgans. the bctuo was reaching a stalemate position bur recently the
Allies, through goad intelligence work arid some luck have managed to

oblainthe plans ol in* Volganlinesct offensive. If the Allied Forces can
capHaliseon these plans ihey con end the Impasse and the wet. Vou pray

the role ofComma nder John Sliyker commissioned ic lake this top-secrei
i nlgrmation to the Al lies' HQ.

^bur character In the game can lump run, duck, hr* his laser pistol and
throw grenades. He can afsoboordairc rati and fly them, maksng use of

their mare powerful weaponry.

Vour opponents, the Vclgans have a variety of weapons at their disposal
compri si i*g hires, pistols, grenades machine-guns, morlors mines
helicopter gunshi ps, rocket I ou nchers end SAM m issues

Stryker^-Run IS an© Oi Our mO-Sf suecessfu I releases ever. Il has lopped the
BBC MicroscltwQre charts tor si* weeks and received Bdvordi glowing
reviews: 'Th& graphics Or& stunning

.

. . This should be in every ccileof/on"
enthused A &. fi Com puting

Enhanced Version for the BBC Master Series
S1ryfc*n Gun lUlw
BBC Mcsi*i making MiHn 1MK <H RAM,
An fltfrri AO* ol o«ro. l«J Qfaprvfli o:e prided
lealurns and alrnascherlc it.„siC:

ACORNSSFT
Depl.53&4, Regenl House, Skinner toed; L37 1AK, Tetephone. 0532 a&54£3.

J

9C MiCIJJCoStftt .(5 EEC McraS',u ‘ Disc ...,

Wester Compacl3V Disc H4-W Acorr E CClrgn CQStelte.

Tile screen prdujes tflflw It* BBC lAao rtnson 01 tie gam*
The gnphicg ! other reeiste may mry. 3

Piecjse make
dll Cheque}
pavo&leio
'Suparku

OUBGlUftlMTEI
A.II iTdll diden era dniparched
*itn.n ?* hours by nntclau pc?

> tes-la^earri ppeting is l«e«

Fail casstneiano discs will l>e
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The Superior Collection Volume 3 fecrtures one brand new game
Syncron, together with 7 df Superior Software^ classic hits for Ihe

Acorn Electron,

Syncron is a fast-oclion game seJ againsl a backdrop of or
enormous graphically-detailed scrolling landscape
The landscape is, In total, 1024 times the size of the screen. You must
endeavour to complete 16 hair-raising missions;, in each mission you
have to collect number of power cylinders, Idnd your spacecraft

on a runway with each cylinder in turn, and finally locate and
bomb the HQ Building. Whilst skilfully manoeuvring your spacecraft
between the defence pylons and farce-fields, you ore attacked by
alien spacecraft and missiles launched from the fond bases
A sgporb game, worth at least £7.95 in Pis own right

Herey whot rhe computer press said about some ol the other Titles on
this compiiotion package:—

BEPTQN: "This is on abounding gome reaching new heighis in

Electron arcade advehlures." , . . ELECTRON USER

BEPTON 2: "Heaton 2 is better lhan anything I've played an ihe BBC
Micro or Electron Brllliantl" , . , ACORN USER

DEATH STAR: "Deothstar is a super Iasi, all action arcade classic U's

ihe sort o( game that you Can'l put daw n . The grpp hi c s a re

excellent and the scrolling Is very smooth «n all four d l reckons The

pace is fast and lurious even on the slatting screen. This action

packed game is recommended far all oroode gamers."

, ELECTRON USER

I Acorn E leotrom d ua I cassette

l

£9.95
£1495

)

SMASH AND GRAB: As usual with Superior products the graphics

ore excellent, with a good use ol colour and no flicker I exped this

gome will have you rolling with ia Lighter, scerla Inly did.

Instructions 95%
Riovabi lily 95% Awarded
Graphics 1DD% * ** * *
Value For Money 100% Uop RoNngf
. . . HOME computing WEEKLY

Now available on 3Vs" disc for the Acorn Electron - due to public demand,

VSUMMOIt
SOFTUlAflf

Qtrfl OUAffiNTEt
ah malienmoM
Wlltltn 2d hour* Flnl-clgsi wal

* P add pocking i Iwa.

dliet *ill bt

Dept. 5CB3. Regent House. Skinner Lone, Leeds LS7 1AX. Telephone: 0532 450453.



Rush to—
upgrade

machines

Bad weather boost

for Electron games
THE rush by users to upgrade
their Electrons to 64k is

causing problems for heading

supplier Slogger.

The firm's master ram
board upgrade has proved so
popular that extra space has
had to be found in order to

store the large number of

machines coming in for con-
version,

Barry Johnson, sales man-
ager of Slogger (D634 623031,
told Electron User.

J,We are

working a 25 hour day at the

moment in order to get the

backlog of work cleared', Our
order book is almost fulf- but

that's a problem we don't
mind having.

"We are expecting Further

large orders for ram boards
prior to the Christmas buying
period".

The advantages of the

board are that games speeds
can be up by as much as 300
per cent, word processing is

faster and there is a built-in

turbo driver.

Slogger has brought out a
new version of its ram board
with a different operating
system, This has the ability to

run Elite using a joystick,

which until now had not been
possible on the Elecmm.

THE wet start to the summer
has helped boost UK enter-

tainment software sales to
unseasonally high levels,

with Electron games
suppliers in particular
reaping the benefits.

Average total sales per
shop have been much higher

than normal, according to fig-

ures revealed by national
surveys like the weekly
Gallup retail round-up.

"The wettest June on
record and the daily failure of

temperatures to rise above 65
degrees are a possible
benchmark indicating how
many home computers are

staying out of I he cupboard
this summer", says Gallup.

FIVE traditional children's

favourites are colourfully fea-

tured on Nursery Rhymes, the

latest educational program
for the Electron from Data-
base Software.

Aimed at children of

nursery school and pre-

The boom in gemes soft-

ware sales helped to put the

Electron in fourth place
recently - ahead of Commo-
dore, BBC and Atari - accord-

ing to Gallup's weekly survey
of the share of sales by
machine.
Electron users am buying in

such quantities these days
they are significantly affec-

ting the success of games
releases.

Says Gallup:"Nine months
following its original launch,

Elite found Paperboy once
again at the top - this time of

the Electron, Commodore and
BBC charts.

"The reaction from the
Electron -owning population

school age, it uses full colour
graphics and sound to make
learning a fun activity.

Correct answers help the

child complete the storyline

of each rhyme, which is

played via Ihe micro's sound
channel when the task has
been successfully completed-
Jack and JIM, Hey Diddle

Diddle, Hickory Dicker/ Dock,

Humpty Dumpty and See
Saw teach a variety of skills,

including word recognition
and basic spelling, dexterity

and coordination, numbers
and telling the time, and
recognising shapes.

Nursery Rhymes costs 65,95

on tape and 66,36 on disc.

For more details, see Page
44,

seems to be the most respon-
sive, with first week single

format sales enough to

command a high Top 20
Individual placing and the
title doing enough to make
Electron the Fourth largest

market of the moment".
Recent weeks have seen

Electron's share of machine-
specific sales creep up behind
those for the Spectrum, Com-
modore and Amstrad sectors

which dominate the mar-
ketplace.

In terms of the percentage
of titles sold, the Electron has
been consistently in fifth

place, just behind Commo-
dore but ahead of BBC Micro

and Atari.

Bingo!
It 's an

Electron
AN Electron is playing a

key role in the Alhambra
Bingo Club in the West
Midlands.

It has been brought in

to replace the traditional

revolving drum and
numbered bads.

By running a program
of random selection, it

provides the numbers to

be called out.

"We've kitted it out

with flashing lights and
the old ladies love it",

John Rush, the club's
manager, told Electron

User.

NOT FOR SALE...
Advanced Computer Products, the Electron specialist,

has produced 3 highiy regarded new add on to extend its

range, But far from considering it as peripheral., manag
ing director John Huddfestone has made it the centre of
attention.

The product is the result of nine months development
by John's wife, Jane, who plays a major part in the
business, though he provided the initial programming.

it is expected that Sophie Jane, the third in their series

of offspring, wilt be promoted strongly,

Rhyming tutor

dMSMff 7997 iUCTfiOK V$ER 5



KNIT ONE,—
PUSH ONE,
MICRO ONE
READERS of Electron User
have been bitten by the

knitting bug thanks lo a

new suite of programs that

went on safe last month,
Knitwear Designer en-

courages people to pro-

duce their own money-
saving sweater patterns on
the Electron.

And it has had a big

impact on knitting enthusi-

asts - even in the Shetland

Islands, traditional home
of top quality sweater
production.

"Yes, we are famous up
here for our knitwear",
said Jill Peas who lives on
the Isle oF Harris,, ''but per-

haps this computer pro-

gram can teach us a thing

or two'
1

.

Many people who
bought the package have
written or phoned to say

how much more it can do
with a touch of imagin-

ation.

"You don't have to

restrict yourself to

jumpers'
1

, said one. "I've

designed some cardigans

and sleeveless pullovers

with Knitwear Designer -

and even some woollies

for my children's teddy
bears".

A reader phoned to

say: 'I've been able to

save a lot of money by
using the freehand pro-

gram to produce knitwear

in my youngsters' school

col ou rs. . .a lot c h e aper than

anything in the shops",
Details of how to obtain

the five-program suite are

On Page 61.

Memory
A 64k buffer which can be
plugged in to any computer
using a Centronics printer

"and Forgotten." is being sold

in Britain by Frontier

Software,

Manufactured by the Supra
Corporation in the US, the

MicroStuffer operates very

much as a normal printer

huffer, but it is a separate
hardware device which
leaves all the micro's memory
free.

The product, connected
between computer and prin-

ter, automatically buffers any

Bouncing with the besti
THE Electron is mixing with some high

class company in the computer world
these days. It can be found rubbing shoul-

ders with the likes of Commodore Ami gas.

Atari $Ts and even the sensational Arch-

imedes. The reason for this is that it has
joined the bouncing ball club.

The beck room boys at Commodore first

devised the technique to demonstrate the

graphics and sound capabilities of the

Amiga. It involved an animated ball boun-

cing round the monitor screen. So effective

did it prove that Atari offered its own ver-

sion when it introduced the ST.

And even Acorn adopted the demon-
stration when it recently unveiled the

fastest micro in the world, the Archimedes.

Not to be outdone, the Electron User has

got in on the act on behalf of its readers. So
if you want to bounce a ball the way that

owners of far more expensive machines
have been doing of late, turn to page 13,

FOLLOWING an outcry from
Electron users, Superior Soft

ware has converted Stryker's

Run I und M for the machine-
T fie game, which wss a big

Success on the BBC Micro,

follows the plight of

commander John Stryker as

he battles lo got ri message to

his companions or the far

side of y battlefield.

Price C9.95 on cassette.

Stryker Run U win ibsu be
available on 3. Sin disc for

H4 95

Days of valves and Agol
Another claimant for the
title of Britain's oldest
Electron enthusiast has
come forward.
Last month's Electron

User featured a story

about 73-year-otd Ron
Panting, who took up
computing in his retire-

ment so he could share his

granddaughters' hobby.

But Ron was still in nap-

pies when Allan Stevens of

conserver
data sent to the printer, free-

ing the computer for other

work.
Frontier (0423 67140) says

M i crcSt uHer includes a self

test which checks the 64k ram
on swEtch-on.

Sale? manager Dave Fields

said: "For the same price as
most printer buffer programs,
Microstuffer will work with

just about any computer, can
be left under your desk and
forgotten a hoot. It will also

greatly increase your produc-
tivity”,

Price £49,95-

St Andrews, Fife, started

school and began the life-

long interest in math-
ematics which eventually

led him to Electron

computing,
Now 78, Allan spent the

lest20 years ofhis working
life as a medical records

officer and can remember
seeing his first computer in

Edinburgh more than 15

years ago.
'7 recall the language it

used was Algol and it had
enough valves to heat a

building - / couldn't see a
future for it in medical
records at that time", he
told Electron User,

"But it must have made
an Impression on me
because some lime after I

retired in 1974 f heard
about the ZX81 and got
hold of one.

"This was my first

hands-on experience and f

must confess t was disap-

pointed by the machine's
limitations,

' f persevered with
microcomputing, however,
and became involved with
other machines. Two years

ago I bought my Electron -

and I’ve been in love with it

ever since.

"My equipment is the

unadorned Electron - l

can't afford any Ptusses -

and t’m definitely not inter-

ested in games, though
I've bepn typing ft} the
Patience listing.

'That's because there's

a mathematical element,
and maths and music are

my great interests apart

from the Electron, f only

ever bought one commer-
cial game and that was a

boring wash-out".

Bat power
ANOTHER sophisticated way
of speeding up the operation

of the Electron and offering

vastly increased backup
memory at the same time has
come from Advanced Com-
puter Products,

The Advanced QuartsrMeg
Ram Cartridge, when used
with ACR's DFS, can operate

as sideways ram,

"It goes like a bat out of

hall”, says John Huddiestone,

boss Of ACP <6276 76545}.

S ELECTRON USER August 198
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OFFER
PRICE

VIEW ROM
(Word Processor

VIEW SHEET ROM
(Spuead&heel)

ACORN PLUS 1

now instock

SCOOP PURCHASE!

ELECTRON
COMPUTERS IN

STOCK NOW

SAVE £££'s ELECTRON PACKS

f SHEET ROM wiviruinon
zadsheet) £14,95 STOCK NOW

P-^Nup incAld*d'

1RN PLUS 1 £5iW
n stock £49.95 £59 95

SCOOP PURCHASE!
ACORN ELECTRON POWER SUPPLY ONLY £9.95

PACKAGE J

PLUS I

VIEW
VIEW SHEET

£69.95

PACKAGE 2
ELECTION
COMPUTER £59.95

PLUS 1 £49,95

VIEW POM £14 95

SAttSh
OFFER „
price £99.95

PRIMARY EDUCATION HOME INTERESTBUSINESS Electron Games Cartridges!!
Plus 1 Compatible

3 Games on one cartridge were £19.95 each
Gomes Cartridge I contains;

Stockcar , Cybertron Mission
, Bumble See £ 1 4.95

Gomes Cartridge II

Kilter Gor ilia
,
The Mine . Positron £14.95

Games Cartridge HI

Felix in tha Factory , Invader Chess £ 1 4.95

Big Value
Compilations

PericnrfMpnev
JSfcW Manoeernem JHT
..ifrW Bjinesi Ggmee 1

_fi*rW
J&vr DetkOkiy'
-£6dW" Graphs ft Charti 1

fcW Theafre Quiz' £1*95
JM*W Wdtch Vbuf Wagn-t"

The CcX0p*ftte Coektai Maker 1 _£&W
1 'eSC Orxrpai«* a _

• ANYFIVE FOR ONLY£7.95
SaMI§Tmcropower GAMES

Felix In the Factory
Grogtor'
Bumble Bee'
Gauntlet
KHier Gortlla*

bubble Trouble'

Oedron invaders
Felix Fnjt Monsters
Chess
Danger UXB
Frenzy
Feltc meels the
Evil Weevil

^95-

_£?t95

_£M?5
J2#

5

:E*95
^95
.£*95
.£*95

£b35

Stack Car
Swoop"
Jetpower Jack
Cybertron Miaion
Galactic Commander
Moorvalder
Bandts at 3 O'clock'
Adventue
&wag
Escape from Moon Base'
Ghouls'
The Mine

-£TOS
-^95
-SPSS
-W5
--SM5

_£*9S
-sar9S

-*7-95

£*95"

Classic Adventures*

Magic Sword*

Gyroscope*

: Dennis through the
Looking Glass*

* bbc Compatible

ANYFIVE FOR ONLY£7.95

Oi

for use with Plus

One or BBC
Normally

Now only £1495

Beau Jolly Rye star Games
Computer Hits 1 . 2. & 3

Acornsoft Hits I & IS

Superior Collection VaS III

Usuall y£9.95T Now Only £7.95

EDUCATION SPECIALS

UnKwcrd German £1493 Maths ‘O' Levei II £12*6
Unkword Spanish £1*95 Where?
Unkwcrd ttatian £1*95 Biology £L2rfi5

IDO English £T**S
Maths 'O' Level 1 &W5 Which Salt .-£9,95

BBC & ELECTRON AVAILABLEANY TWOFOR£3 . 95

ELECTRON LANGUAGES

usp Cassette £9^ST£2.95
Turtle Graphics Cassette .££95£295
Forth Cassette £795 £2.50

I

Logo Cartridge
ISO Pnscol Cartridge
LISP Cartridge
Starship Command
Hopper Cartrtdge
Elkman ROM

£29.95
£29.95
£9,95
£2 95
£2.95

£15 95

Joysllek k i teftace B. Sottwrj r
H.-> any i!i K

Jaysltck (Quckshol It with micro-

amltfi) Oftly Sf2 rA
tlile £1 >.95 S?95
hue J Games Dec

Superior Cofloc fiat \ V>_. i ll

S9«

[pUs .T fltJC} £-14.95 £11 95

McgP Mkjsrircxjrns £1295 £2 «
Wtt nr>d My Mcru flirtlk ££95 £1.00

Artwam; ed da* £S.Vi

TEL

SOFTWARE BARGAINS A division olf The tvfempower Group
Dept EG,BM Regent Street, Chapel AJIerton. Leeds LS? 4PE
Tel; 0532-6S7735
Ansaphone out of hours mat* matt* cn*qu«/p.o. i peyobt* io 'son**** Boteatra a -quo *sp p*p

II
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Tha* Advanced Piu> Four [A. P.4 .)

* A FULLY ACOftNI COMPATIBLE disc l/facfl far ihe ELK' & Plus 1

* Acoepls any standard 5'A
' or 3Vi" disc dnv* with R$U

* Supplied with 1770 DF5 - as supplied on She B J & Master songs)
;A I P it st M av-aitebie for Pius 3 users at £24 15 tnc.J

* Page tltvt ar REDO. me same at Tape F 5 NO LOSS < RAM
* Will flilow mo re tape software to He run from disc

0 Access compel ibte BSC el ue, based software. No corners ion program needed
Extra sideways ROM socket filled as stendnrd

A self-contained. welt finished and lylly tested product

4 No snort eulS' in (wsign. finish at components
9 POM s/ware includes format. verily, tree space and ulitt

* Achieve greater BSC compatrbilty

£ 69.55 f+VAT)

"

t

can fifomm|n(/ it to anyone contampitting upgrading to disc
' '

Electron User. June '8&

AP* should b* conwuftrtd fftt ntodprd initiate* tor 1bi ffitlraa"
Acorn User, July I

AP4 SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICES
AP4 100 = AP4 - 5'/, 40 1 reck S 'S including PSU
AP4 400 = AP4 + 5%'' track swiichable D/$ including PSU

thaw pfiftl Iftffvd* VA f #i5*f dalnff/y

~7
l ! I

I VM,.-. , f, •V. • •.. :WHl,

d
SUd-'.; JJ

\

ZzujipUJH/

yf*±i£)Z
.....

FFB
n
wmmiim

A.C.P. + Acorn = PLUS I

A G P are proud to announce they are now producing the Acorn Plus I

Introductory Price £49.95 inc VAT

POINTS THE WAY FOR THE ELECTRON USER
AM* MOUSE
Caich an incredible AM* MOUSE 1 The advanced opto- mechanical device ihet brings to your

ELECTRON families once only available on more expensive computers Now you can use ICONS..

WINDOWS. AND POINTERS in your own programs
AM* PACKAGE
Plug Ihe MOUSE mid The user port and the EPROM into yourA P.5 The latter contains fsst machine
code roulines lor creating c-n screen windows, icons. and pointers Anri means that ihe MOUSE button* can he programmed Tor use wnh I

commercial soFl ware such as Wtrrdwise and View There are two manuals included explaining how to operate Ihe MOOSE and the ROM routines,

which are available in both basic and machine code programs

Included in Che package are iwo Superb programs

AMX ART has in be seen in be behevetfi' it s 9 computer-aided drawing program that's just sb good ror serous applications - such as ihe preparation

of tfjtailed architectural and engineering drawings or teachers worksheets as d is lor having lots of family fun* And rf you're artistically inclined,

you'll be astonished at The Quality of work you can produce ana save It makes lull use Of on-seteen menus, pull-dgwn menus and icon* the ideal,

easy way for novices to learn and gam in confidence

ICON DESIGNER -s an invaluable program tor creeling and Storing icons lor use m your OWN programs

The ACP'AM* mouse package may be used on an ELECTRON fitted with a PLUS ! & AP& The ART' software is supplied oh cassette but can be

t

[,8r™fcr,ed t0 otsc <DFS noE ADFS>
£69.95 - MOUSE PACKAGE AND APB £125,00

Advanced Computer Products Ltd., & Ava House, High Street, thobham Surrey (JU24 8LZ Tel 027B 76545

THIS JS WHAT ELECTRON USER SAID ABOUT A PS:
"Looking at the A-P.5. shows it to.be constructed to a high standard, it looks solid and robust The A.P,S, Interface opens up the

new Electron for a whole new type ot computing/' E.U- Dec '86



ADVANCED CONTROL PANEL
(ZOVV/B/E'C C34JO
AGP is a fmopil e id control panel lan-

guage providing a BopbisIKacthd yet

IWentfty between. use' and
CfnTipgrfri for access- Is Languages.
MC5S luncl-onj end tre users awn rr-o

li

U

l ity Me. Main features Include pull

down windows, smple ip change MOSS
configure. floating point calculator, lie

manager,

SWROMsIarilliss.
{16K EPROM A FULL MANUAL]

r / I I

1 / / / ;
ADVANCED DISC TOOLKIT
|CH)/M/*/£C £34, Wl
Any Acorn user including Master. &BC 8'.

Electron. DFS, 177DDFS. ADFS, 2nd A oo-

roc esso-'s A.C.P.'s BEST SELLING product

containing over 3D command* i no. sx?werM
memory A disc editor. search memory/disc/
be*ie. taialogua/ unplug ROMS, lead/run

programs below page automatic menu. Ida

transfer I ine looked cassette f iteal ADFS ul e

Dio aio | "H i superb" Database Pubs
"A lop class toolkit - 1 have no hesitation in

recommanding it Acorn User Nov ggi

£I8K EPROM A FULL MANUALI

T

ADVANCED .25 MEG RAM
(19) (M (A DMJrE+t (AD E

)

New Hi LaCh carlrkipe (rtCnnal size] containing

an incredfcle 256k of S.ways RAM although it

Could be used Co score many pages of s.ways
caps ROM images Its primary gner best use is

as a Gaps RAM Disc supported by our
advanced 1 77QDFS (MeslerfAdm or Isactron
Ade are now upgraded] access Ow 256* In

AQR. New (Matoses M-Vtettstoire] can
perform at toa&tNskJng speed lover twice as
last as some opier t Meg Saloon Discs) and
animation with upio £5 screens becomes a
reality, Price must reflect rear value Ito money
and package prices lor AQ3 andAOMrE are
available at £99 .95 felting ROMS may be
upgraded whan purchase ADR ior E5

ADVANCED ROM ADAPTOR 2
<031 7M/E*1/ £1*98
An Acorn approved cartridge containing i

cirri wrih special zero' polite spckei* that

allow you Is? fH compatible 0K or 16K
EPROMS '

flCMS The cartridge 15. fully

onqlosed providing complete protection Inr

your ROMS Simple to use no switching-

complies fully so the Acorn isideways) Bom
Filing System A H A 2 contains 2 sockets
a smgia adaptor is also available

A.R A.l £07 ifIf fid 35 “The best ROM car-

tridge is by far the ACP AHA 2 A 6
Dec F

\ \ \ \

ADVANCED BATTERY BACKED RAM
fIBtM.'&'+l £39.99
For Master and Bsshffl l»ers.. A battery

bHiked 32k RAM cartridge A.B R . is a sets

contained cartridge containing two iBk pages
o! sideways RAM with a rechaigaabla battery

back ud. Each 16k page can be indMduafty

ccked by software. 5 -opliad w-1h Fu : sorr^a's

support, to incMde loading software, ROM
save, advanced print butter and a disc utility

MAKERC7M-
'Irs 9 superb Addon and a mu&ttpf 3JI serious

Electron Users' Eujufa////// 1 1111 i \ \ \
ADVANCED ELECTRON DFS
(05) /E/ £24. IS

Etedron 5 Plus 3 U**T5 grim 80L
comp d t ib -1

1
1 v by adding tne Advanced

Electron DFS |1770 DFS)1h<&is the same disc

filing system supplied with the 88C 0" Npw
vou can produce and access foompai iWe I BBC
disc based software A C P also supplies 57/
disc drives In add Id you i Plus 3 lirvt 2nd

drme adaptor
|

ACP has produced another

superb ROM for i he Effectran " Eleci ran Uttar

Feb £6
fsuppriad on 1&K EPFI0M * DFS MANUAL!

ADVANCED DISC INVESTSGATOR
£0«] /M/B-'E/C £26.75
A very powerful D sc utility tor standard &
non standard discs Backup mnrU protected
discs, edit any type pi non- standard disc
cbeck 5 repair feuHy tracks, create new drae
formats. COffiv 40irack discs Ed BOlrecIt discs,
verify two non standard div:=

i "ADJ features an extremely comprehensive
sector editor, and on® of rhe finest I've seen'

Tatielirsk on Praslelt

(supplied on 15K £PH0M » manual;*

-i—/

—

t—fr-
ADVANCED PLUS A

lOSh'E-l/ f7g,9e
I disc drive compatibility *t l£>ng last

I j

.;Ei*arpn Lber June B&l thi* s-jms U 3 AP4 A ACP t

approach 10 producing products AP* -5 a luliy

ACORN compatible mac l.'tace A will accept ary

nrndlrd drive me PSU rgna t77D DFS |aa lifted m
r'e3 • & Master; keeps page ftcoe lh :s n now
A ^frvidtt i soare mm $ockf( ACP i PL 75 *

COmts CM E Oh Hop I Can rMOmmenp I 1o any-

one it U. June flfri

APfl ShOirip se cur sidereC the slardard -nter-

race fpr me Eieclrgn rAU July fl6i

APA i OB £1M 00 fine VAT a Socuncor ddivpyl
APi 4dB £293.0£l fine VAT & Sucuncor deflveryi

ADVANCED RDM MANAGER
fOrj.'Mi'B.'E.i'C *til,95*

A frienrily utility for ft£lM & Sideways RAM
Examine BOM^PMfi. loaHf files mto RAM
move memory in- from SWavs HOM/RAM
caiflioBua 'k-i HOMS, otter commends to

specific ROMS, teve ROMs to d>sc tape
AUTOROM a file imd BASlCi k> run from

SWirt ROM HAM. eiecuta spectfic
machine code subroutine >n a RDM generate
a ROM's checksum & CRC "fleprosents

antBjirg value for money Go out and buy
this reel bargain" Dec £5 Database Pub-
lications. liupplied on EFROM + manual!

i—\—\—

Y

ADVANCED 1770 DFS
3 venmns AOM.aUI - ADBM2I
ADeflll £34 50
ADR hay* tuijilv r*. written fhe Acarn 1770
DFS. enhancing amsnng features A addmg
new ones The result is probably ;ne fsstetl 5
moiT powerful duo fifing system your
computer could have With the ability to

operate m dp.,bin density occupying both
sides of a disc |B40K| Autometic Ime

relocanoni improved file nindlmg S2 file

Cstelpgue end Sways RAM can be used as a

fast RAM DJSC
i' Sk. EPROM comprehensive manual)

ADVANCED PLUS 5
(0S)£E+1f CBfl.yg

A triple interface cartridge providing

1)a TUBE I lace allowing a second processor

to be connected, increasing BOTH speed &
memory i PAG E A0h hiMEM SBeee m all

modeai

2ft 1 MHj BUS Tor corttrol applications &
prommers
31 (ha USER PORT for mouse and graphic

devices

Also confams 2 3 ROM sockets and on board

perating software tor 2nd processor

~1
1 1

ADVANCED ELECTRON DFS Em
f14! /E*Mn/ (11,11
An altar native to our AEDfEJSi Ipr Plus 3 and
A$R usara Thus optional alternative DFS n
deaignad for use m Sideways RAM |ASR|and
allow* the user to operaie a disc fifmg aytiem
ate* when using rh* Plus 3 (in A DFS page

wpglri normal ly be 51 Dee! The DFS istumpty

tearied using the software supplied with the
ASR from d«*c (optiona i upgrade for existing

AEO users £9 59 on relurn of origiinsl

EPROM) L3V ADFS disc, + manual)

^Equipment codes tfHf- Master

Please iH-nd order 10

Advinoed Computtr Products Ltd.

6 Avj Htu*e. High Street. NAME
CHOSHAM Surrey England a nnnroc*
CUJABL2 T„l 027Q 7S5S& ADDHtSS

i—i—n

—

\~iNEW EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT ELECTRON ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Boo)! by Bruce Smith £4.95 [UA\

Software tor above book on 3 5“ A D.F.5 E3.5D (14$) o* 5 25“ 0 F.S. £2.50 (146)

OTHER PRODUCT^* SPECIAL OFFERS'
3V7- diacs in fT20)'VIEW tartndge

Vaheel

VIEW S SHEET
LIS? cartridge

E/Adv Llae# Guide
LOGO cartridge

PASCAL cartridge

VIEW pack BBC
AP4 100

AP4 4$$

[lOT)yE + 1.r£ 14.95

(1CH)/E + iS?£ 14.9$

m»)/E + l/£ 2200
n03l/E +Vr 9 99

£1041 /E/ £ 3.95

11951 ftf C 29.^5

1107] /E7 £ 2B.9&

I110J 7B/ £ 49.00

1 140) /E 4- U £193-00
1141) /E+ 1) £229,00

6.V/ d sci ds/dd"
5V* discs ssr sd

3Vi~ drae drives

5Vi disc drivea

2nd Drive Adapter

<121)yM/B7E7
(122) tWBtV

£24.09

£12.99

f 8.99
El 29.00

£149.00

C 7.9B11301 /E * 3/

Compact 2nd Drive Adaptor fl44)/C/ £14.95

3W I ibrary bps TO 1124) £2.1

•APS -t MOUSE Ptkfige (W3) /E +1/ £125.00

1BK EPROMS
VIEWST0R6
VIEWPLOT

1131) £ 3.75

(11?) )MrB/£el £E?.$5
(142) ,'M) B £26.95

fB/ = BBC ^/^Eiectron /E+1/-Elsctfon+Plus1 fCt -Compact
P
NO° PRODUCT QTY @ TOTAL

lift event nt ar\ k puery

pteere j'mf/udte ytkur ref no./

POSTCODE

TEL.

CREDIT CARD No
I enefose paymem for £

Efcpdate (RefE27)
”



Amazing maze
solutions

MANY eons ago I got my
regal hands on an adven-

ture which heighten ad my
perception of text adventur-

ing- It was released by the
now defunct Magus Soft-

ware and its title may ring a

boll in some ears: Village of

Lost Souls,

It was the most sophisti-

'l'
cated and atmospheric text

i,\ advenlure I had ever seen,

)} My only regret was that it

J was a BBC-only offering r

and although an Electron

version was promised, It

never materialised.

But now the master of

silicon suspense, Robert
O'Leary, has bought the

rights to Village of Lost

Souls, and it is released this

month under Robico's own
label for the Electron.

It is set in a mediaeval
world In which magic exists

but it may only be used by

those with a touch of the

Talent. All use of magic is

controlled by the Church,

represented by the Order of

Saint Leofric, Patron of

Magic and discoverer of the

Thirteen realms of the

Arcane.

As Nathan, inquisitor to

the Order of Saint Leofric,

you have been summoned
to the study of Father-

Magister Alain to begin an
investigation for the Council

of Twelve, who hold the

keys to the twelve realms of

order,

You are taken to the Vil-

lage of Dinham where the

Rector of the Church has

asked for the help of an

inquisitor. He believes the

Lord-Talent of the Village is
1

attempting to open a portal

into the forbidden thirteenth

realm, the Realm of Chaos.

Confused? You won't be.

after you have first played

Village of Lost Souls. This is

an essential purchase for

any serious adventurer. If-

w ELECTRON USER August 138?

you think that l went over

the top in my review qf Lost

Crystal, just wait for the

review of this masterpiece.

To balance the scales.

Robico has also announced
that Blazing Star will not

now be released, until the

autumn.
I have said in the past that

the success of this column is

dependent upon you, the

reader. That becomes evi-

dent with the wealth of help,

requests and communi-
cations which I receive. This

month I must thank a

number pf readers.

You will notice that in Hall

of Fame, i have begun
serialising The Lost Crystal

solution, kindly sent In by
Robert Henderson.

I usually receive at least

one letter a month from
Robert who has proved
Invaluable with many
aspects of adventuring. In

recognition of this service, I

hereby bestow upon him
the honour of Baron of Elec-

tron Adventures.
One recent offering from

Baron Robert is the

following program which
will list the locations and
objects in Kayleth - and, 1

imagine, most other recent

Adventure Soft releases^

LOAD K* VLE ‘

H

HEW

J

E> F 0 R F=&T03 tO Um
20]F ?F>31 AKP ?f <1 2T VPU?F

3 13 HE IT

m
The pupils of Mrs Nash's

class of Merton Court
School in Kent deserve a

special vote of thanks for the

wonderful drawings which
they have sent. These are

now adorning the many
wails of my castle,

Sincere thanks too to Sob
Harvey for h»s marvellous
solution to Hampstead,
which is both concise and
easy to follow. Can you.
Bob, or any one else provide

me with a comprehensive
solution to Dodgy Geezers?

I reserve special thanks
for Louise Hand, age 12, of

Warrington, Cheshire, who
wrote me a beautiful six-

sided letter. I will answer
your questions in the Prob-

lems Solved section, Louise.

Mention should also go to

Paul Chapman who took
three days without food -

not recommended — to

complete Thunderstruck,
and has sent me a full sol-

ution. !

Jm sorry, but I only

deal with adventures, Paul.

j have been inundated
with readers' own text

adventures which have
been entered in the

competition, which I

announced fn the June
edition of my column. The
general standard of writing

and breadth of imagination

is staggering, and some of

the puzzles have gone
beyond the realms of exor-

bitatlgn. Keep it up, and
don't forget that the closing

date for entries is July 31st.

A few months ago I pro-

mised to tell you which was
my favourite commercially
produced text adventure. At

the time it was a toss-up

between Lost Crystal and
Myorem, but the calibre of

recent releases has changed
all that.

The following adventures

are, I believe, the cream of

those available for the Elec-

tron: Enthar Seven (Disc

only]. Village of Lost Souls,

The Saga of a Spy, The Lost

Crystal and Woodbury End.

That's it for this month,
so, until software means
comfortable clothing, happy
adventuring.

OVERTURE AND BEGINNERS

This month I wish to look at

some of the more devious
mazes which occur In many
text adventures.

These are the types of

maze, where for one reason

or another, It is not possible

to simply drop an object in

order to map your progress.

In Myorem, for example,

once you have mastered
your escape from the

drainage ditch, you find that

much of the ensuing
scenario is either confusing

forest or labyrinthine jungle.

If you try dropping
anything in the jungle, Et is

soon stolen by a klepto-

maniac howler monkey,
making the mapping tech-

nique mentioned last

month, useless..

I struggled for hours at

this stage of this particular

game, until it suddenly
dawned on me that the

elaborate but Identical loca-

tion descriptions had
obscured my desire to

SEARCH,
SEARCHing at location

one in the Jungle (shown in

Figure ]) highlighted a

broken branch to the North

East.

Progressing in that direc-

tion and continuing to

SEARCH, I discovered, dis-

turbed undergrowth to the



West. Going west and inves-

tigating, unearthed grass
which had been parted to

the South, and so on,

in a matter of minutes I

had ploughed through the

jungle to an even more devi-

ous puzzle at the entrance to

a cevs - but that's for

another day.

Robert O'Leary uses a

similar type of maze in

sector one of Eninar Seven,
but here the emphasis is on
listening rather than look-

ing, Once again your
success is only rewarded by
a more perplexing problem.

Later in Myorem you will

come across a series of

mountain paths which are

almost impossible to map
by conventional means,

I only found my way
through this network and
avoided the talons of a

ravenous condor by acquir-

ing a map at a much earlier

location. It is wise to look for

quirks such as this in some
of the more ingenious
adventures.

In some other adventures
the failure to correctly map a

maze can be disastrous. In

Kingdom of Hamil, I was
devoured by a tyranosaurus
rex for failing to keep to a

logical route,

In Philosopher's Quest I

died if I did not pay attention

to the wind direction in the

whale's stomach.
It is often important, even

desirable, to get killed a

number of times in order to

Successfully map a maze. It

does of course, go without
saying that you should
always SAVE your position

to a blank tape before
venturing into anything
which may appear danger-
ous, You can then return to

this position each time you
ere killed.

I remember using the
explore and die technique
quite extensively in earlier

games such as Sadim Castle

and Greedy Dwarf,

in both those adventures
the annihilation factor is

quite high. In fact in Greedy
Dwarf, It Is imperative that

you own a compass to map
the muddy maze and con-
stantly stay one step ahead
of Arfa in the maza.
Don't forget that with

patience and careful map-
ping, no maze is Impass-
able. If, however, at the end
of the day you decide that

mazes really are a bane
which you can't tolerate, I

suggest you try an Epic or

Larsoft release which avoid

those labyrinths like the
plague.

HALL OF FAME

Enthar Seven - The Boss (continued)

You have now entered Sector 1 3nd exploration of this

area is vital if you want to make further progress.
Pick your way along the canyon, path and ledge until

you arrive at the Cavern entrance. You must now
SWITCH ON your LIGHT source arid continue NORTH
into a short tunnel.

A quick sortie WEST will reveal a pair of boots which
should be TAKEN. However, further escapades NORTH
will leave you at the mercy of some bloodthirsty bats’

There is at present, no way past these carnivorous crea-

tures.

A trip NORTH EAST from the cavern will eventually

lead you into a twisty maze which is easily mapped by
LISTENS og. This maze only leads to a more logical set of

passages where lurks a little man who speaks gob-
bledegook.
No matter how much further you explore Sector 1 you

will need to look elsewhere tq solve the problem of the
bats and the little man.

I recommend at this point that you make your way to

the Teleport chamber — WEST of the cavern - and return

to the Command Centre. Once back, it is a good idea to

store all possessions here, before venturing forth again.

You can always return to pick up any useful Items.

Sector 4 is the zone which will furnish you with the

much needed equipment and help.

Rick Hanson - Robert Holes (continue

Leave the Butchers, go S, W, W, S, E, E, E, 5 to the dark
alley. Go W, W, W, W, 5 and IN to the tavern. INSERT
JMP1 IN TO THE BANDIT then PLAY BANDIT. Get the
QUHUT, go W and PAY BARTENDER WITH GUHUT. He
will give you a bottle of ale. Try drinking it.

Go U, U. U, N, N, N/N and OPEN EAST DOOR then GO
E into Bedroom Four CLOSE WEST DOOR then SLEEP,
You will receive further instructions in the form of a code.

Translated it reads; VISIT THE CHURCH THEN GO TO
THE BOOKSHOP AND ASK FOR THE TWELVE

Turn to Pegs 12
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APOSTLES, Leave your room, go N, OPEN WEST DOOR
and go W into the Bathroom. SHAVE WITH THE RAZOR.
Leave the tavern, go back to the village square, Go W r

W, N, N r NE, SE r S, W and IN to the Bookshop, ASK FOR
THE TWELVE APOSTLES. You will be given a book. Read
it. The coded instructions read: BEYOND THE FARM-
HOUSE LIES YOUR DESTINY, MEET A FELLOW AGENT
AT THE ICE SHRINE

Leave the Bookshop, go N
r
NW

r
N

r
NE to the Petrol

Station forecourt, FILL BOTTLE WITH PETROL, then go
NW, N. N, NE, E, E, E, E, S, S, W, W, S, Get the tyre, than

go IN to the car and GET THE COVER.
Go N, E. E, N, N, W, W, W, W, 5W, S and then W

through the hole in the hedge. Go N in the muddy field to

where the river is calm and SWIM.

The Lost Crystal - Robert Henderson

Part one of the game only involves a few problems, with
different ways of being solved.

Your quest begins in a small field and in the distance

you can see a windmill. Go to the mill, TAKE COiN and
READ NOTE. Now KNOCK on the door end offer to HELP
the miller with his sacks.

GO INside the mill and UP the stairs. The miller Is by
the sack hoist and will tell you what to do. If you wish,

you may ASK him FOR the KEY, Go back down to beyond
the Stone Room and OPEN TRAPDOOR.
Now you must drop all your possessions and TAKE the

SACK. TIE SACK TO THE ROPE and TAKE EVERYTHING.
Soon the milkman will knock, so you will need to answer

the door. The miller will fall through a hole in the floor

-

no need to worry, he is okay.

There are two ways to get into the gallery and get the

sail pole. The first is to DRINK the MILK - but keep the

empty bottle — and go upstairs and open the jammed
door.

The second way is to use the key which the miller may
have given you, to open the mill store. There you will find

a ladder which, if propped againstthe mill wall, will let

you CLIMB UP and get the pole.

To finish part one you should GET the LAMP and climb

down the rope in the mill. The rope will snap and you will

have entered Part 2 of the adventure.

U Et ECTTfON USE# August 1967



ELECTRON owners may be
feeding a little dawn in the

dumps after reading the
superb report on the new
Acorn Archimedes com-
puter in the August issue of

The Micro User.

A minimum' of half a
megabyte of memory, an
incredibly fast 32 bit RISC
chip and superb graphics
make it & Fantastic micro,

and very desirable.

One of the demon-
strations that the Micro User
team saw running on the

Archimedes when they vis-

ited Acorn consisted of a

large animated bell boun-
cing round the monitor
screen. Behind it was drawn
a grid pattern.

The programming in-

volved isn't as easy as you
might at first think.

To print the ball in front of

the grid you must first store

the section of screen
memory where the bait is to

be placed. Then a plain
mask is printed over this

part of the grid and finally

the ball is printed on top of

the mask.

To move the bail, it is

erased by replacing the
stored screen memory and
the whole printing process

is started again. This fs quite

10 REP Bouncing Ball 320 DR.UI -*E0StHJlDangl6i,R 650 DEC *[BNE not
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240 ROVE 0,3 530 FO* pass-1 TE 2 Step 2 780 ,ftpty 1330 JNP Loap

250 rove fi:;*cos(UD^3i*), 340 F£=&900 790 LDA ydirrfhlE dcv-i 1640 .exit

Eli * S 1 IK RA D 1 Flfl L t J 550 [DPT pasi 100 SEC: LDA lddr:SB£ *£40: 1»50 RTS

260 PLOT 3S,ftt*C0STaAD(jnn 540 .start m a cd r : L D ft acdr-H : S8C #1:5 1160

le + 20] (fiADtangle^#} 570 LDA *AI 2 5 6 : S 1 A add TA 4ddr+1 1870 .sound

) r:L 64 eAK DIV256:STA a dd r * 1 110 JSP print 1810 EQUIP *11

270 REIT SS* LDA ?1 ; STA dirrSTR yd 320 .doun 1690 ESDIT 1

230 &CQL 0,3 ir Ueft+dowJi 110 CLC : LDA addr:ADC rS4&:
1 '03 EMV 0

290 m i
= -BIT TD U STEP R. 590 IDA #xhx+1:STA *:LDA STA 4ddr : LDA ai|dr+1:A&{ t\l% 1110 EQUU 5

in trynan + 1 :ST A y TA aldr+1 1120 ]

300 ROVE P,R J+5 tN(FfAO90) 600 . (non 143 1150 NEXT

310 TOR airgLt=Pl TO 270 st 610 IDA » 1 9 J 5 H if FF4 856 .print
1 140 (ALL Jtift

EP 20 620 LPA *19 :JSH 1FFF4 866 LDA #fcjaLii NBD256:STA

Bouncing
with the best!
JOANNE STEVENS brings some of the
power of the Archimedes to the Electrom

a well known demonstration
and was first seen on the

Commodore Amiga.
It's used to demonstrate

the power, speed, memory
and flexibility of a techni-

cally advanced computer,
implying that lesser micros
aren't capable of such
things.

This simply isn't true. The
program presented here is

an extremely fast bouncing
ball demonstration for the

Electron. In fact, a short
delay is built in to slow it

down!
Turbo owners wii I find the

animation slightly smoother
when it is switched on
However, it won't work in

64k shadow ram mode as

the screen memory is

a cce ss ed d i redly. doe sting about the powe r of

Now whenever you hear his micro, show him what
an Archimedes owner your Electron can dol!

August r997 ELECTRON USER fJ
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SLOGGER SUPER SUMMER SALE

ACORN ELECTRON
COMPUTERS

Tb*se computer ere fjliy touted and guaranteed and can be

purchased (fredl from SLOGGE R CK through certain dealers . Tha

demand tor this computer has pfompted SLOQGER to tutor both (ha

TURBO ELECTRON and lhfl&4K ELECTRONM well as the standard

32K ELECTRON.

ONLY
32K Electron B4.OT

TUREC Electron {swiSftable) 3500
&1 K Electron [awlcchabie) 99.00

GREEN SCREEN
MONITORS

SLOGGER has on offer a limited quantity of Groen Sweep monitor,

These monitors are Ideal for Word PreoeeaYifl in act a*jmn mode
giving good dear consistent toxL

A MUST tor VIEW orSTARWOOD users,

Complete win a cables suitable for the AcorP Etecjon

Dompular (nr BBC]

.

Fully tested £90.00 irecarriage

SEDS
THE COMPLETE DISK SYSTEM UPGRADE

imagine , , . 4D0K of memory instantly avatable . .

.

Camas loaded in seconds . .

.

Word Process*^ files leaded or sawod in seconds , ,
-

BASIC proghams loaded or saved in seconds II

I

This i3 the power ot die dis* system.

RejMrng either TheROMBOX PLUSW the ACORN PLUS 1 , SEDS is comprised ot the

Mowing;
High quality na.'BO switchable double sided §.2rBBC compatible drive with builB in pH

suppfy unil.

1 The Slogger Electron Disk Imerface (S€ Dl)

Th* Slogger Electron Disk Filing System (SE0F$]

,

SEDS ONLY £199,95

SED 1

SLOGGER ELECTRON DISK INTERFACE.

This unit tils into to* FfOM&OX PLUS OrACORN PLUS 1 and provides the signal to control

any standard $.zsr pr 3.$- inch drive. Supplied complete with SF.DFS insiallecwiti

appropriate dceumenia’on.

SED I ONLY £74,95

MASTER RAM
BOARD

Upgrade your Electron to a 64K Machine

using 32K of SHADOW RAM

Fits inside the Acorn Electron, uses no nartridge pons
Compatible wito ALL reliable Electron hardwara [exceptTURBO
DRIVER).

Compatible with ALL Electron wtovare, swifting between &tK

mode, TURBO mode [yes. . . to* TURBO DRtVER IS BUHTFJ),and

For correctly written Klffrw*, HfMEM is ALWAYS AT SOOD in 64K
mode so leavingMOM bytes tor BASIC orWORD PROCESS ING ,n

ALL Mwnmodaj.
DquOles the speed of Word Processing.

Uptn 300% speed increase to' games

.

Additional 12Ktor use as Pnn»r Burierwlth Expansion ROM 2.0

Ir.sta latter Service tor those not con? den: or soldering.

| can thoroughly rocoomend if

EfecJrco User ) 967

SEDFS
SLOGGER ELECTRON DISK FILING SYSTEM

1 FULLY ACORN DFS corroalibto

' OSWORD7D.7Eand7F imptemwitefljon

' FORMAT and YE RtFY end other utilities boil t in

Page EM ...NO LOSSOF ELECTRONMEMORY
1 OPT commands tor taster drives

' FULLY compaiible With BASIC Filing system commands
' FULLY compatiblewilh machine coda programs
" Extra sideways ROM socket

TAPE lb DISK swailabSe(T2SEQF5)

Designed by CAD (Computer Aided Design)

* Excellent compreiiengi v® 90 page documentation.

HSEDFS is so good that I can't easily find tauri Wlh it, the manual is quite simpTy the besldl the

type I have seen, to suit everyone From the beginner to die pralessinnaT

"The SEDFS performed admirably througham . .

"

‘’Anyone considering upgrading disks, 5EDF1& Is the Ipgcai choice"

1 can recommend SEDFS unres^rvedfy*

fteerw UserJune 1987

Master RAM Board Kit - coda MR 2 - Now Only £49.95

No posing»

THE ELK TURBO DRIVER
(Designed by Andyk Ltd.)

RUNS ELECTRON SOFTWARE AT SPEEDS
COMPARABLE TO THE BBC

DffiiAes the speed pf Word Processing

Up to 300% speed 'crease tor gamut-

Fitted ihiemslly * OCOjp«5 no cartridge ports.

Switchable ’Normal/Turbo" speed
Compatible Wth ALL ev3tng hardware and software products

fexcop; the blaster RAM Board).

Ensfallation Service - tor toos® not confidentor soldering.

This upgrade should be AtondahS on all Electrons*

EfeciWt VserJufy 1986

Turbo Driver Ktt - ctode TD2 - Only £29.95

SLOGGER LTD
107 RICHMOND ROAD

GILLINGHAM
KENT

MET 1BR

P INSTALLATION SERVICE

Guaranteed to upgrade ydUr Electron with either the Master FLAM Beard or Elk Turbo

river AND RETURN rT WITHIN 7 OAYS OF RECEIPT,
' (nciudes Postage paid BOTHWAYS {using FREEPOST) and 1 YEARS GUARANTEE.

Order MH1 - Master RAM Beard In staffed - only £59.95

or TDl - Elk Turbo Drtver Installed - only £39.95

Please rvotG . . . rf you owri a PLUS 1 , please send it with your Electron to bo

tested to ensure reliability at hirjh speed.

M flECTFTaiV USER Auguti 1W7
SLOGGER SUPER SUMMER SALE



SLOGGER SUPER SUMMER SALE

FtOMBOX PLUS 32K SIDEWAYS RAM
SLOGGER'* answer to the PLUS 1

Q. Whynctbvy (ha Aeom Plus 1 ?
K Because "EXcellan:: lhough the Flue, 1 ia. i thinkThere « (Dll room tor mproveman-1

' sad the ElWlVon
Useflitagaiine.

The HOMBOX PLUS has |hfc Improved pecMcatiati:
1 . Four ROM'RAM scckaa • d free tfto carrdge skit® Tor more impcr.ant add ons, Each $oe<W caul tok£ the

UteJal3KM6K ROM® but can also taksieK RAMS offing a Slagging 6aK SIDEWAYS FLAM,

Z The PLU51 Carthdg* aloes.

3 , The PUJ$1 centronics* printer pod.
i. The Expansion ROM 2.0

5
, Switched Jcyifcfc inserted* available.

6 Analogue Joystick interface under developmanL

Still Only £54.95

ACORN PLUS'! s

Stagger has on otter a limilad number of AcotTl

PLLfSl a. Tnaae unite are brand new but

nonethelaaaiuli^ tested to Stoggero factory.

ONLY £44*5

(£50.00 WITH EXP ROM 2 ,0)

TAPE TO DISK BOMS
VERSION 2

Traster The majority af Tape programs to disk
1

Acorngptt, Superior and MiMpoWar HD problem

* Compatible with pT>gram& copied using Version i

JOYSTICK INTERFACE
Idi ROMBOX PLUS orAOORN PLUS 1

U&CS Cheap ATAR l-type joystick®
" Compatiblewith ALL Tape jvd Disk systems.

Emulation or key® by Expansion ROM 2.0
* Can. oe uSM with Wall WnEsn games a Iher

WITH OR WITHOUT A.JOYSTICK OPTION
'The ultimate Joystick Interface'

MBJuty&T
"Well worth saving: up tor. 3 cam recommend

ft to all Arcade Adcccs'
Electron User May$7

Only £14.94
Require® Electron Expansion 2 j0

Only E5w>lfU?i is unit

JOYSTICKS
Switched Joysticks tor the Stepper Joystick Interface

Quietened £a.00
uidkehot il £6.00

SLOGGER EPROM

CARTRIDGE
for HOMBOX PUTS or PLUS 1

Ertr popular on lha BBC
Beet used with EXP ROM 2.0

{l } Save ROM backups far load ng unto

Sideways Mam.
{2}Setupa 1 &k Print Buttle'

' Splits as 2x1 1-; pages
VIEW and VIEWSHEET in one slotll I

* Write prated option
. pteventsberrupben oi

software.
* A very powerful piece 0* hardwire"

Electron UserJuly$7
ONLY £34.50

;£39.5Qw1h EXP ROM 3.Qj

EXPANSION ROM 2.0
for ROMBOX PLUS or PLUS 1

* Supports Printer Buffer Wth 0K/16K sideways
MAM or 1 2K wilh WASTE R RAM BOARD.

" MSAVf command to tava ROM images to tape or

disc.

HLQAD cpmmard to load Sideways RAMw.th a

ROM image.
' ROMS command to displays ROMrttAM in system.
' JOYSTICK command tor the SLOGGER Joystick

Interlace
" Allows cassette loading jn high mftSOlulton
' Supped® all stendard lunctions

(Printer, ADC.RS423J
1 Sunpiy fits into internalROM socket.

"There it mom for .mprovamarl in the operating

system, No doubt this was the idea behind

Expansion 2*

Electron User, July $7
Onay Eii,a&

(EG If purchased with 32K SIDEWAYS PAM
Of JOYSTICK INTERFACE}

* More suceesstal than ever bebre

T2P3 fer the Acorn Pius 3

T2CU tor toe Cumana DPS
T2P4 fet AP4 andEOO DFS
TESDftirllle SolkVakDFS

T2SEDFS torlhe SEDtFS

ONLY £34,95

' Upgrade 1 -2 onfyES wilh original ROM

PRINTER
AMSTRAD BMP 2000

Fu* EPSON compatibility

‘ Ideal tor Hsljngi, Word PrMesairg and graphics

* Prints 1 05 characters per second indratt mode
1

52 characters par second in Near Letter Guallry

(NLOf

Bulled 2k buffer to increase ffiraughpui

' FREE lead nutate tor RQMBQX PLUS or PLUS 1

ExCtifltnE V«Fu« at only El BS

CARTRIDGE
Carnes TWOBWieK RQWEPfiOM software

CompatiblewithRUJS 1 . ROMBOX PLUS and
BBC Mutt*,
Siaipty plugs into cerindga star

£19.00 tor a limited period

ROM SOFTWARE
STARWORD £34.50
STARSTQRE 2 £29.95
SEDFS upgrade ROM lor CUMANA owner* £24.94

BARGAIN CORNER

OTHER PRODUCTS
5,25" 4&80 Trackns disk drive inc. PSU £149 OO

3 .5 ' 4Cteo Track disk drive toe. PSU £149.00
Printer Lead (IgrROMBOXPuJS/PLUSl) tfl-SS

Electron Advanced USerGuitfe £3.95
Vine L4crcaADOCOMM £28,00
Vine LGcraa MATRIX ROM C$5 00
USER PC FIT tor any DIGITAL MOUSE £29.95

SLOGGER'S
AUTHORISED
DEALERS

AbardOfin MScm Ugk ffifiS tfffiST

iHmingtiam AHn Jten» Computtri fl?r 773 5737

S'iso I Avgh Computor Exthanff $272 $3?$6 f

Berafey Dsteturt flr *60 SSS t

ajirtey Atomic !>)Jiipu1»r Syrlam* 542S9

SyAwrCiTJlitorirtl iSS2343 r37

Caiflff Campuler Eichi-ng* 822248X6$
Cs/digan Cardgan ElKtremlcj 8239 dJ«53
Chesham Reads Photo & Compiling 4194 782073

Cmydan CarnputHr Centra Cl (S3 2S4i
zarBham Projact EKpereiona 5329 £2 \ MS

STARSTOftE £9.9$ "amtam Fernham Co-mpiAarB wszmsr
STARMON £9.95 GLirgcw Cgrnpvtvr Oapot 0413323044

STARGRAPH £9.95 Lewrilsr CiACem|H4»r* C533 540407

PRINTER ROM £9.95 Louden Counpwfacf 015800181
STAR TREK £9.95 Luton Haebytt 0%2 457105
ELKMAN £9.95 Ucksl He.inraoGh hEarbaraujh C«npulara 0858835230
PDG £9.95 Nnrinjy MAS Asseoiatita

Shaeinass Swalattk Systama

083545774

0785805530

Slodgsori Oram ElaeUnnlea iif i t& (E2C

Tetoid Al Con-puitrSuFpliea 0S52 5fl?737

Truwbrtbe Wtsl Wilts M croa 02? \4 62750

L fii’slon Skand Ctemptoin 0229 $6984

Wanington ChAk'n Mcroa Q1?S iWQQ
Nelkerands Vitobyta Csr.pjte rs Rotterdam OiO

Mill LkM'Ory
NibJfl KepBsTawwfilll 0908 7*246

3tx&xfl 21 S Softwari 0675

CfteqjGS payable it?

SLOGGER LTD

| |
AtsesaNo ^,

Via

a

Aiprices inclLide VATP&PWMpMantJ &rty

Ecpiry Date please supply Cwt

2 £,

a c.

— A £

5 1 -

Told £

PlK4e«andQHi(fer)to SLOWER HD, 107 BCHNC+tti SOAO. tllilNtHAM, ttMT

5LDGGER
Tel: 063452303

SLOGGER SUPER SUMMER SALE
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Boring battling

Program: The Ket Trilogy

Pried: £9.95

Supplier: incentive Software, 2 Minerva

House, Calfeve Park, Attfermaaton.

Berkshire RG7 4QW-
Tel: 07356 77288

THIS package contains, Mountains of

Ket, Temple of Wan and The Final

Mission - which form the classic and
colossal Kel Trilogy.

Often when a piece of software is

given enough sales hype to sell sand
to the Saudis you becomes a bit scep-

tical about the quality of the game.
The adventure is hardly colossal.

The Mountains of Kef only has about
66 locations, and the complete trilogy

has no more rooms than an average

Epic or Robico release.

To its credit, it covers three tightly

linked Sphinx/Ring of Time type
adventures which contain some
excellent chaining purges and devi-

ous passwords,

Unfortunately things begin to break

down in the dungeons end dragons
style combats which seem to occur at

every sixth location,

These combats are supposedly
based on the prowess, energy and
luck factors of you and your foes, yei

are nothing more than a rather tedious

series of random number generations.

Conflict can be avoided in some
cases by trading wares or, In the case
of the Ogre, by a spot of illicit gam-
bling. However, your whole progress

can be ruined by unaccounted prob-

ability.

The room descriptions are sparse

and little atmosphere is created. When
any does exist, it is destroyed by silly

Interjections such as when the pass-

word to a secret door in mint con-

dition is Polo. That type of humour
may be at home in Terrormolinps but

is out of place here.

The whole approach seems rather

dated, with the parser and text

compression being extremity limited-

Superb adventure

Program: The Lost Crystal

Price: £9.95 /mail order only}

Supplier: Epic Software, IQ Gladstone

Street, Ktbwo/th Beauchamp, Leices-

ter, LE8GHL.

THE Lost Crystal has bean more than

two years in the making and supposed
release dates have come and gone.

However, the wait was worth it. This is

one of the best text adventures I have

ever seen.

It is offered in a superlative manner,
with two cassettes packaged with help

and instruction booklets in a scintil-

lating presentation box. The screen

shots on the insert give an indication

of the marvellous graphics ahead,

The documentation helps set the

scene for the 400 location magnum-
opus which follows. "The Rainbow-

Crystal which has protected the
people of Zaioria for many years,"

(from the hideous flogie and his

marauding Morgs), "has been struck

by a mysterious bolt of lightning and
shattered into seven pieces".

You have been chosen to recover

the seven crystals and find a way to

recreate the Rainbow Crystal and so

restore peace to the Freelands.

You begin this massive jaunt

standing to the south of a large

windmill. An exploration of the milt

It is a shame that the memory taken

up by the combats and fancy screen

display couldn't be better utilised by

creating more locations.

I'm not too keen on this adventure,

as there are better examples.
Pandragon

Presentation 8
Atmosphere,,.,.,,-.. 3
Fri;i5fjfli#

-

ifjn Fact&r 7

{faiiTB fnr Aftn-rwy J
5

and its storehouse should let you
solve these early puzzles which are

really Just beginners' fare. Though you
may get a shock when the milkman
knocks for his money. Don't forget

that "Milk has gotta lotta bottle.''

In part two, the going gets tough,

and t had to resort on at least one
occasion, to the excellent help book.

Careful progress through the many
twisty passages (don't worry it isn't a

maze! and assistance from the strong

but cowardly Miller should help you to

overcome these hurdles. But, don't

waste that coin.

The Bogle is soon encountered and
the poor Miller must be sea rificed to

save your own skin. Who said Epic

was heathen.

The third part is the largest and
most difficult and involves cunning
manipulation of objects, soma
excellent chaining puzzles and the

start of your collection of lost crystals.

You will now discover the use for

that sail pole you have been carrying

since the beginning of the game.
A secret passage will reveal a prin-

cess who is really a trading post for

some of the possessions you are car-

rying.

In part four, you become involved in

a titanic struggle to rescue Merlin, You
must defeat the hydra, a dragon and a

vampire before being reunited with an

old acquaintance. The end is both

spectacular and amusing.
My only criticism of the game is that

the colours are sometimes a little

garish.

The puzzles are, on the whole, log-

ical and typical of the Epic style of

construction.

The most important character in the

game - besides yourself - is the

Miller, who demands sympathy and

affection, i adored his comments at

various stages of the game and his

muscular help is required on more
than one occasion,

This is a rare adventure which has a

lot to offer the beginner and expert. A
whole new experience which must be

savoured and an adventure which I

whole heartedly recommend.
Pendragon

Presentation 10

4f/ni>iipJier« - to

Frustration Fedor 9
;

Value forMoney .. .
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Program; Survivors.

Pricer £2 99
Suppler: At!antis Software. 28 Station

Po&dr London, $£25 5AG.
Tet: 01-771 B642

I HAVE to admit I must be one of the

few people that didn't like Repton or

its many sequels. On the face of it,

Survivors seems tike Repton with a
different scenario, though the original

idea is a bit more sinister.

It all happens in the year 2007 after a
massive nuclear war has devastated

Earth, Your job is to find and rescue

the cryogenics! |y suspended survivors

of the holocaust from the crumbling
remains of a hibernation dome.
Three specially armoured rescue

droids have been sent Into, the area to

help and are now under your control.

Each droid has its own special abili-

ties. The first is a high speed tunnel-

ling machine, the second a mobile
teleporter and the third a bulldozer

droid for shifting large rockfalls in the

area. But it is not going to be easy.

From the moment the title page
weaves on to the screen you begin to

get the feeling that you are In for a

mind ben ding task. Press S to start the

game (after all who needs instruc-

tions?! and you're ready to go.

The screen display shows the power
levels of the three robots, the score,

time remaining, people left and most
important, people saved,

Actually saving someone is a

doddle, all you do is move over them
with droid number two. the telep cuter;

and they're whisked to safety.

The problems Iso In finding where
they are, and then rescuing them
without getting trapped yourself.

Mow that Is not quite as easy as you
might think and your route has to be

very carefully thought out. One wrong
move can bring boulders bouncing
down, blocking the escape route.

Survivors becomes more of a

challenge when you realise that the

three droids have to be used intel-

ligently.

Initially you can use the tunnelling

machine to dig a path through the

rubble and then use the teleporter to

pick up survivors. Rut you will soon
have to start shoving rocks around,

and then it starts to get difficult.

You have to cope with the old main-
tenance droids as well. These once
peaceful machines, having been
damaged by radiation, are now on the

loose and pose a severe threat to any
of your own droids that touch them.

Unlike most games of this ilk, touch-

ing the enemy does not result in in-

stant death, merely the loss of power.
If the power level of any of the three

Bag that birdie

Product: Bird Strike

Price: £1,99
Supplier. Firebird Software, 64/76 New
Oxford Street, London, WC1A IPS.

Tel: 01-631 5206

RlRD Strike is a recently rereleased

title from the Firebird Silver budget
range.

The game starts in the first World
War. with biplanes and carrier

pigeons, but the idea is nevertheless

simple. Move a gun emplacement
from side to side along the bottom of

the screen if anything moves, shoot

it,

A great deal of attention has been

devoted to the background detail and
the result is a simple, but surprisingly

effective Belgian rural scene with

cottages, trees and a country church.

My only complaint is that your gun
emplacement escaped this attention.

Six biplanes lurk above the cloud

cover. One by one they swoop, rapidly

droids falls to zero then you will have
to start all over again.

When you do get through level one
there are another six to come, and jud-

ging by the challenge of the first it

may take a long time.

The game is addictive and aided by
well-animated and colourful charac-

ters, One minor criticism is the sound
which is rather a disappointment, the

only regular noise being the relentless

ticking of the clock, counting your
remaining time.

S would have liked to see the ad-

dition of a joystick option and screen

designer, although this is more per-

sonal preference rather than a

necessity.

AH in all, at this pocket-money price,

Survivors represents extremely good
value for money and could well knock

Repton off ft s perch.

Mark Smiddy

Sound 4
Graphics S
PIb yBbiirty . . to

10

Overall $

homing in on you, showering bombs
as they come. You can loose off two
shots at once - you certainly need to.

A direct hit on the centre of the

plane causes it to vanish in a cloud of

smoke, reappearing as a small cross in

the graveyard of the church. Destroy

all six to move on to the next screen.

If your marksmanship is less than

perfect, your quarry will disappear off

the bottom of the screen and dive

again. Needless to say, any contact is

fatal and even a wingtip is enough to

flatten you, leaving only a skull as

your memorial.
If you hit a plane but only clip its

wing, a delightfully animated carrier

pigeon is released, cheeping merrily,

wings flapping. Shooting the birdie

adds a note to the music staff at the

top of the screen. After 12 pigeons

have boon brought down the screen

ends, you arc awarded a substantial

bonus and a tune is played.

Your attackers are now World War IE

sing le-wing fighters. You have a simi-

larly unhealthy attraction for them, but

can deal with them the same way.

After two more screens - jet fighters

and then, helicopters - you are once
again back in 1914 with no apparent

increase in difficulty.

I found the game very enjoyable -

my only,com plaint is the way it slows

down when simultaneously dis-

playing a ptane, pigeon and gun
emplacement. It rather takes the edge
off the fast action.

Martin Reed

‘SfPiITIlt 7

Graphics , .. B
Presentation 7

Value forMoney 9
Overall
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r&swm
Darn near catatonic

Program: Sqy&steti&er
Price: £2,99

Supplier: Bug-Byte, Victory House,
Leicester Place, London WC2H JN8

Tel: 01-439 0655

SOFTWARE st a reasonable price Is

always welcome and It's nice to see

more appearing on the market. But we
want reasonable value for money and
\ feel that this offering falls short.

Squeakaliser, a maze type game
with you playing the mouse world's

answer to Clint Eastwood, didn't make
my day.

The half-pint-sized hero must gather
a number of keys to open a box con-

taining 3 giant cat-trap. This is moved
round until all the cats have been
eliminated from that screen.

On alternate screens the box opens
to reveal slicks of dynamite that have
to be handed to thE cats. Ljnfor-

tunately, sometimes the cat hands it

back and runs off.

The idea behind the game is good,
Movement of the hero is simply up,

down, left and right. The sound is ade-

quate and the graphics are very cure

indeed — when the hero gets his

comeuppance the little birds twit-

tering round his head are plain to see.

But the game is just not properly fin-

ished off.

The opening screen starts the rot

with the title r Squeekallser, which
shows that someone, somewhere
can't spell.

The game uses part of the screen for

memory resulting in the picture being

limited by two very distracting bands
of colour at the top and bottom of the

display, t cannot believe such a simple
game should use that amount of

memory.
One result of the limited playing

area is that the remaining screen is too
small to generate anything other than

a very basic maze.
When ihe game starts you are

offered a choice of two levels, known
as Sheer Panic and Sweaty Palms.

These would be better renamed as
Sheer Boredom and Sweat it Out, The
only difference between the two is

that choosing the second causes all

the characters to slow down to the

point where it Is almost impossible to

cross the screen before the time runs

out.

Another point of frustration is that

All abroad with Repton

Product. Around the World in 40
Screens

Prtce, £6.96
Supplier; Superior Software, Regent
House, Skinner lane, Leeds L$7 TAX.

Tel: 0532 459453

SINCE the successful launch of Repton
3, Superior has been inundated with
letters asking when it would release a

new set of screens.

Well it is my great pleasure to

announce that it's here, entitled

Around the World in 4Q Screens. The
package consists of five files, each
containing eight mind blowing
screens.

The cassette represents excellent

value for money since notgnly do you
gel 40 new screens, there is also a
copy of Repton 3 and its own screen

editor. So, if you didn’t buy it first time

round, here's your chance to see what
you've been missing.

As the title suggests, each of the five

IISes is based around a different coun
try or environment. The characters all

retain their original characteristics, so

boulders Tall, eggs hatch and

although your mouse starts with

seven lives, once he,is cornered and
despatched by a cat, he is rein-

carnated in exactly the same place.

This usually means the toss of all your
lives,

Oh Bug- Byte, Plan B was terrific, 1

Irked Dunjunz so much 1 went out and
bought it myself, but for me Squeak-
aliser is a CATastrophe.

Beejsy

sound <—,
Graphics

Playability

Value

Overall.

.

4
3— 2
4
3

monsters chase, but every last one of

them has been redefined to match
their new surroundings,

Repton's voyage begins in the Wild

West where 'Ctlnt' Repton has to clear

the town of hamburgers inside a strict

lime limit

The boulders have been replaced by
wagon wheels, the monsters are now
Rod Indians and the spirits have
changed into bandits who must be
jailed.

The remaining four files are set in

the snows of the Arctic, the mys-
terious Orient, the ocean depths and
Africa. A great deal of time and effort

has gone into creating a graphical

treat,, and a series of puzzles that are

just as testing as the first collection.

In the original Repton 3 you had the

chance to load a new series of screens

if you grew bored with the first set, but

you were still playing with the same
old characters.

By using a brand new character set

with each group of screens your atten-

tion is held much longer - it s now far

easier to keep the eyelids open at

three in the morning.

Unfortunately, the vastly different

character sets cause a few problems
when loading a new file. You don't

know which are safe to touch and
invariably lose a few tives.

The best course is to use your first

venture into a new landscape as a

suicide exorcise, walking blindly into

Ihe different characters and noting
what happens.
The inherent expandability of

Repton 3 has been exploited to the full

by Superior. If it continues to release

extensions such as this, our little

green skinned buddy could be around
for many a year.

Jon Hevis

Sound-.
Graphics.,.

Playability .... iO
Value W
Overall 9
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Touch of luxury
MANY years ago TV and
monitor screens were not
used to display output from
the early computers.
Instead, they relied upon 3
panel of indicator lights.

Similar to those seen in

many science fiction films

from the fifties, they were
known as front-end control

panels, and became extinct

with the advent of the

monitor.

Now ACP has revived the

control: panel idea, giving

Electron users a friendly

front- end panel.

Replacing the bulky elec

tronic display, it is supplied

as software an ram. To use

it you will need a Plus 1 with

a suitable rom cartridge or

Rom box.

The panel appears in-

stantly on power-up, taking

control of the machine
Instead of Basic. At this

point the only major prob-

lem many Electron users are

likely to encounter becomes
apparent - the display is

unalterably in Mode 0,

This is necessary for the

software but is a nuisance if

your screen can't display -60

column text clearly - and
this means the majority of

televisions.

The control panel
provides you with a very

convenient interface be-

tween you and the micro's

more complex functions .

The intit ial control panel

display has four window
headers - Language, Mos,
File and Panel.

Highlighting Language,

MARK SMIDDY reviews ACP's
Advanced Control Panel

This can be useful for

stopping one rom accepting

a star command intended

for another.

Under the File menu are

various functions concerned
with filing systems, infor-

mation on files, changing
drive with disc systems and
so on.

Finally, most powerful of

all, is the Panel menu itself.

This enables you to tailor

the panel or design a

completely new one.

It is possible, for instance,

to create a panel which only

contains those functions

directly relevant to- the Elec-

tron. Although this is not

strictly necessary, it shows
what can be achieved.
User defined panels can

be saved to the current filing

system, ADFS disc for

example, and then the panel

can be re-entered at a later

date with *ACF followed by
the filename.

Advanced Control Panel is

supplied with a comprehen-
sive 2B page manual that

contains everything to get

you started from filling the

rom right up to the more
advanced features of the
software.

It is a reasonably user

friendly piece of software,

and although a luxury item I

can recommend it to anyone
who wants easy access to

the Electron's functions.

One word of warning
before you rush out and buy

It - make certain that you
can easily read 80 column
text on your television or

monitor.

using the cursor keys,
brings up a language
window.
Under this heading are

listed all roms present in the

machine that announce
themselves as languages.
Normally this will be just

Advanced Control Panel
itself, Basic and the Plus 1

rom.
It is important to note that

language roms are not
necessarily programming
languages, just that their

designers included a lan-

guage entry point in the

software. The Plus 1 rom
can't be selected even
though it appears on the list.

If you have the language
cartridges View, Viewsbeet,
Lisp and so on, these will

appear on the menu.
Entering a rom from the

panel is a simple matter of

highlighting the one you
wish to use and pressing

Return,

Under the heading Mos lie

the operating system func

tions. Some Functions listed

under this menu and further

sub-menus do not directly

concern the Electron - the

rom can be used on the BBC

Micro and Master as welt.

Clock, for instance,

accesses the real time clock

in the Master. Trying to

access one of these extra

functions on the Electron

results in the error mess
age:

,fNoi supported
1

'.

This should not be a prob-

lem, and if you ever upgrade
to the heady heights of the

BBC Master, you'll have one
less rom to replace.

Available under the same
heading is a pop-up-
calculator that allows con-

version between decimal,

binary and hexadecimal and
simple arithmetic to be per-

formed.
It's a lot easier to use this

than to perform the same
feats from Basic.

Another useful function

under the same heading is

the rom list which lists the

16 rom locations allowed by
the operating system and
their contents, if any.

In this window it is pos-

sible to switch off fin effect

unplug l any of the roms.

Filin? fyitwi aik

IJmttn; A if

Product; Advanced Ccmirgl

P&nel
Price; £34.50

Supplier: Advanced Com-
puter Products, S' Ava
Mpcj.se, Cftobham,: Sutrey
QU24 StZ

Tel. 0276 76546

LDH^tEFFFlMl E'fft^-llTFFfcSj?

figure i: The disc catalogue under ACP control
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ROLAND WADDILOVE evaluates
a Mode 7 adapter for the Electron

Product; Mod# 7 Adapts
Price;: L'SS.DO

Supplier: Jsfs Sy£t&msr 9
Lvr\-y*Garvva, Ca$rphtflyr

Mid-Gtamdrgan
Tel: 0222 $67203

IT has taken nearly tour

ye ary, but now bare at last

Is a true Mode 7 adapter for

the Electron. And very
impressive it is too.

It's a hardware add-on
which plugs directly into the

back gf the Electron and Is

about the same size as a

Plus i.

The pre-production proto-

type version I tried was not

cased r so I can't say what it

will look like when finished,

Hopefully, it wiil match the

colour and style of the
Electron.

Plus 1
r 3 and Rombox

owners needn't worry, as
the edge connector is con-

tinued at the rear ot the

board and our Rombox Plus

and Cumana disc interface

worked perfectly through^
out the review.

There is a short monitor

lead on the left side of the

board which is not, as I
first

thought, for plugging into a

monitor, hut into the moni-

tor socket on the Electron's

side.

The TV output is taken

from the Mode 1 adapter

itself, not the Electron,

There isn't a monitor output,

and ! hope this slight de-

ficiency is rectified on
production models.

There's really very little to

it. You simply plug in,

switch on, type *M0D£70N
and tap The Break key. You
now have Mode 1 in aa
dition to the normal modes
0 to 6.

htiMEM Is set at &7C00 so
5k extra ram is available for

your programs.
The Electron has a hahit of

clearing this on pressing
Break lit still thinks this is

the screen memory) so
there's a special reset

button which acts like a soft

Break. However, the content

of the extra ram stays intact.

You can print all teletext

characters, cotours and
graphics on the Mode 7
screen and you can even
poke it directly if you wish.

As a test I borrowed half a

dozen BBC discs from the

Micro User team and booted
them up on the Electron.

They all worked.
in fact, no matter how

they were written - legally

or illegally - they produced
a perfect display every time.

One of the toughest tests

was Invasion from the Feb -

ruary I9B4 issue of The
Micro User. This is a Mode 7

version of space invaders.

After adding two lines to

stop the Introductory music
from playing it ran first time,

it was every bit as good on
the Electron as it is On the

BBC Micro.

As a bonus, the adapter

also works with Slogger's
Turbo (but not 64k shadow
ram mode), so now you can
have the speed of the BBC
Micro and Mode 1 as well.

With this combination
quite a high proportion of

(unprotected) SBC Micro
software will run on the
Electron.

But you won't be able to

run commercial software
such as Acornsoft's Revs.
There are many reasons

why this won't work. One is

simply that the software
checks which micro If is

running on while loading
and will slop if it's an
Electron.

You can turn the adapter

off at any time so the micro
behaves as a normal

Electron,

Several new commands
have been added to the
Electron's operating system.

The Mode 7 display can be

brought down the screen
With "TVSSS and the BBC
Micro's red function keys

are emulated on the Elec-

tron's keyboard.

On the BBC Micro you can
press Shift, Control or

Shift+Contrpl and a func-

tion key to obtain special

effects.

This doesn't work on the

Electron, but after *EFN and

Break the bottom three rows
of the keyboard emulate
(hese keys when used with

Caps Lk/Func,

At £7& the adapter costs

as much as an Electron itself

and must he considered a

luxury rather than a

necessity.

Remember, no matter
what you add to an Electron,

it will never be exactly the

same as a BBC Micro, and
you could end up paying out

more.
However it does carry the

Electron a long way down
the road towards that great

micro, and. if money is no
object then I can recom-
mend it.
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To order turn to the
form on Page 53

. . . up to £5 on nine

quality educational

programs

Full-lengthprograms
designed! to stimulate,

educate and entertain
- in school and at home

N&miaf price F3,Bo

Wfndmitf; Wow'.. number
and cufavr recognition

Tortalr T&ann and ?psf

the rules uf single addition

PLUS;
Database: A
comprehensive database

for the voung learner.

Chinese Tnke&vV&Y'
loach and test the mfes

nf xfmpie xubtraetiun,

Fun Factors? A read*

style fanwr learning.

DfScOwOry: A Strategy

dosed phrase

identification game.

Punctuation: Test and

teach tbe rules of

punctuation.

Educational Computing

on the Electron
Volume 7 of The Micro User
Education Special con Earns ihiies full

length programs written to (he

highflUL standards and aach picked (p

combine education worth with

shear anjoymoril. The nine prop rams
cover topics from early reading and
simple sums to the rules of

punctuation and ring I a estimation -

and there's an excellent Introductory

d&tab^se.

The programs on the tape and disc

*ieva been adapted fur N'.e> Electron

and the magazine contains ah the

original listings together with advice

on how ch^y can he adapted 1o cater

for individual needs.
Covers ell age ranges from infants

lo secondary.

Angler: Tun with unglu

estimation

Spefldford: Learn to spsIS

with our friendly Jcbot

£3.95
Aforma/price f'5 . 9 i?



1

Dewse /our own Repton screens . . . and

baffle your friends!

Design a

p!aytest it

First there was Repton, voted
Game of the Year in 1985. Then
came the universally acclaimed
Repton 2 with a whole set of new
challenges. Now comes Repton 3 —
all the fun of the first two games
but with even more appeal!

Not only are there 24 screens with
a host of brand new challenges,
there is also a feature-packed
screen designer.

Now you can devise your own
fiendish screens for your family
and friends to solve. Position

timebombs, sprinkle the growing
fungus, and set devious puzzles of

rocks and diamonds. Then you
can save your masterpiece to

cassette or disc.

It's certainly a game which will

keep you entertained for months!

You can buy Repton 3 from us and
SAVE £2 on the normal selling

price.

Or you can take out a subscription
and SAVE a massive £5.

Special m CHfa t including voum reader after subscription SAVE

Cassette £9.95 £7.95 £2 £16.95 1 £5

TOORDERPLEASEUSE THE FORM ON PAGE 53



Feature

Let's keep

it clean . .

.

MARK SMIDDY sorts out your
cassette loading problems

IF YOU use tepe to load
and save your programs
regularly then I expect that

youVe sometimes had the
annoying problem of your

cassette player refusing to

load a program.
How often have you had

Data? Block? and Rewind
tape messages7

Fortunately this seldom
happens. Bui when it does
what can you do when
things go wrong?
Blood pressure rises,

nerves become hayed and
temperatures reach boiling

point. Don't despair, these

problems can be overcome.
The record/playback head

in a tape player la an
extremely fragile and sensi-

tive piece of equipment, ft

reads a fine track of mag-
netic information off the

tape and passes rt on to the

electronics where ft is

amplified thousands of

times.

Therefore any error which
occurs on the tape is a I sc

amplified greatly.

Your Electron is very
sensitive to these problems,
that's why it will rudely print

Data? right in the middle of

a program that seems to be
loading perfectly.

Loading, is in fact quite a

complex operation. When a

program is saved it is split

up into small sections and
each section or block
saved is made up of two
parts.

The first part or header,

contains information about
the file - its name, load and
execution address r the block

number, length and Cyclic

Redundancy Check or CFtC,

The second part contains

the actual data and is made

up of a long string of bytes.

There can be 65535, but 256
is the usual maximum.
Tagged on to the end of the

data is another CRC.
The CRC is a checksum

calculated using every
single byte of data. It is

sensitive enough to detect

errors of just one incorrect

bit in many thousands.
When the operating

system finds that the CRC
on tape does not tally with
the one that it has
calculated, it informs you of

the error and asks you to

rewind the tape a little.

Holding the rewind button

down for second or so is

usually enough. This can
occur in either the header or

data section of the block
hence the errors Header?
and Data?
But what about Block?

This occurs when for some
'eaaon the operating system
loses track of the block
should be loading From
rape.

It keeps a count of the last

block number that loaded
and expects to find the next

one in sequence Block? is

not a serious error and most
often occurs when the
header has become cor-

rupted.

Cassette tapes are cov-
ered in a magnetically sensi-

tive material. Ferric oxide is

the most common used, bul

what most people don't
realise is that these meteri

als are just very fine pow-
ders glued to a backing
material and there is

approximately 6750 feet of

tape in a C6Q,

You may well ask
JJWhat

difference does all of this

makc? Jr
, The answer quite

simply boils down to the

record/playback head. As
the tape is dragged over it at

a rale of almost 1,9 inches

per second a certain amount
of friction occurs.

This causes the tape to

shed a very small amount of

oxide over the head,
capstan and pinch roller

Figure I shows the positions

of these items.

Over a period this deposit

builds up to the point at

which it starts to cause
problems Woolly sound,
tape skid (wow and flutter),

or magnetism.
These problems can be

identified by listening to a

music cassette that you
have recorded yourself on a
good hi-fi cassette recorder.

Dirt on the head or mag-
netism causes the music to

sound woolly or dull and
lose volume, skid is fairly

obvious-

None of these problems
are particularly difficult or

expensive to put right if

caught in time, and can usu-
ally be solved by the appli-

cation of a propriety brand
of tape head cleaner and
demagnetises
The problem with cheap,

poor quality cassettes Is that

they shed their oxide at a

much higher rate and

therefore problems occur
much foster.

Just to add insult to

injury, this dust Is highly

abrasive and if you are
using e high quality player

then you are quite likely to
do severe damage to fhe
head. Would you polish the

family silver with sand-
paper?

Use cheap tapes end
that's effectively what you
are doing (o the record/

playback head. Assuming
that the head survives this

battering the pinch roller

invariably suffers.

In fact il is usually due to

dirt on the pinch roller that

causes tape decks to 'egt
J

tapes, leaving you with
many feet of useless tape
crammed inside your re-

corder.

The answer is to use a

cleaning tape and use Ft

often. Every eight hours of

play is usually sufficient.

Wei cleaning systems are

always preferable since they

tend to do much less

damage. I have resorted to

cotton buds and industrial

alcohol as these are usually

adequate.

If the tape is still wowing
after a thorough clean then

Turn to Poyc 24

Cassette guide The capstan Pinch roller

The erase head
The record/playback head

Azimuth adjust screw

Figure i : The posHfQps of she record and playback components.
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Feature

Figure it: Tbs record and playback kead showing azimuth angle ,

4 From Page 23

ihe fault is most likely to be

in either the deck or the tape

itself.

Again, cheap tapes are

most likely to suffer from or

cause I his type of problem.

The spools may become
partially jammed inside the

cassette.

This can sometimes bg

cured by fast forwarding
and rewinding the cassette a

few times, (hough usually a

replacement of better qua-

lity is the only option.

If several cassettes seem
to produce the same
amount of wow, then the

problem most likely lies

inside the mechanism of the

deck itself. This sort of

trouble should always be
referred fo a qualified

engineer.

Another problem that

sometimes crops up with

cheap tapes, is tape stretch.

This is why manufacturers

of tape decks recommend
that you avoid the use of

Cl 20 cassettes.

In both cases, the backing

material used is very thin

and a lot of rewinding can

literally cause the taps to get

longer and thinner and
eventually snap. In the case

of computers, tape stretch

would cause data loss long

before a snap occurs.

No matter how much you
spend on a cassette though,

never touch the surface of

the tape es this may ruin

that section irreparably and
corrupt any data that it

holds.

That covers the tape prob-

lems, but there Is another
problem of azimuth angle.

This can be thought of as

being the alignment of the

tape head with respect to

a perpendicular drawn
through the tape run. As
Figure II shows, 90 degrees

is the angle for compact
cassettes.

It after cleaning the tape

heads the sound is still not

crisp and clear you can try

adjusting the azimuth angle.

Place a cassette known to be

of good quality in the

recorder and press play,

Listen to the sound and

with a small screwdriver
turn the adjusting screw
slowly left and right until the

sound is at its brightest,

(Never turn the screw more
than one full turn in either

direction.! Do the same for

the B side of the cassette.

The head wili now be
correctly aligned.

The Electron is a reliable

loader and these hints and
tips should ensure that you
have trouble free loading.

JOYSTICKS- THE COMPLETE SOLUTION
DELTA aa SI NGLE-40C 0 Of ELECTRON PLUS 1 E12.9S

A -angle joystick therm some way* con act 05 two, me
custom mace specie* ‘low noise" potenstonoetefs are

Wired SO that rr vJU work OS C leh" hand Of right harp
n even run some programs written tor two
has nre butlers of Doth.

DELTA 361WN-0BC 0 « ELECTRON PLUS

DELTA 35 51 NGLE-MA&TErt COMPACT or ELECTRON FIRST BYTE INTERFACE
il 2,95

The some light . hao^Kioid . iteMoh* action a# a 30 but fitted wtth swricnes

for lgb with a switched jaysttek<nterioce. such osa first Byte.

£19.95

A dkecr but Improved oriemath/e tor the orignalACORN
loyshoks. with 2Joysticks wired to one plug. As^Tigi our

joystick tt’ey have the tost action stAnc to cenite return

of the SiCO shafted nyion covered Joystick. TheSghl

action mokes them idedl tchoa and theSfte burtons

atow left or right-handed lies.

SPECIALO FFER £29.95

Buy O DELTA 35 and a FIRST BYTE INTERFace together for £29.95

NEW Hi DELTAm SlNGLE-»M$Te&COMPACTS CLECTOOW FIRST 0YTE

INTERFACE *19.95

optical Feed Back The joystick mined wifh b cotoued Lights to shew you
exactly when a swttch has operated . so you need orty move the joystick a
mlnemum amount . Ohd Cart be certain that you have gben O true olOQQnni

signal to the computer.

AvqllaOlB from yiiur dt*

Of ^rect Irgm ^

V0lfmm<0
Gonr*£irBi;sJn«j Centre
London £0ad..

Bgfetocfc-

-Hotls$G74NG
- retepftane; (0462j 3944 to ~j
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Part III Programming

DEFUN of Lisp

will now begin...
In Part III of his Lisp series
Roland VUaddilove shows how
to write your own functions

SO fat in this short series

exploring the programming
language Lisp we've exam-
ined some of the simpler
built-in functions such as

CAR, CDR, SETd and the
predicates.

Mow it's time to get down
to some real programming.
We'H see how to define our
own functions and write our

first Li&p program.
Before we do that, let's

look at how Lisp handles
maths functions, as it is

rather unusual. Forget the

normal +
H
— * and f func-

tions that you may ha
familiar with.

Lisp not only uses PLUS,
DIFFERENCE, TIMES and
QUOTIENT, but Ihey also

operate in a completely dif-

ferent way.
As you might expect with

a powerful list processing
language. PLUS will add not

just two numbers but
complete lists of numbers.
For instance, enter:

(PLUS i7 32&I

(PLUS 5 & l 6

TIMES works in a similar

fashion, multiplying all its

arguments together. Enter:

itib&s ci T0J

(TIMES m ( S)

DIFFERENCE however,
can have just two argu-
ments and subtracts the

second number from the
first:

(DIFFERENCE TO ii)

QUOTIENT is like BBC
Basic's Dltf and there is also

a corresponding MOD func-

tion in Lisp - REMAINDER:

HVQIKHT U S)

REMAINDER 16 3)

See if you can work out

(he result of (he following

Lisp S-expressions, then
enter them at the keyboard
and confirm your results:

(TIMES (PLUS 1 f)

(SETfl i ig;<

. S£ TO f Ai

[QUOTIEKT j. y)

t set

h

n
j

(m
(PLUS (LAH nJ 13)

(PLUS ((Alt ni ([Alt {CM n]}>

That just about sums up

Lisp's maths functions, They
are quite primitive and use
integers throughout.

Lisp implementations on
larger computers don't have
this restriction and there are

normally many more maths
functions.

Floating point arithmetic,

SIN, COS, TAN, LOG and so

on are commonly found.
However, they do require a

lot of memory and unfor-

tunately it wasn't possible to

implement them on the
Electron.

It's now time to write a

program and start defining

our own functions. For this

we’ll need to use a built-in

Lisp function called PEFUN.
As you know, CAR tells us

the first item in a list- Unfor-
tunately, CAR isn't 3 very

good mnemonic so we'll

define our own function first

that does the same job:

({Em first Li.)

(TAR *>

)

The first word in the defi-

nition is DEFUN. informing

Lisp that we are about to

define a function. This is

followed by its name - first

and any parameters it may
require in brackets,

We are going to pass one
parameter, and we'll call it x.

It's rather like Basic's:

DEF FNfiTitCxl

Lisp doesn't mind
whether the parameter is an
atom, number or list. In fact,

if you wish, it can be differ-

ent every time you call the

function. In our example we
will be passing a Hat.

The body of the function

definition is ICAR x) which
simply tells ua the first item
in the list x. Test the function

with:

(first (beans on taait))

The result is the atom beans
- the first member of the list

{beans on toast).

Define tha following func-

tions:

(DEFUN addl U)
(PLUS n 1)

>

(DEFUN stifaf La)

(DIFFERENCE n I)

)

and test them with:

(aifdl 5J

5)

iaadf ( mbl S5)

Last month wa looked at a

group of commands called

predicates. These determine
whether something is true

or false - T or NIL in Li&p.

WeTI use these in our next

function definitions.

Normally, when we
determine whether some-
thing is true or false in a

program we wish to do
something as a conse-
quence - IF something is

true THEN do this ELSE do
that.

In Lisp we use the built-in

function COND. It works in a

similar manner to Basic's IR
THEN/ELSE but is much

more powerful. In general

terms the format is:

(MUD
(test 1 da this)

(rest? da_that)

(test! or,thi$)

(eesl4 or that)

(.<
)

Lisp will start with test

7

and evaluate each test in

turn. If it finds one that is

true it will evaluate the
remainder of the line and
then skip the rest oFthe tests

and continue after the

COND.
For instance, IF iest2 is

true THEN it will evaluate

do-that, whatever it may be.

There can he as many
tests as required and the

first to evaluate to true ends
the COND. it is often useful

to offer a default in case
none of the tests are true.

For this we use T. A& T is

always true the test is true

and rha rest of the line is

evaluated. For instance:

(com
CtZEHDP x) ierol

CT 'nornero)

)

wiil return zero if x Is zero

otherwise non-zero will be

returned.

We can write a similar

function to lest for negative

numbers:

(SEFTIJf test (a)

(COND

{(MlNtiSP R} "negative)

[t 'Positive)

)

Tutn to Page 26
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Programming

Inter arid edit Li<f prograns in View and save then as norpial.

EXEC ttieft in i Fit & _

In tact yen can set up
Hcte that cements lik

r. i* mV na*.
function keys It switch between Lisp and View,Ji ... „

:t this are iynorect.

+** Recursive proyran to find the biggest nunder ***

(DEfWH input O
(PRTH ''Enter tac lumbers:)

^

(biggest (REifo* ZPEm)

(OEFUH biggest fntm! mm2)
(COMB

((ZERO? mini) ' second)
(fZEROP nun?) 'First)
ft (biggest (subl nurti) tsubl mm2)))

}

(DFFUW subl (nufl)

f&lFFEBEMCE mm 1)
>

Figure I: A simple recursive program

< From Page 25

To see if this works enter:

(test 5)

(test -5)

Finally,, we'll take a brief

look at recursion, probably

the most important [and dif-

ficult to grasp) concept in

Usp programming.
Figure I shows a short

Lisp program which will

read two numbers from the

keyboard and tell us
whether the first or the

second is biggest,

i'm not holding this up as

an example of good Lisp

programming, there ere

much better ways of doing

this and it is simply to Illus-

trate recursion. Enter it and
typa:

(input)

to run it. Try entering small

numbers like & and fi at the

prompt and check that the

correct answer is printed,

You can enter the numbers
on separate lines or put
them on the same line

separated by a space.

What happens with very
large numbers? Try entering

1234 and 5678 and sec what

happens. You will get a No
room error message. AH
that recursion uses up a lot

of memory, so there is a

limit to how far you can
recurse.

This program is easiest to

understand if you start with

the last function and read

through till you get to the
first. In fact you could enter

it this way if you wish.

The last function $ubi
simply subtracts one from
its argument, num The
second function biggast
expects two numbers numl
and num2 and works out
which is biggest.

The main body of the
function is taken up by
CON D which has three tests.

The First asks if numl is

zero.

If it is, the second number
must be bigger (Tm
assuming here that both
numbers are positive).

The second test asks if

rtum2 is zero and if it is, the

first number must be
biggest.

If neither are zero we
come to the default test T. T

is always true so Lisp evalu-

ates the rest of the line. This

calls biggest but this time

subtracts one from each
number first.

So biggest keeps on call-

ing itself and each time sub-

tracts one from each
number. Eventually one of

them will become zero and a

result will be Found from
either the first or second
test.

The first function input ,

prints a message on the

screen using PR IN and then

calls biggest passing it two
numbers READ from the

keyboard.
This short piece of code

has all the hallmarks of a

Usp program and is worth
studying.

It is far frpm finished, and

you might like to add extra

features.

For instance there is noth-

ing to stop you entering two
words instead of two num-
bers (NUMBERP tests for

numbers). Also, negative
numbers may cause prob-

lems (MlNUSP tests for

negative numbers).
What will happen if both

numbers are zero? Til leave

it to you to modify this short

program.
Finally, I'll leave you with

a more useful Usp program ;

( PE FUR 0
t PR 1 K!t ErvpiJt_fUflni*t;)

<»Tt not (SElli))

tSETe fit* (open h3ke Ti

)

UQOP
(UtfUL (Eflf file))

(PRINK (HAD LIKE fi le>)

)

(CLOSE fils)

)

This function can be used
to display a text file stored

on .disc. You can use It to

look at View flies, spooled
programs, boot files and 50
on. Type it in then enter.

(DIMM

to run it.

You'll be prompted for a

filename, then the text wilt

be read from disc and
printed on the screen.

I think you'll agree that it

is short, neat and quite easy
to understand, even though
I have not covered el) of the

commands used.

# t hope I've whetted your

appetite for Usp. it's a lascF

nating language and well

worth exploring. Next
month we'H be looking at

the language Logo , using

Apornsoh's Logo partridge

and Turtle Graphics
cassette.
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;OMPMTINC

Going up the wall?
I WONDER how many Electron
owners when buying their micro, said

to their wives, 'It'll even help with the
housework dear" enct have since
spent many hours trying to justify

that statement.
Well, now you can, with this

extremely useful utility to help you
calculate how many rolls of
wallpaper you will need when
decorating a room.
As a bonus, the program also con-

tains some useful routines to use in

your own programs, like a box
highlighted input function and a

rounding up function.

When the program is run an open
roll of wallpaper is drawn and you are

asked to say if you would like to use

decimal or imperial measurements.
Answer with D or I and the program

will confirm your choice by printing

the word.
Next you will he asked the size of

the room that you wish to decorate,

both in length and height.

The height is between the skirting

board and the ceiling, the length of

the wails is the total distance around
the room. Including doors and win-
dows to allow for any wastage.
When you are working in a room

with different ceiling heights measure
each height separately end add the
totals together.

You will now be asked for the
dimensions of the roll of wallpaper,

Most roils sold these days are
precut to 50m + 520mm (33ft +
20.5101, so the program will Cope with
these automatical Just press Return
or enter a different value, when
prompted.
The total number of rolls required

and how many you will have to buy
will now be printed.

The total to buy is derived from
rounding up the total number of roils

required.

However, please note that this pro-

gram is intended as a guide, and only
provides a rough estimate.

BARRY WOODS
presents a
utility to help
with the
decorating

—
VARIABLES

Distance around room

Height of walls-

H
e
0

n^L
O
nY°rol[s are needed.

^numbers to

10 HEM HaUpgpfr Cilcuilt

or

ib ?F!i QV Barry ioods

50 REfl tO ELdttrtfl irscr

40 vMzi
50 Mats 4

t9 m. 23,1,f,M;M;
70 PRINT Think’

ng, p- ua:
'

S0 UN <S{&0) # TC£&0}

n nm
100 (OR TP PJ STEP 0M
710 TS(Ni>=Sllf(]()*RS

TZ0 TCINU*CftS£K>m

130 MX-MXM
H0 NEXT

150 CIS

1ft HIKicroUm Vpil ft, 1,1,B;flfMf
190

190 PROCbx(STflJN£KCf«/ )

t'NiLlpaptr C a L c u 1 a t o

r

r

< S t R

1

NSH9/ >,ZJ

200 PROCbx C'Dtci naL or lap

eriot n f l ? ',&)

210 REPEAT

ZZ0 G = 0ET AND &&F

Z30 IF S=6& Nl-'betrtrja*

*l:wmir*«tiwr else if &=

73 RI-'fEef;PRTNr[iperi8l'

;nM-
240 UKTIL 5^73 DR *=68

250 H=FHhpx t'] r.puif height

of raon i fa +HS+- ',!)

Z70 HbdAtTata L Length

af ualls in '+KSi":',10>

Z&0 If P = 0 OP *1*0 PRINT

Silly rooi diMfiaioitaTVDW 7

vm
Z90 AS-’Ra 1 1 Length J n

Sf ar Raturn:

500 L=FNbaxUi,12>

Hi IF L : B PFtOEbiCAi^lZ) rl

F bM PfUKT '10n' : L>10 ELSE

If L=0 AND n3*>0 PtHmilf:
L-33

3Z0 iJa’Rol L asdth in >NJ
+“ or Return:*

530 N*HlbOK(«,UJ

34# IF W*0

F iM PRMT*320flir
,

ik=t.3Z l

LSE IT h-0 AND nX-i PRIHT’ZO

»5ifl':W=20.5/1Z

5>0 R* 4 & Mf 1 7 ( L 7 H i 50# EHpPROt

360 IF Rt=R + 1 ELS 590

l HU* 60# IEFPR#CscroU
i70 PRINT TA3I5,22mo ro 610 fll = 50

o-i requires ; R;' rolls,' 620 VD11 29,lfl0;4a0;

m Pii=0 630 FDH Hi-B TO 59

590 PRINT TA0l9,Z4)'Pure*ia 640 PR&tpLt

55 ;RS;‘ roLLs' 650 NEXT

400 ENp 660 eCOL fl,0

41# 670 PHBFpll

AZ0 #Ef Fftbo*<ll,rM 690 jCC L 0,1

430 PMCbxfiijl) 69# MD'/f - 16,-58

440 yiPUT" T
70 & DRAU T0d, -?5#

450 -4SS (T) 7F0 PLOT 05, 100#/ -51

460 720 PLOT S5,t10fl/-Z50

470 DEF PRflEbuCnJ^il 730 PLOT 0-5,100,-25#

43# jc length* LED *S*3Z

490 y S = 1 3 Z 4- VS* 3

1

500 MOVE t,ytfg

310 PRAO iLengtkjjX+B

740

750

7fi#

770

700

CDL Z9,Z50;1#0;

FOR HS=t,T TO T5

PROCp L t

NEXT

VDu ZM;P;
52# MM x'ieftgklitfl-tl 7W EN&PROt
530 ORAlf fl^yit-40 300
540 ORAN 31# PET PROCplt
550 PLOT M,-12 3Z0 HOVE TS («),!£(«)

560 V#U 5 :Pfi LN T n5;Y&U 4

570 PRINT T
A.B ( L E N aSH/TX)

330

>

PRAU TS(«l-r100&,Tf6lli

340 EN&p.UK
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to test your French ever devised.

The adventure game
with a big difference.

The year is 1 94-3. As an RAF officer stranded in Occupied France you have one aim

- to get hack to Britain.

The most adventurous and original way

You're on

your own in

Occupied

France -
facing the

toughest test

that a British

pilot has

ever had to

experience

!

DATABASE SOITUARE

The only way to do this is to try to pass as a Frenchman, hut if your French isn't

good enough you risk capture and interrogation by the police or even the Gestapo.

Even the simplest tasks - from buying food to taking buses - place you at risk. And

to add to your problems you've got limited funds: ''Should I hitch a lift or take the

train?'
1

.
'Tin I sell my belongings or gel a job?”

Whatever you decide to do. time is short. And there ate always people willing to

denounce you . .

.

French on the Run is that rare combination: A truly educational program that's also a

thoroughly enjoyable game. This tett adventure not only tests your grammar and

vocabulary, but your knowledge of France and the French way af life.

And as your French improves the language problems get harder and the situations

become progressively more dangerous. There are four routes to complete in sequence

- you need the password from the last before attempting the nett. The standard of

French required is about 0 level, though on the last route it rises to just below A

level.

And there's a chance far you to try oul the French you'll learn in practice:

We are offering a FREE WEEKEND IN PARIS as a prize to the first parson to

gal hack to England alive, having broken b coda near the Bnd of the final rottla.

For teachers. French on the Run i/SOS mufti-choice questions with randomised

distractors, oh carefully chosen to Illustrate linguistic points or points concerning

things French. The program is meant for individual assessment, but can be used

just as effectively for classroom work. A sealed envelope contains details ofhow the

secret passwords are created.

TO ORDERPLEASE USE THEFORMONPAGE 53



Utility

Don’t get your

variables in a twist
FRANK MACBETH'S program lets your
Electron fingers do the walking

FQR most of us, Basic pro-

grams never run success-
fully first time. I used to

overcome the problem
using STOP or Escape to

halt the program at various

points and printing the
values of the variables
which I thought were
causing the problem,

This was very time con-

suming and trying to
remember all the variable

names was nearly impos-
sible. The answer was at my
finger tips - let my Electron

do the job for me.
The machine code when

assembled, is stored at

memory location &900 on
Disc machines using DFS or

ADF5 and SiEQQ on Tape
machines.

In the last case PAGE
must first be set to &11QQ,
but don't worry about
setting all this upas the pro-

gram will do it for you.
To use the utility from

within a Basie program
insert the line CALL &900, or

CALL &ECQ depending on
which filing system your
machine uses,

When this line is executed
the screen will clear and the

title LIST VARIABLES will

appear followed by the

question
''Mum erica I values

in Hex or Decimal ?". Press

H for output in hex or D for

decimal output,

The program will ensure
that the Caps Lock light is on
before you input your
choice. When you have
made your choice all the

active variables will be dis-

played in the following
format:

rat— 5 ? Ce

:

J
:,a

.

Y&naHeJiaHe-t it&i

The ampersand will not

be printed in front of Hex
values. The program will

also cope with arrays which
have up to four subscripts.

The output format in this

case is:

Van title NanetM,B,lM2

or if the array has too many
subscripts

IfaMibleJapefBore than

4 subscript!)

The program puts the

Electron into paged mode
so remember to press the

Shift key to view all your
variables. When all the vari-

ables have been displayed
the message ' JDo you wish
A% to Z% 7” will appear,
These are the resident

Integer variables and are
stored in a special section of
the Electron's memory.
Pressing Y will display
them, followed by the mess-
age "Any key returns to

BASIC'.
This is to allow you to

examine the value of your
variables before handing
control back to your Basic
program.
To see how the program

works we must first exam-
ine how Basic stores its vari-

ables. A series of linked
pointers are used for each
letter of the alphabet. For
each upper and lower case
letter, two memory loca-

tions are sat aside in page
four.

These contain the
address, lo-byte first, of the
first variable with that par-

ticular initial letter.

These are called the base

Table l: Basic's variable

handling routines

pointers and start at location

&4B2 for the letter "A"
incrementing In steps of two
bytes until &4F4 and &4F5
which equate to

,r
z".

The Basic variable, no
matter what type - Integer,

Floating Point or String - at

this address is stored in a

standard format which
comprises three fields. The
length and contents of the

fields will vary depending
on the type of variable.

The three fields are: The
link field, name field, and
the value field. The link field

contains the address of the

next variable with the same
first letter as the variable we
are looking at.

As this will be a 16 bit

address the field will always
be two bytes long.

Basic does not store its

variables in the zero page of

memory so if the hf-byte of

the address is zero there are

no more variables with the

same first letter.

The name field contains
the variable name, minus
the first letter and termi-

nated by a zero byte,

The value field contains

the actual value of the

variable.

The resident integer vari-

ables are stored separately.

They are allocated four

bytes each starting at &404
which is equal to A%.
To fit into a small section

of memory the program
must use soma of the Basic

rom routines. To ensure that

the Basic rom is paged in

the program checks which
rom socket Basic is in,

(using the os byte call SiBB)

compare this with the active

language rom r and change it

to Basic if necessary.

Using this method it is

possible to run the program
straight from Disc using a
’'FILENAME command.
Normally when this type

of command is used the
filing system rom is paged
In, in my case the ADF$. In

fact this is not true of the

Electron because Basic
always occupies rom 11,

This routine is provided for

compatibility with the BBC
micro,

The Basic rom routines

Turn Jo Pag* 30

Name Entry Point
HiRR-FLS

Function
This prints the contents of the

p_5pace

pjme

&BS66

&GCZ5

accumulator using oswrch.
This is identical to p—char
except that a space character is

printed before calling p-char.

C-3H 5 osnewl then zstos
COUNT.

rdvar &B32C Reads a variable value from
memory to Its relevant
accumulator.

cntos &9EDF Converts a numerical value
into a string which will be in

P_m SiBFCF
the string accumulator.

Prints the Ascii string which
follows it on to the screen.
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Integer Accumulator &2A to &2D
Floating Point Accumulator &2E to

String Accumulator a 600 to &fiFF

Table If- Susie's main accumulators

i from Page Z&

and accumulators are listed

in Tables I and II with a brief

description of how they
work, (Ms will help fellow

programmers who wish to

use Them in their own pro-

grams.
For further information J

suggest you obtain a copy
of The Advanced User
Guide by Colin Pharo.

When using these
routines it is a good idea to

save the
rX r

and 'Y
r

registers

before entering them as
some use these registers

and may not return their

original values.

This could be disastrous if

like me you tend to use
them as counters through-
out the program,
The program will also

work within a procedure to

list any local variables and
parameters that have been
passed to it-

To aid debugging I have
included a checksum, as it is

easy to type in LDA instead

of LDY. The program will

appear to assemble
correctly but then refuse to

work.

At least if your check sum
is wrong you can start to

check for errors before per-

haps locking yourself out of

the keyboard.

Tape users should set

PAGE to Btl 100 before load-

ing the object coda at &EQ0,
then load their Basic pro-

gram. Disc users may load

the object code after their

Basic program or call it from
the disc using *Vars as and
when they need it.

One final point if you are

using the disc version

running at 6t900 the pro-

gram runs on into the soft

key buffer at. StBOQ so the

contents of the function

keys will be lost.

Variable fisting
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T370 S^0rKl47t:n^:4K=(l!iS

230 jsr 3 . In: Ui*|;sti x 500 .ay 4 d 3 F

F

: r

r

5. bne x e [ SFF0MANP SFE

240 -r.r Ltb *0 510 r |LV jsr rij^a T :cr-p^0:h?q 7?0 d.c,T:iT4 0.C + 1080 TT FfiQF = SE0E Ak& ft!E=T 7H

230 , r-,h tii r e S , X Ft 1,V’dey idey :cpy e&FE;&ee-J3 w PSOCtape

260 sie i ft rV t i h k ; i ny r : Ay ^ 4 : b 520 -Uy 790 ^da i. + 1:rts 1390 If PA6f-6TT00 THEIt £l = aE

IE r 0 5 30 .;.c.l =sr rfit-os £00 . x e : Lda si-n:.tU:adtil 00 Ej.se sJ:^9#0.

270 sti y ; t>a : l. sr a : Ur Aid 5^0 .st t sr psaiTts jsta eL^iubtC rs 1:66 E N E F RO

c

ciactuSilSld y : a n

d

1 lilt'd n_E 5?0 .a^sgi) inyiiny: LdaEjif, t £13 ise eLnV’j 1510 DEFFEOCtJ^e

260 i-S r ,

j
es_1 :sel:sdt 4::rp 4i;b:c -3 £22 .rs 103 !>P*1:ilS il 4 fljS ;T20 *yEV0F0(U7; = TgF 70 P.45E S

298 + n_l. jsr p_S£c:Lda Sit:

c

k r satuiBp r..ci ”EP -tr7imWMT-PhetJ>rtt:WE
t i9:hne h;

1

560 isr 5.!i:tDUS Kzrc than S30 .
f:d tya:<U:?df zhsta IT -. PS5 E=i f 1 0# 1 h0LB J IHttJII J h

300 .rss-: . -J d y; jsr p_c; jsr L SutFscr-fpt3)'En<ip;rf5 4

:

1 c a. i

-

"•

:

3 d

c

if 0 : s t a i k‘ \ \ r t

s

1130 itX13S,0,T2|

F. n : E 9 Li t=‘ :rlSF : t dy =&Sf!
; j

sr 570 h qk ate if^asl A:stj c;

z i £46 .nin Jir p,..r.;tdj xttsr 1140 EKD

p. : 1 : Ldr it:cjjx=*104:bn£ n_r c a y : -d ey : d'ey
: j

e r t : s t a
J

. y : c fp R 1 c i i : a fit -i 5 : . d y
- .

310 .slap is’f ^.TiEflcy mt* rj;hed five

:£&bS .yy key returns to 3ASI 520 Ida =4

4

pJ^V:bfl€ pfr.l Thi$ fisting is included in

C'HwP/iTE Ifffl'rfVr p. Ir;rt5 590 .five sta osTity y:;ny i 640 rte. this month's cassette 1
320 .ores m 7i+l : Ida Ik, I:

sta x

130 .net t in* iL:st* rp: itfj

ri.yl.i A>:pt ny: Icked

600 .s - iG^lzl) ,7: si a C.3,

: l ny;inx ; cax d2 :bnf S_1

370 .hex ^!r p.fl:E^JC HUffl
< 6,T6jiE0UE 1 ! EidST'iT VAAtWLES

r

:E4U0 6001F : EBUS :: E5US'?Jvbtr

ra>ic offer. See order 1
form on Page 53.
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5-8

Balance
Castle

Derrick
FredV Words
Hilo
Maths Test
Mouser
Number Signs
Seawall
Super Spell

Agvr* 8-12

Anagram
Codebreaker
Dog Duck Com
Guessing
Hangman
Maths Hike
Nim
Odd Man Out
Pelman ism
Toufers of Hanoi

eleS|H

HOUSE
Select the cotours to draw a house
- hours of creative entertainment

BALANCE
Learn rtialhs the fun uiav Type hi
the answer to balance the scales

Find the word that does not fit
before, pour time runs out

Learning CAN be fun
• Use your Electron to teach and amuse
your children at the same time.

• Three packages crammed full of
educational programs - and
so easy to use!

• Each program has been
educationally approved
after extensive testing in
the classroom.

Alphabet
Colours
Counting
House
Magic Garden
Matchmaker
Numbets
Pelican

Seaside
Snap

PELICAN
Epoch your children to cross the
road safely at a Pelican crossing

NUMBER SIGNS
Provide the correct arithmetic
sign and aim to scone ten ou t of fen

HANGMAN
Improve your child's spelling with
this fun nersion of the popuiargame

L 70ORDERTURNTOTHEFORM ON PAGE 53



COUNT >30

cJ;

yaj T.0

219 REN Length of ten* 204

series of strings made up of

Ascii codes.

Each string is terminated

by a carriage return 1&QD)
and identified by a serial

number, This enables the

address of the start of the

string to be read from a Jist

of two byte addresses also

stored in the database.

It is best to store location

descriptions and the shorter

messages as two separate

groups. Each should have
its own address list largely

for convenience in writing

the program.
The technique can be

improved, especially when
memory is tight - but only at

the cost of more elaborate

programs to insert text into

the database, and to recover

it as and when required.

The first task is to get rid

of the extra spaces which
were inserted in order to

produce an attractive

appearance on the screen.

£nter and run Program I.

Text is pulled out of

memory one character at a

time using;

1*0 iS»CMS?U

In Sasic this is a slow busi-

ness, but it is easily and
rapidly executed In machine
code.

If cS is a space and the line

extends more than three

quarters across the screen a

new line is printed. This
simple formatting routine

works perfectly provided
you don't cram your pro-

gram full of 10 letter words
or hyphenated phrases.

Note that if the program
to insert text into memory
also operates one character

at a time, as in Program If,

the 235 character fapprox-

ada res5.es

n
109 BIFPROCLdati)
iii m

A

Bill Trevelyan discusses
text compression techniques
in Part II of his adventure
programming series

IN the last article we dis-

cussed ways of storing text

(which makes up a large

proportion of any adven-
ture program) open to the

programmer embarking on
the lengthy task of writing a

game in Basic, with per-

haps a bit of machine code
thrown in here and there.

The most promising
method is to set HI MEM at

soma convenient figure (say

&2SOO), while &EQO to

H1MEM holds the Basic pro-

gram. HIMEM to &5FFF (in

Mode 6) is reserved for the

database.

Text, such as location

descriptions, is stored as a

Program i

imete) limit on a description

or message no longer
applies.

'0 HEfl Progran [=

20 leeS= r#in an citagoia'

rd tn bathed ln=3 Sflidou-fre

* radiance by canceaied^ La ah

ting. te r p i 6 t« & 0 1 nfl d f r n

art =H ne the uai Lt, Arthtay

s Lead c-
J J

to E =5rd H . N i £

s close-fitting da or. An = orti

at r tJiafjr ij nearby/

30 R E n Text placed in nti

ory Starting at £4000

40 $Mfl0-Uc$
50 REN List addresses

at 63190

£0 ! 63 10 0-9400

9

70 PROC L (03

90 EfJ j

90

100 KFPirMK'UffK)
110 TX= 1(63100 + 2*1^X1 AND

SfFFF

m ii-0

13.0 HEP EAT

U0 C S= C RRS ( 1 1 J TE ?

150 E-N I NSTR £"#= SUB

200,210 ELSE PEtNf CS;

160 IX=IM
170 UNTIL ASCti*S0D

130 PRIHT

190 ENJFROC

200 pftHT’TDU ire ‘

; :ft£TUR

210 PRlHT:HETURhl

2Z0 Hid Tin taken was l.t

satae-ds

Program II

The same effect can be
achieved in another way.
The passages of text in

adventure games are made
up of 52 letters, mostly
lower case, the space
character and a few punctu^

at ion marks.

There are, however, 96
Ascii codes arid we are at

liberty to re define those we
don r

t normally use to stand

for groups of letters, words
or phrases.

Provided they occur in our

text fairly often, significant

savings fn memory can be
made - this is the approach
used in Woodbury End.

In Program ill text held in

the database is examined
character by character. If

"#" ts found the phrase
''You arc

'*
Is printed, and

the occurrence of " = "

invokes a line feed.

The procedure PROCent-
ertext in Program IV as a

definite help in correctly

placing the line feed symbol
when text is being inserted

into the database,

This method of selecting

and printing a piece of text

from the database is very

easy to translate into

machine code, The routine
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Programming
12 REH Prcgra* III

? 3 LocJ=Mn an ottagunil
r&on bathed In a shadow tree

radianif by coneea Led Light

ing. tiastfcpitcsa of rodEn
art Line the aaL'.s. Archyjys

lead off to E and W. N is a

(lose fitting door. An grna

te chair nearby.

iff 0EP T Eli t placed i n ten

ory starting at #5380

•-i (S6#00«Lecl

iff REM List of addresses

at S310B

6# !S31 00^8 6030

70 PROF L (01

#0 End

90

IBB DErPHOCLtLocXl

11B 1S= La-lffff-rZ-locS) AND

4FEJF

12# P(H»T"V*u are -

13# JW
HI REPEAT

150 ctI tHRJf U?Tl}
160 If ct=

'
' AND (Qt)N7>Jff

PRINT ELSE PH ENT cSj

170 IK=Ufl
TftB UNTIL A5CcS-80D
190 PH ENT

m ElitPMC

218 fiEH Tine uten=T*S s

228 SE* Length gf tsxt=2BA

Program iff

in Program V will print out g

200 character location
description in 0.2 sec.

The machine code is only

31 bytes long and can be
tucked away gt the begin
rung of the database. It is

called from one of two
simple Basic procedures,
one for location descriptions

and one for short messages.
When a machine code

routine is called the integer

A% is transferred to the
accumulator, while and
Y% go into the X and Y
registers respectively.

This is the way the
procedures pass the
number of the desription or
message, as well as where
the appropriate list of
addresses start. This is

probably the best method to

use as it is simple, fast and
economical.
There are endless

schemes for cramming a

quart of text into a pint pot —
text compression, to use the

jargon. These are based on
the realisation that a byte
can assume 256 different

configurations, of which
onjy 96 are used for Ascii

codes.

As we have seen, the
adventure writer needs
about 64 of these. In par-

10 HtN Prflsrfii V 250 AVC Ust+1 530 &EFPR#C ini

t

260 37A List+1 560 RtSrOSE 750
30 PRO Ci nit 270 L&A QmJ,* \addrass 550 READ LacJ
40 INPUT AssenbLe taet &l te*t,Un byte 560 ? 650 &0a L oci

(rmras 280 5TA addr 578 1 #29#0=K60#0
iff Vf dr as=y in 298 IKsT >## Read ieesL

Eh fmassenble m LDA Uist)^ Vacdrtts

,

598 Ji]00#^lt3Si
60 PRINT Tress SPACE te high bvte 602 -52702 = S3 002

cgfttf nue"' 310 STA addr+1 610 ENflPfiOC

70 REPEATS SETiMm &=3 320 .read 620 :

l 330 LCY *fl 450 DEFPROC LC ' &cJ)
“0 PROCL(f) 360 .step 660 kX-\mt
9b p no c i (

0

i 350 LDA (iddrl/t 658 XJ=lfl0:fS=t29
10H END 360 CMP *m 668 CALL 82300
11# 370 3E‘i fin 67# IRDPW
170 ?E??f!0(assiisbie m CUP -i3C \the * sig 660 :

150 £(tf»=£2B00:ttsaseir JfFE A 690 D'EPPMCifm&X)
3 393 BHE print 700 AJ=*(?sX

"50 L i st=i70; addr-|7?i of ts 500 IDA m\l 710 XX=S00:TE=E2

A

et=&7A 510 ,^rinl 720 CALL 628B0
1 50 FO.H pass=fl TO 2 5"EF 2 620 J5R oi flic

f

73# ENDPRDt
168 PS=tode 530 INT 74# :

178 [OPT pass 650 JNP step 73# &6TA 'Tou are i[S an sc
152 .start 550 .fin bago-na t raat bathed in = 4, 3 h 5

19# STA offset 568 iNP esiscT d-3H^
J

ree rjdiaritE by conceit
700 STK List: ST If tist+1 478 3 Ed-Ughtir-?. NaSterp-iEces of
210 IDA offset 5ffff NEXT pass adern irt=Ltn« thE uaUs.
220 A5L a \Nult3jHy nu»b 6?E : ArthkiyS :E*d off In fMnd M

or by 1 50# PRINT "Code ends at &'
t N i t i t Lose- ‘

i t ri nc door ,

250 TAT
;
"PS J n = q r ,n a t * ebatr ir nearby,"

260 L6A =# Uarry set if 510 t'iDPSSC 76# 0.6TA
""= = 6 Strange rusx

number >12

3

520 : t i ng noise can be^fteard,’

Program V

ticuFar, all codes above 123 ations and many more of we concern ourselves with
ISi.SG in hexf are unused. three letters. So a selection the state of individual bits,

In adventure programs of those most frequently more so in machine cods
these codes may be appro- used must be made. All this than in Basic.
priated to stand for words, leads to complex program- Instead of one byte rep-
groups of two or three let- ming and routines which are resenting more than one
ters, and so on. very slow in Basse. letter r we can restrict our-

Unfortunately, even if we The Fundamental unit of selves to handling single
confine ourselves to lower memory as far as the pro’ characters which are coded
case letters there are 576 grammer is concerned is the
possible two-letter combin- byte, though occasionally Turn to Page 34

[0 REN P rti g r s i IV ROC
20 HSNENa ff?S#l: St=#LH€H 230 Ni-0 660 IF HOT t THEN i£-DJ*7
30 iNP'iir'U st to start a 250 REPEAT 670 PROtnur

T B’LisES 250 &£=#ET i#0 Eh&mt
60 listX=EVALtT*Liat5) 260 PRINT MRSC&Sl' m :

5# IHPlJT'TeKt te start a 270 NI?SX*GK 5#8 DEfPJI#E = LEar
t B'teitJ 280 IF GX-SJD OR r = B0D 7# 513 IF NOT F THEN 56#

6# t a x 1 3 aE VA L,
( ’S"+ tcxtST Eh PRINT 520 DIV frt

70 COuRtl!=-0i 290 2 F S2=B7F NV=NX- HU 530 jS=VyteX NOD 16
20 REPEAT nxm*) 560 PRO tout
50 FOR U a 0 TO UFF:1X?SS 300 ifNT Is. SS=i#& 550 ENbPRffif

=0: hl= ST 310 ENSPHOC 560 jt=bytfr2 DIV 16
iff# PROCanttneju 320 : 57# PR^out
1 Iff PRINT' LEngth (f grtr 331 DEFFHOCentircpdi 53# it=bytfl2 HDD L6

y: ; N?: ; chars' 36B ifc0:jS=fl 590 ENDPRQC
120 ^ R 0 l E r [ ° r 4 d !|

r
E 5 5 350 F=T8UF 400

1?B FH&Centercade 360 FOR n-0 TO n 610 DEFPffOCmjt
160 PRINT

’

'Nei r coded t? 370 byttliUfSI 620 /X?tRitl'16*fS!+jX
At it B";

'
( tfJftX+Jt) 380 ftt-INSTHC i tic-nr i",Elf 638 JtsJj+1

150 count J£=cauntit1 RJtbyt^DJ m t#DP30E
168 PRINT "‘An tu tigr entry 390 IF QX PHOCtodtU-NDT f 65# ;

(UNIT t&cnp iT0 66# DEFPROCentEiradarsss
170 AS = BET S- 50# PRKCUar 670 TS=t&)ftt + J.X

80 UNTIL iNSTRf'TyV«>"0 510 NEXT IX 480 ?aist^2*£RuntS3 =U Ji

150 VDU7:ENI> 620 END F 60

[

BS 256
280 : 630 : 690 ?< List X+ff^ciKtnEl+l I»T2
210 D £ F ? R OC fi ns t r t p? X t 560 DEFPROEcDde D:V 354
228 CLS : PH ] Jtr ^Enter un 550 If F THEN i X^X + 7; ENtP 702 EHDPR3C

Program IV
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IP REH Proflraa k l

20 CLS: INPUT-Li st U sta

rt it: £ lissi:t{§t!=EVflLC’G

re IF rl 4SD n T ti 1 1 ni > <3 t

is*lTbi<US)!FJ-fAL5£t&QT|> m
ise if nor a i^ntbiinih

PSU £ p p : FlL— TRIJ E

ris hot
see js=i!*i

sie until a=m
220 ENtPROC

230 ;

240 DE'FPROCp

250 Ct=NIllin3J4S67 ttun

?&0 PRINT CS;

m EIWWK
see :

2«0 Df FPR(3Cp-p

310 IF CK*UD UR tl-tl* TN

EN PRINT ELSE PS1NT CHRICt;

320 EMfttBC

< From PuC/O 33

using less than eight bits, In

Basic, this usually implies a

four-bit code, since the two
nibbles making up a byte

are easily handled.

The bit pettern in a byte is

conveniently expressed as a

number running (in

hexadecimal notation) from
&O0 to &FF. In a number
such as &5A, the most sig-

nificant nibble is &5 and the

least significant &.A.

Of course r we can't man-
ipulate four-bit nibbles as
such in a program but we
can store the value &5 in i%
and BiA in {%. Then the

value of the original byte

can be calculated and
placed in a third variable

with:

ters in English prose is:

etaonrishdlfcmugypwbvkxjqz.

Extensive redefinition of

the codes for the characters

making up text can result in

substantial i a round 35 per
cent) savings of memory.
We shall not attempt to do

(his, but confine ourselves

to allotting the unused
codes above StBG to the
commonest characters,
doing so by assigning a

nibble value in the range SiS

to &F {8 1 5ho sppce r e, b a,

o, hr r and 1,

Take the word Electron, In

Ascii this requires eight

bytes holding the following

hex values:

45 it 45 43 74 72 4F 4E

but whan our four- bit code
is substituted for the
common letters it becomes:

Conversely, the nibble
values are obtained with:

fXshytd 0lv H
j**b*ttl HcEl U

Four bits enable 2, 4 or 16

items to be coded. In the
case of our adventure game
text, we need some 64
codes.

It follows that a Four-bit

code can be only partial,

with most characters still

requiring a full byte,

The four-bit patterns will

be reserved for the charac-

ters which occur most fre-

quently, Two of these will

certainly be the space charac-

ter and the letter e.

If you are so minded, you
could write a program to
establish a pecking order for

your particular text.

In general though, the
order of frequency for let-

which can be stored in

memory we arrive at:

45 4 C 94 3A EC H

which corresponds to a 25
per cent saving in memory
usage. Note that a zero had
to be stuck on the and to
make up an even number of

nibbles,

All very wall you may say.

but when this is decoded
how do we know that the C
in byte two is the least sig-

nificant nibble of an Ascii

code, while that in byte five

stands for the letter n?

Any nibble less than eight

must be part of an Ascii

code, since we are using
only values of SiS to SiF to

code the special (mosl
common) characters, So, if

we have an unpaired nibble

less than eight, the next
nibble must be its partner in

an Ascii code.

Program VI decodes the

data. A byte is taken from
the coded string end the

values of the two incoming
nibbles are stored in the

variables nib%(1) and
nib%{2). Outgoing nibbles

are put in two other vari-

ables, i% and j%,

When a pair of nibbles has
been collected, the byte C%
is calculated as 16*/%+/%
and sent to be printed.

A flag F% holds infor-

mation on the buffer vari-

ables i% and/%, being TRUE

Turn fo Pane 36PrQgr&m Vi

and when these are collec-

ted in pairs to form bytes
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MCFW
POWER'S

POWER PACK
3 Cvtueln-t
Crn-akn, The
lint, F rcruy

AS 3 lar |li:;I

1 rrfn jj jr

ThnRflK.0
Fl*urnshods

God

TJSOag

Aoutaa nu elihe

3 21st. Software -sssasa
PRESENTS A SELECTION OF HARDWARE, UTILITIES & SOFTWARE FOR THE ELECTRON

ACCESS HOTUNE
SAME DAY SERVICE

(BBC VERSIONS AVAILABLE)

WRw.cC*t]
VurwHhs* Ram ;Cbj1! .

Hrwwr
iSO P««il Rbm (Cndji

ACORFMJNlfwOFSQ

PFTi 1 AN.N1A

Play Your ConiiR

COMSOFT

SA.S-. Camfranda

C.D.3.

Prion Ooagfti Falun*

meofT
747F!laHI SJrn.

NEW NEW
THIS MONTHS
SPECIALS

ends July 2Qth
SMASH £ CRAB ONLV UVS

STAIRWAY TO I1ELL ONLY L7.95

FRANKENSTEIN 2000 ONLY M.SS
I LIU ILK THINKING PL Ub ONL Y H.M

DATABASE
M.rUfes
Micro Olyrrpti

fwslF on lt» Run

DURELL MAPTECW
f:arfcml .frj

Th* Qu*#l D^ *9 H&y Qnt
Kng**n of ie*n

SpA«r* tA Dwttfvy

firr^l G*
IMAGINE
Yi* An KungFu

Y'h* AfKunfl Fun

iKENTtYE

N(fcr*mnwy(lO+t
CiflftFh Worts ria^j

F*slAirf<sz+} 4i$
OqrnrAJ Sei&ftH [14+} 4 2%
KnwEngtaodefa^ 42%
Y.nvn SwDanfl 4 aS
SupefKK^L (1 '1 +; 4 25
HM Cartury HMon (1 2*\ 425

AwocwfonF-wlwiiia*] 4 2%

lclL
FfcrsiTmoh.'O Lt«y Z1.M

MraUafiHHPrcptf hwri 31 50

Mcra (31 Flop -O Ljhl
21 SO

MfpiMutnfA'Lwill 7150

ULRSOFT
PmDp* I Man 3.65

Th* P *iryj $1 $aUrc,ia 4.5fl

KCl-BOOfl N£ HOUSE:
Wsrfdl EjtprtdrogF'hl

OedpQi«H
UC LOntOHEH

Johnny F|*fe

Sp*ci*l Cfcwafono
Wat*riw
B«ll*ZOn«

Finf Slop*
H*r*/T"n*r* w,m M r Mfn
OukH TFwMiq Pi*

Fnrfr-A-Sisrt Saw*
PogLog

SujMr Hangrr™?!

3DMm
UK. P.M.

Irv rider fl.J.KL)

R::?ij Iba Br*w»

Cyicn Attack

Tr*fcl|

SMfcoCflrtjnj

ACOflH COMPUTERS
Fkudror FNsHHf Siipph; t4.3S

aoyanc ?& cdHh.1 F a phooucts
Aj’v.v'hjhJ R.v*nry Rat 17.W
AdMi-imd OorT-J P.\ia-

4:!Vi»M(I DSC Tfln%ij SSJfl

fc;-/ana>d FlocirDn O.FA 72.1 E

4. R. V afrj 13.65

A Fl«ntrnn 0 F S Fa* 13.65

A.'.. a-

<

end Rnm Ad. 13.65

AS. Rim 27.60

Ar.^anntd l>ic Vw, KSA5
A PA 75.36

APA 6?.50

Pluil 47,05

AMS Mft« S5.&5

FA;m)* PflcyiflaT API lXl.DO

FIRST BYTE
O-ceHitKI JPWKK4 1^(B* Z7.M
UuKAfitol II &!

M

Jc^^ck i-.mdnc* 152E
Al
Sjpar Sirrah Pftwi Bypht t2irr

ggaranlM + or'rjH iw^dn 3045
P.Hi
E3PS603 DS.WJ

SLOGGER
Romasx * 51.35

>=yElEK in'ertje* ^3.-65

F^Cdfor cJtwtigipri g.lii

fiiarshn!* II S7.34

EflnmBA 13.S5

Statimn IS BA
Ifl.M

Sunwrt 31.75

SLamnjrd CWTUM 31.75

prini# Ram 1H65
Piu* i Rem Upgrfld* lft(S

1GK Fisam Z7,85
rt* 1505
SJE.D.F.S. ZZ9S
T2P3 ZZ.K
TiJCU Z2.R5
Tyi Z2.S5

taso lflKr

T25EDFS 15.65

Uoslsr Ram Board 50,B5

Tifrbc Drrmr Z7.«
Flam Cartndpo 11,65

Sf.LXS. 70.B5

VINE. MICROS
Aflitnfifm 2G.M

ACOHNSGFT&
Detibaae 1 H,Bb

BLUE FUBBON
Cxa,T«.Obc T 6.95

HILL
SJtkisDilw 0.95

Sirdrt Rar^ago ass
KOEMOfi SOFTWARE
-mr- Ti A+R lass

Qwn«wA«fl IP 36

LAldA A,H 16.65

dpflnUl
-
A-rB 16.65

Ans. BkASbfi. 1 '.65

Ans. Bodk JiHi. 11.65

Ate. ila:*. SdoI 1
1

65

Any Factlila 7.A5

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE
Suwin ' t» III 1ES5

BOX OF TEN C20 COMPUTER CASSETTES £4.99 ire V

3JB EDUCATIONAL A GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
ALL PRICES AflE INCLUSIVE OF VAT AHD CARRIAGE

OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE ADD naOPER ITEM. INCLUDES INSURANCE

^ ms: Cam Pkm^ttM

Pfeass mars chequespayable A3.

21*1 Soitwart Ud

rTfp ’rrm \un mm
Cifd hoidtra MATS#

Sind Orders to:

21 at SOFTWARE LTD. Dept EU
IE Brld^aflald Avanufl,

WHmskW SK9 2JS
T*t; Wilmttew i0*2&) 52963

5
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Programming

Frpm Page 34

if both have been filled! and
FALSE pf i% only has bsen
filled,

For our six byle line of

cods (rha string "Electron")

let us take the first byte,

£i45. The 8i4 goes iota

nib%(1j and into nib%{2h
Since nib%{i) is less than

eight, the value Si4 is assig-

ned to i% and F% set to

FALSE.
Now ntb%{2} holds &S

and since F% h FALSE (has

goes to j% as the second
nibble gf an Ascii code, F%
reverting to TRUF as a sign

to send the byte &4S to be

printed as the letter E.

With the next byte, again
the vafue in nib%{ 7} goes
into i% and ntb%f2) into j%.
As F% is FALSE, the &6C is

printed as the letter L

With byte three we have
njb%fjj containing and
nib%{2} with S16. As F% is

TRUE nib%(1) holds the

code for a special character,

in this case e, which is

printed.

Looking at the value in

nib%(2f we find a value less

than eight and the flag at

TRUE, so it is held in 1% until

a partner is found (the first

nibble of the next byte). And
so on for the rest of the

String,

Note that if you start

decoding at byte three you
would get ''ectron" but if

you start at the next byte

you would get a colon
printed out (Ascii code
&3AI.
The coding program

works on a similar principle.

A piece of text is entered
(use extra spaces for

formatting or as a line

feed}, and held in a 256 byte

buffer at &23QQ to &2SFF.
The string when complete

is examined byte by byte

and the two nibbles of Ascii

codes for special characters

replaced by one.

The outgoing nibbles are

collected in pairs before
being sent as completed
bytes to be stored in the
database, together with a
list of addresses for the

decoder to start, at the
correct place.

About 20 per cent saving

of memory is possible,
depending on the make-up
of the text.

The decoding program
isn't too long, and in prac-

tice would be shortened by
use of multiple statement
lines, elimination of surplus

spaces and so on.

The snag? As ever with
Basic, it is speed - Program
IV takes five seconds to print

out a 200 word text.

However, it translates Quite

easily into machine code.

If four-bit codes sound $

mite forbidding, there is an
alternative solution, it is

based on the principle that

Ascii codes don't use bit 7,

that is, don't exceed &7F.

We can therefore use this

bit as a flag - a signal that

something is or is not to bp
done.

Here, when a space charac-

ter occurs in p piece of text,

it is erased and the Mag bit

set in the Ascii code for the

succeeding character.

The coded string is

shorter by about 15 per cent

(average word-length six).

The decoding program is

simple. Each byte is exam-
ined in turn to see if it

exceeds &80; if it does, it is

ANDsd with &7F to dearths
flag bit and attached to a

space character before
being printed.

^There's plenty here to get
your teeth into gnd should
keep you occupied tiff next

month when we'll see how
to write g full adventure.

These are the

games everyone

wants to play!
Ten top games from leading software

houses compiled into a double cassette

package . * . no wonder it s been Nol in

the Electron charts for week after week
after week!

And now, for readers of Electron User,

it’s an even bigger bargain. We’ve done a

special deal on your behalf that slashes
the price even morel

Save £3 Save £6 I

(cassettes only] (casacttcs+subl

SrjttY.Vi
_

|

[jflneMO _ ^ _v

[SfMwfosf f

>10 ORIGINAL HIT GAMES



Graphics

Kaleidoscope
JOANNE STEVENS revives
a popular childhood tov

ONE of the most absorbing

toys I played with as a child

was a kaleidoscope.

The shapes, revolving

round in a drum and
mirrored manyfold, made
myriads of patterns which,

no matter how many times

you used the instrument,
never exactly duplicated
themselves,
The outstanding graphics

of the Electron seemed to be

a perfect base from which to

replicate my old childhood

toy.

The theory behind the
program is exactly the same
as in the original object; A
pattern is drawn within a

confined space on the
screen, then mirrored
around the rest of the area,

The result is a graphic dis-

play of constantly changing
shape and colour.

There are two versions of

the program, but both work
in exactly the same way.
Program I is a Basic listing

for Kaleidoscope and Pro-

gram II is the same program
written in assembly lan-

guage.
In this particular case

there isn't a great difference

in performance between
Basic and machine code,
That's because most of the

time the machine code is

simply hanging around
waiting for the operating
system to finish drawing a

line.

It is interesting, however,
to see how a simple Basic

listing may be converted to

assembly language.

When either version is

run, you 11 first be asked to

input the mode This can be

eny graphics mode. The
origin is fhen moved to the

centre of the screen and a

REPEAT/UNTIL loop is

entered.

The kaleidoscope works
by picking two points in just

one sector and drawing a

line between them.

The coordinates are incre-

mented, a new line is drawn
and the process is repealed

a random number of times.

The line is reflected about
the x and y axes in the same
way that the mirrors reflect

the shapes in the kalei-

doscope tube.

Perhaps the most inter-

esting aspect of the pro-

gram is how such intricate

patterns can be produced by
such a short listing. Type it

in then sit back and watch
the multitude of patterns

swirling round the screen.

10 BEK Kg-isfdosciipe

20 REK Sv Joanna 5 1 Evfni.

]0 PER (t> tliccrcn User

40 Mm l

50 PRI NT "K A LE IlDSCUPE'

tfl PRINT

70 lNPunhicJi RODE no

de

£0 PRdCasseabLe j
.*r:Ktfi

90 ROSE nods^Eiflfi

100 VftlJ23,1,#;0;0;0;

110 MU 29,4h0;5T2
?

120 HES’EAT

m 0 1 0 L MmegH
Uti R!£=f!H[!i420);d=St4O($NDE

45)); i A.S3 R S *5 1 hr C * i : t S 5 = FT2 * C 0

5<»)

150 RT=IlR&!4BP):a = S4D(i!RDE

45))i1CS=f!**SIh!(4);^S’k2*C0

S(»)

160 -? counts HUM 25)

170

step-dmep m 0J&1V 2

150 CALL start

190 UNTIL FtLSt

200

210 DLF PMt»s*cnbie
220 os=!420E AHD 4 F F F F

232

a = ftA D [ RN D 1 4 5 J

1

[=R*SIN(a>

D = Pt C &S < a ?

X=-8*IRNDI2 ) -1

)

1 =U EOF! Dit
f 01 J = 1 T0 R h C 2 5

)

ROVE A,B:MAV C,D

ROVE B,A:DKAIf D

ROVE B,-*:DH*U 5,-C

ROVE A,-B:DAM C,-C

ROVE -4,-0;OaiN -C,-

ROVE -Bp-JItHW -0,-

RME -#,?

ROVE -C,&

*=**: B*S*V

CM+XiO-D + V

NEXT

UNTIL FALSE

RER Ea LeidoiCflpe

PER 3y JcanriB it evens

HER (e) Electrcn L
r se r

hqie i

PR3RT TJlLEimEOTE"

PRINT

IN?tlT
,

'ktiick RDB-E
r

;nn

Program ffProgram i
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Graphics
•4 Prom Page 37

m ,o\.i

400 LM &2;E0R #BFF :STA 41

: LD A B3-1:EM #iFF:ST* it*}

\ii--n
4 10 INC d

1

'-

: 04E ok4:INt it*

1

483 .(ik'+

438

448 4 i,y

4E8 LDA -25:J5R 053LDA *4:

; Sh as

i63 LEA AM SR os: LEA AM
:JSR os

478 LEA BMSR as: LEA BM
:;SS oj

438 lBA =Z5:J5R qs:LDA *5t

j$A at

498 LEA CM SR uSi-LM U + 1

:J» dj

304 LEA BMSR gs:LEA EM
:JSfl oj

318

520 \ fft
>30 LDA #2SUSR os:LM Ail

JSS J5

>43 I.BA U: FSB OS 5 LW 02 + 1

ill* 05

3S3 LDA, A*:J5R ds:LW AM
:JSfi Vi

>40 LEA, 6ZM5R -35 3 L&A *5r

ISR os

$70 LEA EMSR 0S5LEA EM

tJSR os

300 LEA CMSR ds:LW CM
rJ£H os

590

600 V >,-*

610 LEA f? 5 :J SR as: LEA tt:

J5H OS

320 LEA BMSR oilLEA BM
: J EH OS

file LEA aMSR otiLDR iM
:J EH as

340 LEA rfSUSt OilLEA =5:

JSR OS

350 lJA BMSR os:LDA DM
:J$R cs

660 LDR cMSR os:LBA cM
a sr os

670

680 3 art
690 LEA *23iJSR Bs;LDA *4:

J SR -as

703 L44 A3t:J SR <?s:LBA 3241

:JSfi o*

710 LEA BMSR as:LEA 62+

1

iJSfi os

700 LEA *£5:JSR os TEA *5:

i SR os

730 LEA U:J5R os: LEA CM
:JSJ? os

740 LEA dMSR 05 3 LEA dM
:j5R os

750

760 1 **,*?

770 LDA > 2 5 : : E R a s : L D A »4|

J5H os

7B-0 LEA aMSR os.:L&A aM
:JSR os

790 LEA EM SR &i: LBA br+

1

: J SH as

800 LEA 405:JSR os:LDA *73

J SR os

810 LEA cMSR os:LEA tM
:JSR as

420 LEA riMSR bs:L&A pM
:JSR as

130

HU \ *y;-n

850 LBA *2MSR os:LDA *4;

•J SR OS

160 LEA b?;JS1l ps:LM H*1
: JS R as

070 LEA iMH OSiiflA MM
;J5R as

080 LEA os: LEA *5:

J SH as

090 LEA d S ; J 5 R oS;UA dM
3ISR Si

900 LEA cMSR os ; LEA tM
3JSR os

910

920 \ -M
950 LEA a?3:JSH OSiLEA * A

:

J SR OS

940 LEA Sj2:JSH as:LDA bk+1

;JSH o=

950 LEA Aif [J ER 05 1 LEA A',+ 1

3 JSR D5

968 LEA i?5iJSR 05! L&A ^5:

m Hi

970 LDA d0:J5H OS: LDA. dM

: J 5K 0£

98-3 LDA C :; 3 J S R OSiLEA C- + 1

>JSR os

990

103C 1 -K f -t

1010 LDA -Z5:J5P1 os : lea k4:

JS8 Of

1020 LDA i7::SR ai:LDl aA+t

r J SR 05

1330 LEA BS:.:SR Pi:LEA 3t+:

: J ER 05

1040 LEA ^25:JSR na 3 LDA H:
JSR 05

1050 LEA c23Jiii os: LEA cM
; . SR as

1060 LEA El; J 511 053 43A E2+I

USA: as

1070
1-083 CLC

7093 LEA A23AEC iste=Bi&"A A

2:LW At + i:AEC a!IlSTA A2+1

1100 LEA Bl:AEC ysfsptSTA B

:
'l 1 L & A BKfl:AEi Aili&TA BL+

1

1110 LEA Cl: ADC ist?p;STA [

MEA It*
'

l:.AEC A0:STA CM
1120 LEA Ei^ADC yst«p:STA D

K:LEA EK+

'

l:ADC AihSTA 57J+1

1130

1U0 DEC count e 9H I «K:t

1150 JRP start

1140 .erir
1170 HT3

1100 ]

1 1 90 KE It T

1200 ENJPH&C

'This must be the best adventure ever for the Electron
"

ELECTRON USER-MAY 1 987

>IMIPTiiuuKt

s&setszgB

A full-scale GRAPHICadventure with 400 locations
The Rainbow Crystal, which has protected the people ofZaloria for many years, has

been shattered into seven pieces by a mysterious bolt of lightning. Vour task is to

seek out the missing piecesand find a way to re-create the magical Rainbow Crystal.

Each game contains:

2 Cassettes, Instruction

Book and Help Book

^PFflAI

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER ONLY

£Q.95
fc^PWOp Post.Ptw 7Op Post Package

r 4DO ImraUoris. each one tlcpirtcc! In cmkiwrM higlvfKfioluliQn graphics

* Graphics and tenaare displayed at the same timet rtO heed to Switch between text and graphic screens

* Intelligent mciYkng characters withwhom you may communicate and mtEnact

* Advanced lanqwftg^ and speech Interpreters capable of accepting complex commands in plain F.nghsh

* Fast poslllon-save to tape« memory
+ hk> FrustrMing mazers ot dlogscal puzzles

Sn's

contain^fh
e" ^otp KV**

ORDER FORM. Send to EPICSOFTWARE.
Kibworth Beauchamp, Leicester LE8 DHL

Please send me

I enclose cheque,'PO tor £
payable to Epic Software

NAME

ADDRESS

,
Dept E r 1 0 Gladstone Street

(please add 7 Op P&P) made

T,

u
r^rnP5, ot the DU'U, .

«="p*H ---------
1

.All orders despatched within 24hrs,

Ibtr can also orderout games fiumycxir tocot POSTOFFICE by asking tera FRAflSCAStt four? and quoting our tiatiootrl Gt/obank number 45-3C6-4000

J0 £l£CFR0,'iS V5FF August tSS7



QUITE a tot of Electron soft-

ware insists that you dis-

able the Plus 1 and 3 before
you load it. This can he a

nuisance so Jason Fisher

has written a superb utility

to switch off both these
units.

When the program is tun,

a machine code fife called

DISABLE is saved to disc.

When you want to disable

the Plus 1 and Plus 3, for

instance just before you
play a game, all you have to
do is Insert the disc and
toad and run the machine
code program with
^DISABLE

13EP flisabLcr U us 1.3

2s.Zf by J 6 ^ &n I Till 6>

inn F.6

^ORfls0IO?5TEP2:P£=ES4$

&: L^JFT

r i -
r-£ V

1

; E T ITa 7 2 : L D A^.l 3B ^ £.1

V

tl3Li,K;LD^J5li&FFJ4:LC*£7
HrL;vg7l;LU|7j;Jli«;CPj;^0:

= n t p : R I S-: , o* f a : l : |pfX

T

tfFgR&=3T01?i^G*:?(&+.p

LINERS
*)sy

: (isjiT:j((spJiit:^W-tTii

^^1:U\riL?n=^rV;=n+i:
rtJfi E !i=-0TD TQP-f|& STEf^I.S
t 5 f 0f- 1 T : WE

fShestl-rtlf

7 1 E AV E S]$A3LE 5E00 j.F5

0 im stu#

REND

5HCEY10*FX1fr3,J28,l!*7l

Zjix|W'l*J*3flSMI HTia«=B

3

'3tANDStf=1 SK.= 0ieOT.fl( ;

Sr I-F-?BS-=3i su?1

1 I fi h ='
1 a-Rxu 1 it-1 G07&J

6 $*i+f*MN8

AS an aid to writing more compact utility,

compact programs we When this is done run the
present a superb 10- line program and enter the old
program compactor from value of PAGE (normally
G Shaw &E00 or ftlDOOh Do not
To use it r first enter the precede the hex number

fisting then save it. Load in with an St symbol when
the program that you wish entering it,

to compress, set PAGE to The routine f$ quite slow,
&5AOO and reload the talcing approximately lb

seconds per 1000 bytes, but
you only have to use it once
so this should not be a

problem.
The program removes all

single line rems and excess
spaces, but must not be
used for assembly language
listings as ft will not work
correctly.

a .'lEr:3a;?Ri< L-s) Fr?1

Ua*1=$
If uitth?A*V3ilSll!4?W3T?

?P=jiip3^S:i!ltiiy'rs«^ s

1 RE* Hagir Fores t

2 MOtE2sVOb^3/1.J;0;&;0;

:EfllOTIM3Z:CL$
:

iVI1FB8,M^lf
^?itOLUyflO0’TLSiPR?Csys:VD

tltttjCjMU* \l PR I NTT AB ( 2 , 3 1 VT
he hxGic FwtsrjiveiiS

3 8 E PEA T :Ti=EN D (lfl-00 ) +1

4

0;T^^D(*|H2ft0 [ 5Coia,L,i]C^

WUK7> iNOVEn^iJPLOtf ,0,203

; PR LHij renchC taft^KivTS > :W

NTIL0

i DEFFR0C^i;nd/!FU'?9 r 64e-S

0B;:5COL#,3ifQHR*--103 "D 13

0 Step l. l ho u e.? i
,
5-a h e 1 e 6

' 2 “ R ^

7)!DaANRt,-5QHnflf^-Rr?3;
NElE:FOSS-0 tt) Z»fl STEP P 'J

6:NCVFf ,S ; D£A*?0a*[(TSs,?0(l*S

[Ne'NEHTjENDPROC

J &EFPROC&raritlifJt;m i lf

T3!> rUfe*E3£

6 IF mi

3

? Foa es=& to i

a IF i^4F> OCOL0,n ELSE

GCCLB^e

9 Ats4lfc{t30iia=ltADftU’.

nOVf|K^TVt:DRAU)!K;+J];UDS5,

m + Ji!*Elil3:H0CbranrhU!Ii^

***Ul* CO S a J V t*j t * $ 1.R*) i BE*

tO BCei.S^ND£f):PUTfi9,|fN

aQ279J/RNDt3@li^:EHORSOC
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Racing

rectangles

THIS short graphics, pro- the centre, starting the
gram hy Stephen Smith whole process off again,

produces a never ending By varying the rate at

series of patterned Jtnes on which the rectangle
the screen, expands and contracts a
A rectangle is drawn in constantly changing dis-

the centre and the four play is created as the rec-

edes expand rapidly out- tangles interact with each
wards toward the edge of other.

the Screen. As they hit the If the screen becomes too
sides they bounce inwards, full, press the spacebar to

contracting until they reach clear it and start afresh.

IE Kbit

&;:UaL 3,i:VMJ2^6tfj5t2;
20 *K*0flT3l*B

30 flEPEAi

*0 *&:e n r T

X-.mv -KVKIiJi'AM '*V«t
mv n # Tt

50 rr *J=0 Al?32*Mlb{i>

60 if n-z &fei(Aiiiipfaj

70 IF ilf>i.5S AXs-A*

&0 if yt>sia es--e*

n \K=n*ki-n=n^\
100 UNTIL WOT IHtEirfiRVH

TITLE
{Software House

S

PAPERBOY
Bite

SUPERIOR COLLECTION VOL. 3
Superior

FOUR GREAT GAMES
Micro Value

FIVE STAR GAMES
Beau Jolly

FOOTBALL MANAGER
Addictive

DUNJUNZ
Bugbyte

AROUND WORLD IN 40 SCREENS
Superior

MICROPOWER MAGIC 2
Micropower

RAVENSKULL
Superior

MICROPOWER MAGIC
Micropower

Compiled by Galtup/Microscope

Micropower Magic re-enters the chart this month at number
10j white Paperboy shoots to number one. Compilations ere

welt represented as usual Watch out For Around the World
in 40 Screens which enters at number seven and is

reviewed this issue.

4C ELECTRON USER Augu#W



Utility

And now - View
printer overdriver
JULIE BOSWELL upgrades and extends
our popular View printer driver

ONE of the most useful
utilities published IP Elec-

tron User last year was lan

Brown's View Printer Driver.

This enabled you to print

out text from Viaw fn a var-

iety of type styles using the

highlight codes Func-i-H and
Func+J. Unfortunately, it

did have its limitations.

Only eight highlights were
allowed and the driver

assumed that they were alt

escape sequences. This
meant that on some printers

a few of The type styles were
unavailable.

The driver presented here

isn't merely an upgrade, it's

a complete rewrite. The
code is extremely compact
and Faster to boot. This has
made it possible to extend
the number and range of

highlights available and
make it more user friendly at

the seme time.

You can now define up to
IS different highlighls and
they can be either normal,

escape, or a mixture of
normal and escape sequen-
ces. even in the same
highlight.

This last option is

essential because some
type styles are turned on
with an escape, but turned

off with a normal sequence
and vice versa.

Figure I shows 13 type
styles printed on an Epson
FX-8Q and provides an
example of what can be
achieved using Driver II,

Figure II shows the View
editing screen with the
highlights In place.

To define a highlight first

move on to a blank line then
press Func+O and type HT
followed by Return,

Now you can enter the

highlight number, one or
two [I've used one
throughout in Figure Ilf,

followed by the code it is to

produce.

Notice that the highlight

has a whole line to Itself and
you should not place any
text on it. This blank line is

not sent to the printer and
you won't see a blank Fine

on the paper.

To use the highlight press

Func^H for highlight one
and Func+J For highlight

two. Each highlight is a

simple toggle switch - the

first time a particular
highlight is met View
switches the style on. the
second time off r then on, off

and so on.

Note that Driver ll is a

printer driver generator &o
don't try to load it into View,
You must type this listing

into Basic and run it.

You 11 first be asked to

input the pad character. This

is used to prevent View from
justifying or word wrapping
two or more words -
spacing them out or split'

ting them over two lines.

The pound sign is prob-

ably best for this as it is

rarely used fif you want a

pound you can select the UK
character set on the printer,

using a highlight of course,

and print a hash}.

On screen you'll see a

pound, however, on paper it

wiUI be replaced by a space,
You'll then be asked if you

wish to enter highlight
number 128 the first

highlight, Press Y and you'll

be prompted for the codas
to turn the type style on,

At this point you may find

that your printer manual
says something like

,J

E5C 5
0 enables superscript
mode 1

". You can convert this

to numbers and enter it as;

?7,&3,4S

ESC is Ascii 27, S is Ascii

83 and 0 is Ascii 4S, There is

however, an easier way,
simply enter:

E5C H A5CV,ltSrB

After entering the codes
to switch the style on, you'll

be asked for the sequence to

switch it off. Enter the codes
using either of the two
methods or a mixture of

both.

Turn fo Page 42 >

HI I ?S

^
Thjs^is Qeitrs MLd*. en 1 sr i.i*dH texts

This is Mil, r
, sf-d text.

1 iSs*™'
tits th* Gita! tics character stlS-

finder] LnedS l*il is rdiity «hipvtd.

Hi^U »s j
j * sfl tent isn't- diff ricuft either.

TFds is Bdaublei stj'tic* teat, tfj t til tikr tWhasiied,

^ tMrittcr sets is quite nice.

^
USfl^cliJtrjictrr- set; pi H Kit' i f

M cjiaraetfr set: *R1' £ *J[ **?}< ">1 >JJ 1345*789* Iff

rrrnch cbv*ctpr set;

Tliis is a hit at fetiprrflSijripi tm .

BI | 133

HT 1 15-|

li *** ^ Bruifenript text.

SThis is frepei- ( iunjtJ? snmnl tejt, s*r thi- gj Ftfr^ct 3

Metlttlflltltl »<( MMM *** »** tMtntntfttMtltMtltlfMIMftM tlltii f

Figure SI'

Tbs View
editing

screen

Figure !. Some of the type stylus

available with Driver ii

i ill US'
Thi St

'

i % *5? ^
ThL , i, *«. M^ter
Tl: 4-a-lv t CFIR 1 -S- t +*-

.

Thl^ ZL..-U
:id-hi Saved -

Urtd 1^1 1 e
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This fisting is included in

this month 's cassette
tape offer. See order
form on Page 53-

10 'iS^Fiftii.^jr-Driytr iij-

20 RE* By Juli* aesinLi

REn (c) E LS^iron liier

40 (WE 3

30 E5v-2 f

63 PR :nt "\ai

7R [|«fUT'
J

Ir-put fla-2 E n J r3

Cte r; 'psdl

63 a r?g=&93 ij r (g-ifl
r

9 R fQR M 5 F=i TO 6 STEP

100 PfcUB0 :ttl4.Cflr

119 ICiPT pass

m JKP REiTt-vga-

iJfi JMP printer &n

1 m# J(fP pnr.t5r.tf1

1 - 5 # JSP Mil
Itfl J«P Mit

rtlcpde t&s >

TCI OiF F3|ccce[ri>

r^s tm
750 s^sJNETR- at,

>

760 tt-tt at EWlaSl
770 THEN Ht
7Sfl =5. = v|15i(aS,:^-1j

790 :f ct<a?7 then -civile

604 CMM-fWilB 7
5 fl

Utility

^1 From Page 4 f

Note that the codes can be
a normal Ascii code, escape

sequence or a mixture of

both and can be of different

length.

After entering the first

highlight you'll he prompted
for the second. Then the

third and so on until you
answer N to the prompt. The
program will now create

and save the machine code
printer driver file under the

name Driver, Save lb# Basic

listing under a different

name.
To use it enter View and

load the printer driver with:

and you're ready to enter

and print text,

This upgrade wlSI prob-

ably be the most useful

addition to your collection

of utilities- and extends the

range end power of the your

Electron as e word
processor.

ele^ ele
$!^ m

Programs from Electron User - on tape

ARENA Bathe through mazes and
dungeons. BOUNCING BALL Fast

machine code animation, to LINE FI

Mure compact program marvels
VARIABLE LISTER Keep track of yo<
variables KALEIDOSCOPE Superb
Electron graphics WALLPAPERElectron graphics WALLPAPER
CALCULATOF* Cut down on decorating
bills. DRIVER II View printer driver

generator,

MAZEBUGS Fight the guardians of tho
labyrinth. MORRIS An ancient game £>f

Strategy. CALCULATOR Turn your
Electron into an adding machine.
BIQMQflPHS Play the pen a ration game
SUPER TRACE Upgrade Basic's TRACE
routine- 10 LINERS fwd Short Pul
impressive listings. AUTOMATION
Create ama-zing graphic displays. TAX
CALCULATOR Cheek up on your PAVE
deductions.

HUNGRY HARRY brush up on your
mental arithmetic with this educational
game. CUBIT Paint the pyramid: in this

rase mu III -screen arcade classic.

FLASHERS Create eight new Mode 2
flashing colours. PATIENCE Try yaur
hand at this classic card game. 10
LINERS Two short, yet most impressive
listings. DRAGON CURVE A graphic

demonstration of recursion.

HECTIC HENRY Escape from lhe maze
and collect the gems in this super
arcade name. SPELLING CHECKERarcade pame. SPELLING CHECKER
Check she spelling in your View files.

MANDELBROT Fxpiore The srp&ilna
wcdd of fractal geometry. DISC MENUworld of fractal geometry. DISC MENU
A super utility to organise yOur DPS and
ADFS discs ANIMALS A fun educational
game featuring, artificial intelligence 10
LINERS Two short, yet impressive
listings.

DRAGON'S DOOM A fun educational
game for youngsters learning to tell the
time. GRIDDER'A fascinating puzzle that

will strain your brain. WIMPS A
complete desktop environment with
windows, icons, menus and pointers 10
LINERS Two short, yet impressive
listings,

SUPER BOSS Try for the league and FA
CUpS in thus uxcrlirg football
management simulation. AWAPI A
classic African board game for one or

two players. ELKZAP Recover lost files

with this powerful Plus 4 disc editor. 15
LINERS Two short, yet Impressi veLINERS Two short, yet impressive
listings.

MAZE Escape from the creepy castle.

KEYBOARD PLAYER Turn your micro

into an electronic organ TOMMY Guide
little Tommy through the woods
CARPET An impressive graphics display.
GCOL Experiment with extra colours 10
LINERS Two short but impressive

GRID WARRIOR Battle with alien

gladiators deep in space. MODE 1 A
Mode 7 simulator providing Teletext

graphics. SMILEY HUNT The final

version of AI'f. scintilating megageme.
10 LINERS Zap the alien intruder and
dodge the asteroids. LISTER A utility to

enable you TO list programs directly

from disc or Sape-

SANTA'S SLEIGH Help Father Christmas
fill his sleigh with presents In this fast

arcade game. YULE SPELL Spelling can
be fun wstn this seasonal variation on
the old favourite hangman. POGO A
Logo turtle graphics compiler.
FLECTION KEY LISTER Keep track of
your function key definitions with this

helpful utility. 10 LINERS Two short but
impressive graphics demonstrations.

Only £3.95 each To outer use toe

form on P.tcje S3
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VAB^frBLGS™ machine cooe

player one MS ,01

.L*'s movement.

playerl

THE Arena Is an arcade
adventure for two players,

in which, as a denizen of

Ancient Rome, you go
hunting for treasure against

Immeasurable odds.
In the Arena, two players

fight and each coniroFs his

character inside its own
scrolling window, shown in

Figure I.

The object is to collect

treasure chests scattered

throughout a large ma/e
Each player needs to collect

eight. Player one collects

chests marked 1 and player

two., chests marked 2,

When they have ail been
collected you have to reach

the finish before your
oxygen runs out. This is can
be found at the tip of the

large arrow that forms pert

of the well at the bottom
centre of the playing area.

This area can only be
reached by a teleport,

Oxygen levels become
depleted faster by running

or bumping into walls. More
oxygen can be picked up by
running over the ox
symbols,

Figure FI shows a full list of

(he control keys and objects

to be Found.

The skulls and protectors

are fatal to the touch. The
protectors may be de-

stroyed using a neutraliser,

skulFs on the other hand
must always be avoided.

Dropping a sandbag
leaves a pite of sand, which
may trap the other player

since they can only be
removed with a spade.

To pick up an object
simply walk over it. Unfor-

tunately, your shield is

heavy, and you can only
carry one object at a time,

although objects that are

used immediately, treasure

chests for instance, can be

picked up any time.

The game ends when a

player finishes or both
players die, the winner in

this case being the one with

the highest score.

Although the Arena is

intended for two players il

can be played by one. This

can be an advantage if you
want to practice and beat

your friends to the treasure.

Due to the compact
design of the program it

should be entered with care

650 1 F IK <E T ^4 7 AN p lip ] R 1-#Ap I

FJN*EY-IHfilMJMUSr=0lll>lHIi2

l.NAWMirti.aZ-1

without any spaces, and not

as:

652 IF JWtEYt-67) Ml MU
Z-f

i-l ELSE IF 1 IHCET—&3 hND M
ERK-fl ftPJItt=2{lWX =M + l3i5t=

bS-1

However, some spaces are

essential and have been left

in certain linos,

Watch out for variables

with similar names, like

02% and 02. Also S and 5

look very similar, for

example:
Enter the Arena at your

peril, your destiny is upon
you.

ARENA1

saved before being run.

e careful only to enter

cos where they are
Ued, except the ones
ween the Fine number
the start of the line. For

anee enter line 650 as:

PROCEDURES
i _ j rt-i nr

(
inywtyu

- 1* Places data for map in memory,
,T11

disp Draws the screen d
^
p1

^
V ‘

a "Si Assembles the machine code.

Calls the machine code,
scr oil 1 ua I 5 m

, f olav e r oti

THE Ft R E N FI

R l_ (FS V %Z R 1 PLOVER 2
Is c off-t e© = SCORE *

e
O 2*S VG t H ; OXVGEN

t

59f?
C£O T : GOT ;

M i c h a e 1 Jon^s
Figure f : Ths main playing screen
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This delightful collect ion of programs is based
around children's favourite Nursery Rhymes.
There's plenty of sparkling colour, sound and
captivating animation to keep them riveted -

and as they play theyTI be learning all the way,

* Tell the time with Hickory Dickory Dock.
* Assemble the jigsaw in Humpty Dumpty.
* Learn to spell with Jack and Jill,

* Match the animals in See Saw Marjory Daw.
* Play an exciting game in Hey Diddle Diddle

Children as young as two will be entertained
for hours with these interactive programs.
Don't miss out on this beautiful gift for your
family - and at a very special price.

ONLY £5.95 (cassette)

£6.95 (3V2 disc}

Suitable for any Acorn Electron

TO ORDERPLEASE USE THEFORMONPAGE53

sle
S§8|l

ele
Sflp;

fun-packed educational programs

. . for young children everywhere
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Arena listing

< From 43

10 reh the 4fffia

20 REN 'vt Ni'chae), ,urfs;

30 SF* ([} E^eiiron Ui-rr

35 IF P*fiE*KM ftliO 1708

40 MflE6:VW«3il-,€;0;^0)
:MftEH3t4?£0i£jffo&i«iijble:Plt

: Rimcir.it t'PS^ki- r&£FE*f:if«
i"- FALSE PftWp.L»yerl:ll&ljpH

tlMi *(*,«}
40 [f32>MLS2 FflOCt^vnr

tp yatuifgMtfgftmwtirii
,«S)

e ILSEPflECwin

SB RffEATjlltTi-L&Efl3 " :lllt

t : . f a . i

:

98 END

100 [FEFPfllHirJTE^fi:^^-

i&:tLSrpR]lfT.TMHU,a)-P! MSt
iriii';:F®R[fl^stT.Oa?:RfJltd

7'?«?-yaiL.«?irsASc

^IC*i dt , Lciapl >t-| J +759

ITS 2ttZS*ltNtl(?:F|Wtfliip2*

U03NlW32:I>2>l:NHr,:r
OS ta tp3 -

: T Ofi : r 0 S : c op 4 - 1 T £-6*

:

L Fift*p4<^SNH'fl'0'S)3<4>7fel2EV

6E»i>232
120 2S=1 K f 1 :

:KE1 T , : tKBRf&E
130 DftU fFFFFF/3R,r /J{DE&E

mitHlMLULU /fs-ft) F/A3

7 y.EK D E &T/4i BE uttifM BHH 7 G/_
7— fnimmiLfitti rt
7777F7AE773E&E!lE/'GFkH7riK7//

7VN/.S7

HU
lift wKStitMUttimH

7&£7H7 7/(IRfi7HHP7SI/ UJUU'.
MihlliifHillii't FFfFff 7U
G7&GGSGG7SB7 77R<7;7K7H777S&GG

SGtG5E&G7GG&$£GGG$.50G5G'7 , 9

HHH/^7/7J/7^777fij7«&fi(t//MA

(1 fl.E / 7M /fim$j0kM * E/U/
CAM'.

150 DATA

Hil+nm &E&E-7//31I NTT 70-77

/S/AAAE//&B/7CAAy/H/HN///
7/7/hHHHHh^HEHDEtEDE-'/ /[//

.7-/7iyG/*M7Ai£i7*fif87./EJi ,7
mfinmn&tinumiui'fu
li'Lniuinriiii&tKitiitm
e//c

160 W7A7a#77-l/£HWm7/|i/F|

HK/^/H/./DME/Jl/JN/I/G/G

U*F_7 H 7 H 8/ 7 (iFfHH 7 7 / A E7 77 7.1 7

1

ntiwtmhinM&tiist'+B
7 / H / [ 7 F7 Nfl F 7 7 H A H h 7H !?/ V H T E -ft E 7

077 JI.7ITlh7f75777^7ACA-7tC7

AVAJF

T7£ UA T *"C 97 H 7 1 5- F f * F F / Fi-H/

7

7 ./'H H 7 HHftfljfr'E Eft t Fi / 1 1J * 1 / &«
e,!6^/AE*/0B/«7A/ > ? (1/ 7 / [ H H

k

(Htjj/JFK/NHiljuf 77H77 7 7 f ft f7/ ift'jf 1

rr7N6t7 77SA7;7A7E0/l7A7’/7
h 7 E 7 7 7 7 N D |i T 7 jI / HT 7V 38 K.7 F f /F

rtfffunui&ti&itmuMf
ttu:

S50 &4U7A7AAM7/?7Hk7H7K
fi H H 7 7 7 HU F i

1

7 7 7 F 7 F 7 j 7 7 7 1 7 G 7t

GfiSAU7t7U7A.U/y7 7/MA4S7
7 7H K2 H-7 7 7 /tfHH/ N E FS-Ff f F F EN 3 1

1

nr rat* EHB
by Mi Ghae

1

Jone
“-H GCOftF RESET
-V t-mn t.j»

s

OKVR f; fr«

J E ME" L
X SPflDE

f KtVSRHDBfi GHEUTRRLIZERCIIEGT
.A. SRHD PILEm0 vrvi^N,HTm SKUL l_PROTECTOR

COHTRO LS s A Z
r> r 0 p a EF 1 C t r I MOHOP Wilt i r A H A U Hot
t*0 u f- a Et f XM1AMF R T CV H X t:MOUF UP «

ms a Mir r> o sjh jy

Press S p to St a r

Sill 7G 7 7 7 4 7 A 7 4 7 537 A 7 A /"/A

A A A A AA 7 7 7 7 7 7 Fi 7 rt H 7 7 7 H 1 H 7 7 7 7 7

U'WiVWt) ?/& 777-7 7 7 7 7 £ 1

7

7 7 7 7
r

If* S*TA-AE7 7/0MS/(;Gfi(rK7/

N7H777r75S&G^&0S6GG^EOSSO7S

G&GG5t&6S5&&GStG’,’4//!)/7U&

7 7 7 7 7 H KJ F!,H liH)H| H7/7(t7.777777G

777 77777 7777 .' 777 ’ 77 7//7N' , A

7CA37/ fABCABJ .7/77 7 /7 .'^GGG7&7

/EG7G7/S7SGMA/BOG&E6Gi;ti7W
A A A A

280 D AU'A/ H 7 C A.B 7 AAB CA f F
- :

FF77FFF7&,'G,.7G7^7/67GN77A7A

( 7 4 B ^ ?G / 7 / 7 7 / / 7; ,
ii>£///A//

£^C'7N/F’F 7 7/WOG6£tp$G£
.' G 7 77 E 7 E i] 7 f 3 7 75 7 7 7/7 77 7 ,' ,'t

A7/_/ABf//CB J
|

/'fl.7 7F/1 77_U677 '

'HAS77J7E77 777/ 777 7 7707 Fi^.

210 DA^ ,

U3/7 7E4A077f?7 7,'

7 J 7 F 7_7 C B/3 7 7 / A A / 7 / 7 7 3S 7 AB /

B

L 7 A6 7 Dt7 ' f 7_ T .' 7 /' ,7 7 LE 7 7 7 7 U

A B 7 7 IB/ 7 ^ F 7 f/ / / A^ 7 / / s' A A 0 7 7 7

.[tV7.t7AB7A[L)EC77 7UF?FF« //
7 7tftA AA A-Ei 0 774AA A,J. 7 A A ,1 A.A h.i,A A

A0.A.A D AAA'7 ff ft fcBSCIf&E D 6Et D'MBF
r*ft

223 SEfP&tiCnbir^VBl^yft

,0,.0*?i,224;255'
H 255,25jyZ55,

E55y255>255,255,23,2£5,l2l,T

92,224/240, 24ft,

3, 2&, 255 , 127, 63 ,^, 15 , 7 , 3,1

,23,2:7,1,3,7,15,31, $3, 12V
55,Z3>22fl r;25V5-4,2S2,?4f,24
8,224,172,128

230 VDi!j3,22VJJ,239,23&,

8.254.254.254.0.

23.230.204.5
l, 20i,51,20*,51, 204,31 ,23,23W -95,129, 12?, 129,129,19

^"26,23,232,231 ,2!?, 18$, 12fc

,126,139,219,231,23,233,0,3,
7i, 20, cB, J6, 123, 223,23,23i,;

26/2H,H6,25i,iP&,'2A,A0,TS
8

24P VUU23, 235, 65,98,126^12

2, 62,36,66, 195,23, 235,255,^
•,733,63,255,53,255,55,23,237

,P,1 24,195,235,230 ,23 &,1 2A ,0

,23, 235, 0,6^,66,90,90, 66, 60,

0,23,239,56,40,16,16,16,124,
1?A, 56, 23,240, 2£, 34, 28,5,3,2

4,5,24,23yi41,6«,24'-,0,60,326

,255,255,136

230 W25, 242, 247, 187, 82,

2

38, 21 3, 10 7, 2 23, 239, 23,2 43, 12

6, 231,247,247, 247, 247,

23.244.126.255.0.

195.251.195

,223,1^,23,245,0,0,234,164,
234

.1.0.

0. 23. 246>11 2,50,11.2-,

4,4,255, 6v4,23, 247, 14 ,10,14,

32, $6, 235, $6,32
268 991(23,245,114, 1.64, 1S4,

4 ,6,255,6,4 ,23,?4V,23,21 ,23,

32, M,255, 96, 32, 23,258, 8,60,
•26, -26, 126, 126, 60, 0,23, 251,

2.46.112.112.126. 126.60.

0.

23

, 252, 3, 0,0,0,126, 126,6M, 23

^50,0,0,0,14,14,12,8,23,2
54, 56, 124, Si, 12C, 124, 56, 56,0

2 70 VJU.2-J ,255, 16^^,21,136
,S4,i4,A,8.:FSCPS((7

230 &EFfBbCtitfeiCLS:«Ufo
ST:sS = EHflir3V0HSl'ia+CHRt^C-K

B3$F[HR£9jtS = sS + CKJ(l.$:PR[NTT

6.0(5,21 -THE AS:tK6’;TA8.E3,7.1

0^*246;' SCDR; REJE7';tlj{

F/gure si: The controls

HH124S; BONUS'; si ; CH9S245

«!«#; rjr;- :«UitR2
290 PR|NTCHfl238;

Ei
F
NHRS239f SPA9E ;tS;UH«

243; MY;eI.;[H:

SS 241; 5AS

0a4E;l£;CHRs24?;- NCOTRULT

E

ER;eS;[HRS243;’ CK&5T ;fft0

(0,30j"Pr?a.i Sp3C£ to Sl^N
;'itWn-3
322 ?Hi'6iTTAfit4,'tJC(4RS233;

SANi P:LE ;a£;CKRJ?3:6; 0

RL.LE
;
t£;Cii-.it2<7; T ; L E PO

R

r

>S^;CSR£254 ;' SKULL’
;
tS; C6

R£235; PS9TE[T0R;14BS7, 41‘

6y Si -Mt[ .viA-s’; TAB F0,22V

CTFhT'fiijiS;
L

2';:COL0US1

310 PSIH7TAB(0 ,23^

FT N.J
L n CROP RiMT V

Sit JfME -.EFT If , AfpV

0 right ( . hoVe
;
; f

4 : S.DVE C-Giih l

'

7'

:SEP£.ATUNtilSETS-' :EH&PRTJ(

32C DE F?ROFi n i t rtl K - F 4LSF

;

h'2’t ? I A L 5 E : A %-t 5 6 CffV B K fS3 6F C

:

A^-RH-OiBOl ft
i - 8 : [ I H=0 ; t2 1-0

:

$r; = E:52.V-0;Ol^t00;(j2-60R:O!

£ r 0 1 r 02 !S
1 02 : £ H E 1 C-

:

L H E2

"

z 0

:

H J1 = fit: Nt- 0 i C OLD 8 5 3 : E L S : ft E P£ 4

1 : D 1 i 1 F.4 LS t j D t Si
; f A L. Ji

333 Pfil&HTAB^l ^e.jer 1

? (I7ti)
r

; F FGE7f = 'N
r

£ 1 5i-TftU£

340 PS 3 ttT TA & (

0

y fi

)

' P . =, r 2

1 m*3-:IFSET3^'N'&2^ T
RL'E'

350 CLS,:l)Nir3.SlT?FAi5E ORB

^ = 7ALSE:EKtP(TB0

360 DEFPHOFsiriCO LOUR 3 : P R

T

NM4S(5,1)‘ T
HE (RENA ; TABS 8

,

3)srPJHGi':-9,ChRS23v:;-4E:0,

25) STRIlfGSI 19,CHRl2245 - "ABia

,15>S7SlNG5.N9,EHR5?24);TRa-;

0,23;
iNtiLNG£(1?,E4|B3224);TAa

(0,15)6HR£227N4B(
h
P,l iJCBRS

227;T1B(8,23V:HRS22e;TAB(10,

231BHR5226;

3 70 FOR 67621: FPTSN
AEt0,lGC^jti'ft£224;TAg<S,:pD

• .-?4;TAE(18, l 60DS7£ HBl 224 ; ; NE

ST

180 PR: NNASiS, 1 5>tHRJ225;

TABN8,l$3LHRS?75;TA.a(5,23T;

HSJ22SjT;a:1fi,231CH‘!i2257'AE

(9, 1 5 )' :,TA3t9,23)' COtB

Jftl ! PS? 1 Ik-T -A B ( 5 , ?8 r ' K F A ft£i|

A

:PRO'di^N,35:COi0l;ft2:PfiHl

TNBN,3&)'6y r-'chaeL j^ n r:

:PROC6i$p('2,10J

393 PRUiuinUgiitA^il^SfiCM
lfr(foifEEl2,41T.:END Pfi-U C

403 iEFPROCdisptji-jA^zaR:

4 T F (B { ]f » ,5)‘P LAYER ^S;T4B(
ifs,7)'E CEPE:'; TABS xV,^l 1ft*; T

Aa(iS,i0mYO£tF;;TABi^,ii..
)'600 ;lABCxi

H 1jyGOT; ; :END

PSOC

4 10 DEfSftDlN^"difk-(K-p2,*j)';

SyR ^o^ETOfi: FOS J 6'53 <S=ftTOfi

: Ei-1 U6ppl >64 )i-:TpT:-19>t l&s

P:i.l : ni.-N) = Ei«(tB2 5 fr : 1^*2 > -l

£PIV256: Ct^Lz
;
-P-H | NTT-A8 -fVJE-i- Lo

opi;U + r.69pTR:);CRR8N£

KT,:E!iBPR(JI

i2fl amaCft»nbLt:nina^
40:FORL=0TB2ST£P2:P7=q:-:

430 [0?T[

448 , s :

r

lpt t LDAV7:STA65?:

,Lpa1 LDKs0;,^ t®A&4?-4 ?> X 6

v

de 5US 4 :£NK ;CP5i >96:3 US

SASLDAsaN !CLC:AOC?frt;STAEi+

1;LIAs.a + 2:ADUl
| SUsa-2 :L6A5

j + 7 : CLt: AOC^fiA : STAjjptl : L S

A

0 b

s2UPPi:5TAapt2:D-ECl5F:BNF
pil

450 SEC:l5Aaat:$5Cj3;3'ut*

1:STAiN lU>U81 : SBC* 1 :6
t
At^2 .

:iUr + 2.M>*£7
;
-U HjtC; L&*t+ 1

J

^tj64:SU.t*1:STAz+l:LBAt + 2:

A?.U0;5Ut<2i.£TA2+2:JSBj:75R

X : it : 3N£-d Lft T 3

462 .StrrrghF L'B^7 :SU(It

;
.Uibl LDT£^96L.ta L&AM?42,jf

: .bo STA54 2.4:2, ;<:DE:C&N£2ia:U

Abs^:0Li::AD?H64;JTflba + ' :LCA

ca^UOC^tiSTflba^j-LBA^'l ;C

L 0 L ,4 D 0^ 6-V ; S ’ 4 tb
11

: L D A bi -1 2 : A D

C?1:5V4cbT2:!)E04£ : :8KE\jb1

4 70 5 4:C:LDAiB&:STi( = 255;5Tfl
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Arena listing

This listing is included in

this month's cassette
tape offer. See order
form on Page 53-
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Micro Messages

Computerised
male chauvinists

dancing through Electron

User in which my husband's
nose is perpetually buried t

noted that many of the tet-

ters praised the exesHence
of the contents, i also
noticed that mosf of the
subscribers were mate.

Have those responsib/e
for this magazine ever con-
sidered the side effects of
this so-called excellence -

to wit, the effect on the
wives of the poor besotted
Electron addicts?

When my husband brought

this infernal machine home
some years ego e strange
metamorphosis took place.

What used to be a

typically normal men - you
know the sort of thing , seen
around the house regularly,

chatting, grumbling, joking,

complaining and so on -

turned into a semi-recluse,

dosated with his Electron

end tortured thoughts until

the small hours and
appearing in the mornings
looking haggard and
thoughtful.

There was a ray of hope
about six months later when
one morning he declared
peevishly: "This little Elec-

tron is no use. it's just a Toy
;

really
"

Celebration all round. He
has kicked the habit. He is

back with us in the real
world of domestic nor-
mality.

Alas it did not last One
fateful day he picked up this

magazine Electron User. The
addiction returned, with
sinister variations,

Only half his spare time is

now spent with the per-
fidious contraption The
other half is spent boring
everyone with mumbo-
fumbo about assemblers

,

recursion, spare bits, itLA
called Sheila fthis really

worries me} and the adu-
lation of some space age
deity called Waddy Love

There seems to be no cure
for this malaise. The only
consolation is that it could
he worse (drink, women

,

gambling , fishing or Elvis
Presley I . And at least it

keeps him at home, sort of.

However, the addiction

might be tempered if the
publishers of this magazine
wo u!d tone down th is

excellence and make it a bit

more boring,

I feel somehow that this

appeal wilt fall on cctm-
puterised male chauvinistic

ears, but it should at least

give them a conscience. And
let the other computer
widows know that they are

not alone. — Mrs, Helen
Morgan, Didcot, Oxen.
# If you can't beat 'em, join

'em - try our knitting soft-

ware. You J

M find an order
form on Page Gl.

Strongman
help wanted

/ WOULD iike to con

-

gratulate you on producing
such an excellent magazine,
ft has everything that you
need to know aboul the
Electron and has a good
range of software.

One problem I have is

finding some of the well
known board games. Can
you get any of the popular
games?

I also need help with 5

Tails in
LAST month I bought an
Acorn -Olivetti JP10I printer

by mail order on special
offer at £67,85. Although
limited, it is quite a useful

printer.

However, f was surprised
to find that lower case let

ter$ rest slightly, but
noticeably higher than
upper case letters. Where
there is a mixture of both it

gives lines of text a mis-
aligned appearance. Por
Olivetti, with long experi-

ence in typesetting, this

seems to be most unusual.

Star Games - 1 can'tseem to

work Geoff Capes Strong-
man, Can someone please
tell me how

?

—T. Rouse,
Go claiming, Surrey.

A We haven't heard of Elec-

tron versions of the well

known board games apart
from Chess, Draughts and
Reversi - all available from
Acornsoft. Can any readers
help with Geoff Capes hints

and tips?

Not enough
room?
I FIND your publication very
useful and entertaining, I

have, however, nearly lost

my mind trying to get Man-
delbrot ^Electron User May
1387} running,

I have triple checked the

fisting and the machine
code assembles OK, but
when I try to run it, it says
'Wo room at line 150".

I have tried altering fines

150 and 440 to various pos
itions in memory but to no
evail, Can you please help
me before they come to take

me away!
Also any ideas on differ-

the air
I wrote to the suppliers of

the printer and to the maga-
zine carrying their adverbs
ment, but haven 'r received a

reply. My question is

whether or not this

misalignment was intended
or is a defect. -S. Braith-

waite., Lincoln.

# A lack of proper
descenders is one of (he fea-

tures of an inexpensive prim

ter.

You will only get true
descenders on a printer
costing several hundred
pounds.

entration on the Electron
would be appreciated. ~G,

Crawford, Rainham, Kent,

• lit sounds like you have
made an error in the
assembly language section.

U
r

s impossible tb tell where,
so the only solution is to

check through the listing

line by line.

The machine code Man
deibrot set was a direct con-

version of a simple Basic

listing This may help you
follow the machine code
through;

16 REM (Hand e t b r o t 5fE

26 HEBE 5

SB

i 6 YM2Mt56;512i
56 F&R i-1 ,S TO M 5TE

V 2/160

66 FOR ]=-1 TO 1 STEP lim
n GCOL 0,3

Si PLOT &9,i*6LB,j«l12

16 NK--1 =#:y-B

138 SEPEUT

118 *2-i**ijf2 s jr*]f

12* ^2*^+1
15! Ni'Nl+1

HI UNTIL NS-50 US x2*y2>
=4

158 If NtcJ SCOL 0,5

168 IF Nl>4 AND SCO

L 6,2

178 IF NJ>1S m K
OL 8,1

18* IF N3-50 OCDL 0,0

190 PLOT 45,#,

0

200 NEXT

210 NEXT

Can any readers help Mr
Crawford with his differenti-

ation?

1st class

service

MA Y I as a relative new-
comer to Electron com-
puting, express my thanks
and gratitude for the
excellent backup provided
by Slogger. I visited the

Turn to Page 4#
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ALL programs printed
in this issue are exact
reproduction of list-

ings taken from run-
ning programs which
have been thoroughly
tested.

However on the
very rare occasions
that mistakes may
occur corrections wiff

bo published as a
matter of urgency.
Shouldyou encounter
error messages when
you type in a program

they wifi utmost cer-
tainly be the result of
your own typing mis-
takes.

Unfortunately we
can no longer answer
personal programming
queries concerning
these mistake s. Of
course ie tiers about
suggested errors witt

be in vesHeated with-
out defay, but any
replies found neces-
sary will only appear
in the mail pages.

4 From Page $7

Electron # SBC Micro User
Show in London and bought
severs! add-ons for my
computer - Starword and
Starstore il to match my
Cumana disc drive, t also

took their advice as to which
printer tp buy.

After your review of
SEOFS I ordered one from
Slogger and received it by
return. Minor problems
{probably through my own
leek of computing experi-

ence} ensued, hut were
quickly and efficiently dealt

with by telephone. It is

heartening in these hi-tech

days to find a company
where the customer is dealt

with on such a personal
basis. Thank you Slogger,

i find Electron User an
excellent magazine, the con-

tent and structure is just

about right Why not a bi-

weekly edition 7 Sorry to

come across as a crawler,

hut when f am impressed i

think it's worth saying so.

A. Murray, West Ruslip,

Middlesex.

• The editorial team is

already working fiat out
producing a monthly maga-
zine. Some of them are

cracking on a bit and the

strain of a bi-weekly might
be too much for their poor
old hearts.

Disc

driver

i HAVE an Acorn Electron

fitted with a Rombox and
Cumana disc interface con-

nected to a Cumana disc

drive and it works fine , Bet

my discs do not work at

school.

They have a BBC Micro
with a Cumana disc drive. Is

there a program or a chip

that wit! Jet me use discs on
a BBC Micro and Electron? I

keep getting "Disc fault” on

both micros.

if one day I can afford to

get a bigger computer and
change my Electron for a

BBC Master, wilt that have

disc problems? A. McPher-

son r Basildon, Essex.

# There are two possible

causes of the disc fault.

Firstly, the Cumana
interface on your Electron

uses a completely different

format disc to the BBC
Micro.

You must use tire utility

disc supplied with the

interface ! o format an Acorn
DFS disc and copy your pro-

grams on it Both the BBC
Micro and Electron will then

be able to read the files.

In addition to this you
must use either 40 track

drives on both micros or 00

track. You can't use 40 on
one end 00 on the other.

Disc

compatibility

I BEAD with in feres/ the

review by Mark Smiddy of

the Slogger SEDFS for the

Copland disc interface in the

June issue of Electron User.

I was the envy of friends

when I bought the original

Cumana double density
system.

It works very well and has
many advantages over the

standard Acorn DFS. The
only drawback, as Mark
says, is that there is no
compatibility with the Acorn
DFS used in BBC Micros and
I found this an increasing

irritation.

Some Acorn DFS discs
would not copy to Cumana
format and a few that did

copy would not run prop-
erly. $

o

, when I saw the

Slogger SEDFS advertised I

rushed out and bought one.

Yes, It is Acorn compat-
ible, and yes, it is faster than

the Cumana DFS, although
speed is not always impor-

tant. There is a good selec -

tion of utility commands

,

But there are some irritating

drawbacks which caused
headaches,

i find thatACP'sAdvanced

Disc Toolkit is very useful

,

but there are some com-
mands which are not com-
patible with the Cumana
DFS. Some are not compat-
ible with SEDFS either, to

the extent of leaving the
drive motor running.

This problem has been
corrected with a iater ver-

sion which Slogger very
kindly sent me. - A. Ander-
son, Devizes.. Wiltshire.

• We haven't experienced
any problems copying our
own unprotected Acorn DFS
discs to Cumana format.

However, commercial soft-

ware is copy protected and
Es unlikely to work.
The Cumana disc

interface uses a rather
unusual disc controller and
SEDFS must try to emulate
the old 8271 chip found in

the original: BBC model B.

The emulation Isn't quite

perfect, though it ts very
good. We only found one or

two utilities fsuch as a disc

editor] that didn't work.

New chips

for old

HA VING read your excellent

magazine, I find your pages
extremely interesting, i have
only just bought an Acorn
Electron, and I find it much
better than other com-
puters.

But I need help f I have an
Electron with OS 7.0 and I am
informed by my friends that

I should get it upgraded to a
1.2. So, t sef off for my local

computer shop, but they
didn't have one. Could you
please tell me where I could
gel one from?
Also, how do you remove

the old chip and replace it

with the new one 7 Is it just

ftke the BBC Micro where a

chip goes in and out of little

sockets? And what are the

advantages of OS 1.2?

I have a command which
wili perform a BREAK within

a program, ft is:

CALL 1-4

Thank you for an excellent

magazine which I will con-

tinue to buy and enjoy.

Kenneth Raynor flBI,

Folkestone, Kent.

• This is a question we've
answered before but we still

receive many inquiries. The

BBC Micro's operating

system has progressed from
OS 0.1 when it wag first

launched to OS 5.1 in the

Master Compact.
The Electron though has

only ever had one operating

system and that's OS 1.0

There aren't any other ver-

sions available end you
can't use one from a BBC
Micro or Compact.

Lost in

shadow
I HAVE recently bought an
Electron with Slogger's
Master Ram Board and have
been delighted with the

additional memory avail-

able.

This has be&n particularly

useful in compensating for

the losses to the Plus 3, but

there is one drawback. Both
my four year old son and a

friend of ten times that age
have been distressed by
their inability to save
images crested with the

Nidd Valley Anamouse and
Mousepaint program.

_

The rather brief docu-
mentation enclosed with the

Master Ram Board suggests
that the relevant memory
can be accessed by machine
code , but this, alas, is

beyond my limited grasp of

the subject-

Surely one of your staff

can devise a solution to this

problem , This would have
fairly genera) application for

users of Slogger's board
who wish to take advantage
of the space to run bigger

graphics programs.
Approaching the subject

from a different angle, I
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found a compaction
utility which can effectively

shorten Basic programs by
stripping spaces and REMs,
and by shortening variable

and procedure names.
Can anyone take this a

step further by devising a

utility which wilf substitute

the approved abreviations

for keywords and/or replace

the appropriate commands
with VOU codes? - Adrien

Trout, Up Holland, Lancs.

• The following program,
shows how to save a screen

when using 64k shadow ram
mode with Slogger's Master
Ram Board:

i& eEH Read/url t»

20 3EH Shad Jh aeBflry

10 IDEE £

60 FSS 1=0 TO 2 STEP Z

so prices
40 CURT i

?0 .read

50 PHI.

10 LEA --a

100 SEa hsre

110 writ*
120 PHA

130 LDA rfl 40

U0 >h*r4

150 PHA

160 PLP

120 PLA

160 JnP 1F2=J

m ]

200 NEXT

21

E

Z2B SE* Ejcansi L v screen

230 F-DR i*1 TO ZB

26B fRINT'MtiLo there.,.'

25B HEMM
2?i REK Save it

2B0 fi Le^OPENOtlT'Screer.

290 m Stt*i6000 '0 Wff
300 TJT*It 019 756

310 BNJl #m«,USH r?ad

320 NEXT

330 CLOSE Ue-

340

350 p=M ReLoad it

360 KObE 6

370 fi Le=0PEN3 W"Sc r^an'

380 TOR K3=&6000 TO S7FFF

390 TX-U DEV 256

600 AS-B6ET if-

I

e

610 CALL vritE

67# NEXT

630 CLOSE *file

There is an extra

operating system call to

read and write to the screen

memory, Call &FBFQ with

the address in X and Y and
the overflow flag clear to

read a byte into A, and set to

write the byte in A,

All Basic keywords are

stored in memory as single

byte tokens, not as Ascii

codes. For instance,

COLOUR is stored as the

value Si90, so is COL. and C-

Using memory efficiently
WHEN are Advanced Com-
puter Products bringing out
their 256k ram cartridge that

plugs into the Electron's car-

tridge port? As f write my
OW77 programs t am worded
that as they get longer and
more complex t wifi eventu-

ally run our of memory.
I don’t want to buy

another computer with a

larger memory, as I think the

Electron is an exceltent
machine suitable for my

needs.

if the ram cartridge is

produced, wilt I be able fo

use it with the Advanced
Plus 4? Finally, will there be

a 256k ram board for the

Electron? - Carolyn Cross-

ley, Mitcham, Surrey.

• AC P's ram cartridge will

not expand the memory
available to Basic programs.

However,, machine code
programmers will be able to

make use of it- It wili work

with ACP r

s Plus 4.

If you need more memory
you could add either a

second processor or Slog-

ger Master Ram Board.
These aren't cheap and
there is a simpler, software

solution, Steve Turnbull's

Overlays article on page #
shows how to use the Elec-

tron's memory more
efficiently.

- the abreviations. When a

program is listed on the
screen or printer, Basic does
not print the token value,

but prints the corresponding
word instead. So, you can't

shorten the keywords any
further.

Synchron

attack tips

IN SUPERIOR Software's
Synchron I have almost
blown up the enemy's HQ
buildings and have some
tips for this game:

If enemy space craft come
on the screen, don't try to

aim at them , they are too
fast. Just fire rapidly across

the screen until they go
away.
Before you start to blast

the orb containers, check
that there are no defence
pylons or force fields behind
or in front of them.

When looking for the HQ
or more orb containers try

to follow the paths or roads.

These are the safest routes,

but don't stick too closely to

them because there are
many force fields, missile

launchers and defence
pylons next to them.
When you have collected

all the orbs on level A, go
down the screen for a while

and you will find two big

blocks of land targets. If you
bomb most of them it wifi

boost your score to over
10,000 points.

The distance to the HQ is

shorter if you go up the

screen, but you wid also

eventually reach it if you go

down the screen.

If you get a lot of orbs or

have been exploring for

quite a time
,
land at a

runway because on your
next life you will always take

off on the runway you last

Sanded.

I hope these tips will help

people enjoy the game as

much as f do. it is fast, but
after a while you gel the

hang of it.
- Simon

Hotchkiss, Shrewsbury.
Shropshire-

More power

/ have an Electron , but
unfortunately l can t use it

because my adapter has
broken. I have tried most of
my local stockists without

luck. Where can l gel one as

my programming powers
are draining away - Colin

Anderson, Well Road,
Lunanhead, Angus, Scot-

land

• When you buy a Plus 3

you receive a new power
supply adapter and the old

one is redundant so there

must be thousands gather-

ing dust on shelves and in

cupboards. Can any reader

help Cohn with a re-

placement?

Four player

Dunjunz

f WOULD like to con-

gratulate Bug Byte for

producing Dunjunz on the

Electron. It is an excellent

and frustrating game.

With help from my
friends, Courtenay Ander-
son and Timothy Lee, we
have managed to complete
the game by finding the
chalice,

We did this by choosing
the four player option. Then
when the screens come up,

one player goes offand tries

to complete it.

If that person gets killed

one of the other characters

goes to find a cross to bring

back the dead one. While
this is happening another ts

guarding the ones left.

Playing the game this way
saves the energy of the

other characters so you can
get further than you could if

you went off by yourself.

- Chris Panter, Tavistock,

Devon.

Old timers

drive slowly

CAN you publish some arti-

cles about the Pius 3's lib-

rary suite of programs , A
regular article about discs

would be much appreciated.

Can you tell me why it is

necessary to siow down the

disc drive head as I have
found no use for it so far.

There must be some reason

because this option is

included in the utility

SetParams. - Peter Davey,

Reading, Berks.

• Some old disc drives may
require a slow head step-

ping rate,

The Plus 3 drive is quite

happy with a Fast rate and
shouldn't need altering.
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You’re never too young to
play a Magical Adventure on
the BBC Micro or Electron!

was £8.95
SPECIAL OFFER
PRICE
X*C Q E taPe

inc. pern

rc AC S.25 disc
Inc. p&p

SEND TO Adventure offer, Europe House, 68 Chester Road, Hazal Grove, Stockport SK? BftlY

Based on the style of the

classic computer adventures —

but written so that even small

children can learn to find their

way around, encouraged by

colourful graphics and
exciting sound effects.

The pack contains a 48-page
full colour Storybook

PLUS
a full length multi-location

adventure

Please send me the complete Magic Swgrd
pack plus storybook to:

Name

Address

i enclose my cheque for

£5,95 ftape.1, £6.95 {S^E" disc}

payable to Database Publications

Or debit my Access/Visa card;

SignedL.

BBC Micro
& Electron



Contains 32 page booklet giving clear,

essy- to-follow instructions on all 4 programs

If you warn to
start doing more
With VOur micro
than just playing
games, this
pjLihLdLiH.i is ydur
ideal introducfieit
to the four most
popular
applications for

professional
computer*. AH
the programs
have been
PHi Si priori fpr

simplicity, so
even a child can
use them. Yet
they include
advanced
features not
yet available

on programs
costing many
times as
much!

Finalist for the Home Software
of the Year A ward

Word Processor: Ideal for

writing letters and reports.

There is a constant display of

hoth time and word count,

plus a words-per-minute
display to encourage the

budding ty pist I
A unique

fealore is the double- size text

option in both edit and printer

mode - perfect for young
children and people with poor

vision,

Database: You use this for

storing information, just like

an office filing cabinet, Facts

you have entered can be
quickly retrieved by just keying

in a word or part of a word
They can be sorted, replaced,

saved for future use or printed

out.

Spreadsheet: Enables you IQ

use your micro for home
accounts or pocket money
records. It crBates a display of

numbers in rows and columns.
Continuous updating is

possible, and a changed figure

can be instantly reflected

throughout the rest of the

spreadsheet. Your results can
be saved, to be used for

future updates, or can be fed

into its associated program ,

Graphics: Pan of the

spreadsheet section, it lets

you draw bar charts, pie

charts and histograms to give

a graphic presentation of your

statistics. Helps to give life and

colour to the dullest figures!

i-j Word Processor it Spreadsheet

it Database it Graphics

Now they’re

all together -

inONE simple
package
Four fuHscale
programs fa r •f G QG
an incredible I

iuw, taw price? cassette

TO ORDERTURNTOTHEFORM ON PAGE 53



This is THE ultimate guide to the
Electron! This detailed guide to the Electron's

operating system Is a must for every
serious Electron user. In its

infoxmation packed pages you'll find:

* Pull details of how to implement the
powerful *EX/OSBYTE calls.

* Page ROMs revealed: The way they work
and how to write your own.

* Programming the ULA - ail you need
to know.

* Fill! coverage of memory allocation

and usage - make every' hyte count-

* Complete circuit diagram: /
flow to use the expan

:

capabilities Electron's

exciting to the full.

and much, much mare

/ on this

classic book!

gtuite simply, the Electron Advanced User

Guide is THE essential handbook that

tuill allots you to exploit thefull /
potential of the Electron. y
Don't miss this

money-saving offer!

Only £3,45 t

SAVE a
massive £6!
(Normal price £9.45] y^

y y This best-selling

y y book takes the
" / reader through the

f y fundamentals of writing

y y programs. Its hands-on

y approach has been specifically

f designed to teach the absolute

novice not only the formal rules

y of Basic but. also that elusive

quality - good programming style.

By working through Its many examples.

the reader will gain a clear insight Into

structured programming and will quickly

acquire the ability to use structured

techniques In creating bis own programs.

NOW £2.95

'
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ele^ ORDER FORM
Valid to Atigust i3lj198TAtfncM tatafepcdtape. p»C*t\$aftf VAT

CVsfjwj orders *jnr oxdu$MBfy byAdi M0H

Knitwear Designer

UK £12 3002
Eur™ei£ii*£20 3478

&wseM£35 3477
Renewal Nursery Rhymes

The Adventure Creator
Wrth &ub* Without sub

CSwMffionly tfl.95 Elite 312&3123 1

r
Pin ator only ivafabw I «OTiipVwd by i fcrtffpiion H*if -or rwwnf

Education Special Vot. 2

Computer Hits 3
With sub* Wifrioutaub

CBm»g^ G3te te.te 3117/311$ I f[ _J

' Thfl dft* only jmlafcto f a^omMfied Sy a. nbstTrtRn enter or ramnl

Getting Started in BBC Basic
UK only £2.B

Repton 3 Acornsofl Database
Hoads n Plus 3

Add E2 tor Europe; E5 torOWHH
Advanced User Guide
UK onlyElectron User back issues

fir.SO UK 4*i 1

&«t>Eon?a P*1

Back Issue bundle

April 86-Dec Be (9 complete issues/ 3017

UK £e .90 Europe inc£lrieES.». Overseas E 1 fl.»

VotUTOl &X&1S111
Volume 2 30SMftf
Volume 3 3P7U311J
Vofcime* 31203 121

Cassette tape annua! subscription
UKE3S XVS

Eyr0p*Ov*rtMI E45
Commence with

Renewal ukeh smc
EwofUlQwrwM&lS

Electron User tapes/discs
Tope E3.0S, Once£4 .75 .

Crvryteas/Eurcoe add Cl

Flshmn June 1966 3303
Royal Wedding JulylMS 3X*

Honda Aug 1968 3305
'

Cavern Capers Sept 1966 31X39
RalCateher Oal966 3307 3407

Day at the Races Novl966 3306 _ JtfOfl

Sola's Sarah Dec 1986 3309 3400
GridWamof Jan 1967 33t0

~

3*10
Maze Fet>1te7 33fi 3*it

SMMrBpH Mer1te7 3317 J4?:>

French on the Run
Tape rate 311$ I _ .

I

Micro Olympics
Add LI !& E j'ope-iIVeraeaa

Classic Card and Board Games

Electron Dust cover
UKE3.9S 3058

Magazine Binder UK £3.95 3059
Europe S6.95

Overseas £l 0 95

TOTAL

Payment please indicate method (/)
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- Plus I Interface

with View Wordprocessor
£53.95

-7 Plus I only—
"7 _ £44.95 ^ A

Joystick use
with Plus I

£6.95

LANGUAGES
Unkword Itoflan

Unkwond German
Unkword Spanish

BUDGET TITLES

Castle Assault

Dunjunz

Foottxalf Manager
Right Path 737

Galactic Patrol

Hercules

Hunkey Dtxey
Ice Hockey
Kane
Killerpede

Micro Value (4 games)
FtonB
Ttoboto

Sky Hawk
Star force 7

Tennis

Vegas Jackpot

CURRENT TITLES

Big KO.
Brian Cbugh Football

Collosuri 4 Chess
Commonwealth Games
Future Shock
Goal
PsycasWa
Sphere of Destiny

XOR
Thunderstruck 2
War
SLpeftor Hite Vat 3

Elite

Five Star Games2
Ravensfcull

10 Computer Hits l

10 Computer HUs 2

10 Computer Htis3

Computer Hits 5

Around World Replan
Repton 3
Paper Boy

RKTIBS AT61.99 EACH [VAN BERG SERIES

I Do £1.30

Theatre Qdz £1 50
English CSE/GCE £2.00

Biology CSE/GCE £2.00
sslon Maths 1 CSE/GC£ £2.00

Maths 2 CSE/GCE 62.00
dors ROM CARTRIDGES
Moonbase Alpha View (Wordproceslngj) £11,95
it Monsters Vtewsheet £1 1 .95

tei>Pascal £28.50
TYTxnder Logo £28.50

Lisp £7.75

MIRRORSOFT EDUCATIONAL
AT £2.99 EACH
Count with Oliver

Crocktt Towers
Giddy Game Shaw

vlls Joffe Rare (WeightWatching)
tie Know you PSt/Q
O’clock Know your Personality

Look Sharp
A.S.K. AT £2.99 EACH

ck Cranky
Hide and Seek

ictofy Number Gulper

1ITITS
Left’s Couit

"iture £1.50 w
imand £1 .50 WoKfe, Wor^rWords

50 Number Chaser
ci tn Table Adventures
c 50 NEW BUDGET RANGE FROM
ci'5) SUPERIOR AT£249

£lS0 Fruit Machine

SI -SO

nes £1.50 Draughts

£1.50 ReveraJ

vltcro £1 ,50 [JJJJ***
£1,50 ^ Wiz

OCktalt Maker £1.50

Weinht £1 50 Smash and Grand
£2

'SO
Percy Penguin

“iso Worid Geography

my Management 42.50

Zany Kong Jnr
las £2,25 Overdrive
teer Glide £3.25 Tempest

TowerHill Computers Ltd

I

Unit 2 Wharfside a
Fenny Stratford, Milton Keynes, MK2 2AZ.

Telephone: Milton Keynes (0908) 74246 1

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. AND P&P, OVERSEAS ORDERS ADD £1.00

£6.50

£12,50

£7.50

£6.50

£6.50

£6.50

£6.50

£6.50

£7.50

£6.50

£7.25

£7.50

£10.50

£7.50

£7.50

£7.50

£7.50

£7,50

£5,95

£5.50

£7-50

£7,50
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Hardware

place

HOW many Electron users

can honestly say that they

have never accidentally
pressed Break while pro-

gramming, of in a blind

panic in the middle of a

game?
It's particularly easy to do

while using the cursor keys

when editing a program
listing.

At the very least it
r

s an
annoyance having to type
OLD to recover your listing.

At worst you could lose

several hours of valuable

data from your spreadsheet,

or your best hl-score on
galactic mega wars may be
zapped, adding insult to

injury when you have to
reload the game.
This is just what the Anti

Break System or ABS is

designed to prevent. Not by
a piece of inventive soft-

ware, but by a simple
hardware add-on that

anyone can make at home
for next to nothing.

The ABS is made from a

small piece of 0.5mm
aluminium. Figure I is a dia-

gram of the ABS drawn full

scale and may be cut out
and used as a lempiate.

After the metal has been

Figure h Template far the

Anti Break System

Putting on the

safety break
JAN EDENS presents a useful add-on
to protect your Electron's Break key

cut, score and carefully

bend the ABS along the
tines indicated. Smooth the

edges with a piece of emery
cloth and when you've fin-

ished simply slide it into

place over the Break key as
shown In Figure II.

To use the Break key
again simply slide the ABS
out of the way.
This is such a simple, yet

useful idea it's surprising it

has never been thought of

before, it really fs true to say
that

,JYouTI wonder how
you ever managed without
it".
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LAST month we began cur

Any port in

a storm
Joe Pritchard shows how to make
the most of the Plus S's user port

investigation of AC P's Plus

5 user port. We'lt now look

at it in greater detail.

First we need to look at

the nature of the electrical

signals that this I/O port

recognises as representing

zero and one.

Let's start by looking at

what appears on a PG line

when we are using ii as an
output. If we're outputting a

on#, then a signal of 5V
appears and it's QV tor a

zero.

However, if you were to

measure this voltage with a

good voltmeter, you'd prob-

ably find that the outputs

weren't erectly 5V and OV.

The manufacturers of the

VIA in the user port simply

guarantee that for a one
output you'll always get a

voliage above 2.5V and a

zero output will always give

a voltage of less than 0.4V.

Fortunately, the outputs

actually obtained, unless
you'rs unlucky, are usually

quite close to 5V and 0V.

The 5V, though, can't

provide us with much Cur-

rent and so can't dp much
work. It can't even fight a

small torch bulb.

For this reason, if you've
got a line setup as an output

you should never connect it

to OV as this could damage
the VIA.

We can however, buffer

the output signal from a PB
line. This put simply, allows

the PB line to control more
current and so makes the

output signal more useful.

We'il look at one way of

buffering the PB lines later

on.

For a PB line set up as an
input, any voltage above
about 2,5V is treated as a

one and any voltage below
about 0.4V is regarded as a

zero

It's good practice to try to

arrange our inputs, whether
they're from switches or

other electronic circuits, to

be as close to OV and 5V as

possible. Never apply a

voltage of more than 5V or

less than OV to a PB or CB
line.

Electronic components
whose input and output
signals use 5V for one and

OV for zero are said to be

TIL compatible. TTL stands
for Transistor Transistor

Logic and it's the name of a

vast family of logic chips in

common use in most com-
puters and peripherals.

TTL compatible means
that the signals produced by
the I/O port will b# read as

ones or zeros by TTL chips,

and that TTL chips could
provide inputs to the I/O

port.

Let's take a closer look at

the PB line as an input. Don't

plug anything in to the user

port, just enter and run the

following program;

if RE* Prajfif 5

2E ?S¥tflz*e

IB DEFEAT

40 FHINT 7SFC B0

SB UK! E L fALSE

You should find that the

value 255 is printed all the

time. This shows that all the

inputs arc- one even though

we haven't goE anything
plugged in.

Don't worry, this is jusi a

side effect of the VIA. T h e P B

line always returns a one if

read when set to input if

nothing is connected to

them.
How do we set about con-

necting something to the I/O

port to provide an input?

The simplest add-on is a

switch and two are shown in

Figure I.

The resistor on the left of

the diagram is called a pull

up resistor. When the switch

is open it pulls up the PB line

to 5V, thus giving a one
input.

Although the PB line

would give a one input

when the switch was open
anyway, the resistor just

makes sure, which is good
practice.

The resistor on the right in

Figure I is called a pull down

resistor. When the switch is

open, it pulls down th#

voltage on the PB input to

OV, thus giving a zero input.

In either of these circuits,

don't be tempted to omit the

resistor and replace it with a

piece of wire, if you do, then

close the switch, you'll short

circuit the 5V line to GV and
cresh the computer
The 5V and OV signals

can, of course, bo provided

by other electronic circuits,

such as another computer
or peripheral. We'll look at

some electronic circuits for

providing inputs later in the

series.

We've already seen that a

buffer is needed before we
can do anything useful with

the I/O port outputs. The
stmplesi buffer circuit is that

shown in Figure II and uses

a component called a tran

sister.

These come in thousands

(a) {bt

Figure I- Two switches
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Hardware Projects

Figure if: A simple buffer circuit

of different types and are

designed for use in many
different types of circuit

from transistor radios to

computers. The transistor

we'll use is called a BC1QS
and well connect it up as an
electronic switch,

The other new component
used in this circuit is a light

emitting diode, or LFD - the
modern equivalent of a

small torch bulb. You can
get them in red, green and
yellow.

How does this circuit

work? Wall, if the PB line is

taken to QV r then no current
flows into the base connec-
tion of the transistor. This

has the effect of turning the

transistor switch off and no
current flows through the
LED,

If we take the PB line up to
5V by setting it to a one
output, then a small current

flows into the Base connec-

tion of the transistor. This

turns the switch on and a

fairly large current flows
through the LED, resistor

and itansistor. This causes

the LED to glow.
The voltage of SV on the

PB line causes a large cur-

rent to flow through the LED

and a voltage of OV causes
no current to flow. The PB
fine thus switches current
on or off.

The resistor between the
LED and transistor is cal Fed

a current limiter. Ft limits the

current flowing through the

LED and transistor to a safe
level.

If you were to leave it out,

such a large current might
flow that the LED and tran-

sistor would be burned out.

The LED and resistor are

called the transistor's Foad.

The load in this circuit is

simply the device that the

transistor passes current
tFirough, It needn't be an
LED, it couid be a motor, a

light bulb or several other
types of device.

Let’s buiFd this buffer. I

built mine on a piece of
stripboard. This is an
insulating panel with holes
in it which has copper strips

on one side.

Components are pushed
through the holes from the
plain side and are soldered

to tFie copper tracks "which
replace many of the wires
we would normally need in

an electronic circuit.

You'll need a small piece

of board with the holes 0.1 in

pad. Stripboard comes in

large pieces, but you can cut

it with a hacksaw and it's the

sort of thing that we'tl use
quite often in later

interfacing articles.

Before we start work, read

the box on soldering tran-

sistors. It's crucial that the

transistor and LED are
soldered rn the right way
round.

Figure III shows the plain

side of the stripboard.

Spread the parts out so
you’ve got plenty of room. It

doesn't matter which strips

on the board you connect
the parts up to as long as
you connect wires that are

to be joined together to the

same topper strip.

I Suggest you solder the

connecting wires and
resistors in first, then the

LED and finally the tran-

sistor. Again, take care to

wire the transistor and LED
in the right way around.

Position the resistors

fairly close to the board
when you solder them and
cut off any spare wire. With
I he LED and transistor, leave

their leads quite long.

Once the circuit is built we
need to lest it. First check
that the transistor and LED
are the right way round, and
that there are no solder
splashes or short circuits on
the copper ships. If there
are, remove them.
Turn off the Electron and

plug in the terminal box that

we built fast month. Now

Figure SIS: The circuit built pn $jtipbosrcf
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Hardware Projects

gram FI will flash the LED on
and off:

• Taka no
|
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under your defr- ^

wire the 5V, OV and P SO line

from this circuit to the termi-

nal box.

Thars's nothing special

about PBO- Wo could have
used any of the other PB
lines.

Mow turn on the Electron.

The usual start up message
should appear. If Et doesn't,

turn off immediately and
recheck everything, in-

cluding the connections
between the terminal box
and the buffer circuit.

If the message appears,

put your finger on the tran-

sistor. If it gets hot, youVe
got a problem, so turn off

and recheck the circuit.

We now need the soft-

ware. Any program using

this buffer board must sat

the relevant bit of the DDRB
to one to indicate that we
want to use it as an output.

tit Jt£H
' Vfl er ppr t dijab' ,

.

'.£$ Iff* &y si^t iritefsirj-
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ssafi
circuits^d they 9

..
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As an extension, you

might like to write a pro-

gram that reads the state of

a switch connected to PB1
and starts the LED fleshing if

there is a one input to PBl.

• Next month we'll build a
small buggy for your £fe&
iron to control. See you
then.

then set the relevant bit of

IORB to one or zero to turn

the LED on or off.

If you've used PBO, then:

ttKSZsl
will set up the DDRB. Pro-

£ electronacorn *r

Database

Acornsoft’s classic Database

can now be yours for

LESS THAN HALF PRICE!
This popular package is an easy-to-use database system which

displays records in filing-card format. It allows for up to 240

characters per field and up to 32 fields per record. Alphabetical

or numerical sorting can be performed on ALL fields, and there

is a very comprehensive search facility.

Data can also be converted to View format, edited using the

View word processor and printed out from View.

The package includes a step-by-step tutorial.



Programming

Sidestep into space
STEVE TURNBULL shows how overlays
can be used to cram more into ram

SQUEEZING quarts into
pint pots is something that
Electron programmers be-
come very familiar with.

Even with all the possible
ways of saving space (short

variable names, leaving out
FSEMa and spaces, mufti-
statement lines) there is

still the 20k limit in Mode fi,

and when you start adding
graphics or disc drives the
available space drops vary

rapidly.

Eventually, no matter how
careful you are your Basic
program will grow too big,

What is needed is some way
of sidestopping the space
restriction.

One method is to CHAIN
different programs to deal

with different sections of the

task being performed. But
this technique suffers
because only the Basic vari-

ables A%-Z% remain during
the program change over.

The best method of
getting round the problem is

with overlays. An overlay is

a section of Basic program
which is loaded into
memory whan needed, and
when not needed can be
overwritten by a different

overlay.

One of the techniques for

merging two programs is to

load the first program and
*LOAD the second to TOP-2.
Well, overlays uses the
same technique.

All a program's proce-
dures ere stored on disc and
whenever one is required it

Is loaded, tagged on the end
of the program, called then

deleted afterwards. So at

any one time you've only
got one procedure in

memory making the pro-

gram extremely short.

The advantages of over'

lays are that you don't lose
any variables and you can
have any number of them,
subject to the number of

files your filing system
allows - 47 with a standard
ADF$

r with one file being
used for an overall control

program.
The disadvantages are

that overlays are a little

more complicated to set up
and are herder to debug.
You can use overlays with

tape systems, but of course
the loading speed slows
things up too much.

first, we need to look at

tba usual memory layout of

a typical Basic program.

This is shown in Figure I

.

The addresses of the vari-

ous sections of the Basic
memory map ere held in the
pseudo-variables HIMEM,
LOMEM. PAGE end TOP.
These can be used in the

same way as ordinary vari-

ables, but unless you are

careful Basic can Jose track

of where your program is.

Sitting at PAGE is the
Basic program ttsarf end this

extends up to TOP. By
typing;

PSlUT TCP-PA&E

you can see how long your
program is in bytes. Next
comes the Basic heap which

holds aM the variable names,
values end procedure
addresses. This starts at

LOMEM and you can find

out the address of the top of

the heap with;

PRINT 12 AH6 ttfff

Whenever a new variable is

defined or a new procedure
is called, its name and value
are added to the heap.
Following the heap is a

gap of free ram which gats

eaten into as the heap
grows. When you get a "No
room' error it means there is

Turn to Page 00

3c reai

*, '
' '

"

t§

tiampxiTfiprv.

tjf .Basi c:.; .stack-

''
'

_ ..... .

’

|j

!

'.V * ab Vs : n site

s

Val .and

Procedure
addresses

fpp and
'-i

Program

Figure f: Usual memory
arrangement of a Basic
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'
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<* PAGE
‘ Qt, M
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program
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Programming

HI NEH

<= Bottom of Fasic stack

< = top of basic hsap

c- LOneti

< = TOP

<* PftQE

Figure It: Memory arrangement of

a Basic program with overlays

'ncr-IJfn

Temp or ar y

*tOr+qn

VarlahJes &

Pr-oc«di.Lr*

addresses

Prnqram
Over l ay
Space

Basic
Proq-ram

M From Page aS

no free ram left and it is this

error that we are trying to

avoid.

Finally, just below the
screen memgry

r sits the

Sasic stack, This is where
Sasic stores temporary
values when it is doing cal-

culations, plus other
temporary information.

For overlays to be used
we need a control program
which is loaded first and
stays in memory the whole
time. When an overlay is

needed it is loaded and
tagged on to the end of the
control program, effectively

making it longer.

The problem now is:

When the control program
is loaded the values of TOP
and LOMFM are set up as

shown in Figure l

Any variables used in the

control program will be
placed on the heap at

LOMEM, if we then toad an
overlay on the end of the

control program at TOP,
these variables will get
overwritten and lost.

But BBC Basic has already

supplied us with the sol-

ution. Notice that there are

two variables which arc set

to the same value: TOP and
LQMEM.
By changing LOMEM to a

different value we can re-

serve some space by

•t-8- ®€1* .Overlay tsnirtl

2£ aEH oy iiev* Ty r Abut 1

It RE* ;C c 5 Utttron tfser

it t&pSs$Tart:fiF-2j

$#

n AfK.VT Z LS

.... 39 PfUNTOvfrL^ t-srlr-il'

.35 Pmv—
139 pmr
119 PaiST'1, flv*rl*y 0ft4"

120; PHIS??,' &v*riaj t«6 p

roc V :

'V X.vttUy T jsi P

roc 8'

140 PSilfr*.'

.150 PRUT' •

IrU.ftiPEAT.

If* irttlt *t>0

m sagas
. m it tf«rmcevrtw}

Program f

changing the place where
the heap starts. But we must
do this before we define any
variables or call any
procedures.

Line 40 of Listing I creates

a gap of Ik between TOP
and LOMEM and this is the
space the overlays will be

loaded into, Figure II shows
this new arrange rnenl-

The next step is to organ-

iso the actual overlay load-

ing. What we need is a
procedure that can load the

iPS-JUl. *

iH 1? K*g WrOtavrCTkad

TfSflCj ft

IW If KX=3 PmfnK<'T*<r)
: PS 0C2. B

a**
'

1 SB- !-.EMLt’ffttap*)UfF|to

: m END

in OEf Pft0£ifi«e

2S8 FR5?IT
r

PrfSS tpate t& t •

tr-t i nue’jm MiR lM£EP?f
iif repeat tniiii ii'Ot inket

rW:
• m

lit Ilt&PROt

1090 fi£f PROCovrfneifS)

101$ If fiewj*ot« ESbPROC

, 1026 .bSCUlMi 'MSMJtr +

to&S

mi trttfWeyJ

10H0 ENAPROC

overlays and merge them
into the control program
while the program is

actually running.

At fine 50 we set a variable

to hold the address that the

overlay will bo loaded to

end we write a procedure
that takes a file name as a

parameter and loads it as an
overlay - unless it has
already been loaded.

Type in Program I, the
overlay control program
and save it as Control, then
clear the memory with
MEW.
Now we need the overlays

used in the control program.
Each overlay looks like a

Basic program, but only
contains procedure defin-

itions.

Type in Program II and
save this as One. Clear the

memory again with NFW
and enter Program HI,

saving this as Two.
The first thing lo notice Is

5009 m 0V*rt*y One

5010

'

5020 «r fm'tA .

5830 FOR 1-.1 TO f&

50A0 P*INTGg<rUy One"

5950 NUT
3660 milWit

SHDPaiX

Program it

5300 RiN Omltfy Tijjo

$910

5920 DE F mC2.A
' 5130 PMCprifctfM >

5#40 PROCspace

5950 ENDm C

5960

5970- BSF

5910 PMCpr-int('B')

5950 PBOCspa^
5*B0 ENijPMC

5110

5120 DLf P1H-tprint[pr^J>

ml FJWirtnftniHi PB0 E 2.;'

pr-acS

5 3.41 fcNRP.ME

Program III

that the two overlays can
have the same line numbers
- as long as you don't use
GOTOs, GOSUBs and RE-

STORE line number, it

doesn't matter what line

numbers are used.

Next it is very good prac-

tice to prefix each procedure
or function name with a

coupfe of characters which
arc unique to that ovprl a y, in

Ihis case 1- and ?-

This protects against acci-

dentally using the same
procedure name in two dif-

ferent overlays which can be
fatal because of the way
BBC Basic works.

Each procedure calls

PROCspace which sits to the

control program - any
routine which will be used
by more than one overlay

must be in the control pro

gram. Any routine which
will only be used by one
overlay should reside in that

overlay to save space.

Vou are now reedy to try

out the overlays so CHAIN
the control program. As you
select the menu items the

overlay needed is loaded
unless it is already in

memory.
When the quit Option is

selected the last overlay is

removed hy selling the old

TOP of the program again.

This is done because if

you leave the overlay in

place, modify the control

program ana then SAVE it,

the new version will also

contain the overlay.

And there it is, a useful

way of getting around the

memory limitations of the
Flectron and extending the

size and power of your Basic

programs.
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Get knitting on your micro with

Knitwa*rP*sign«r

DATABASE PUBLICATIONS

Now you can use your BBC Micro or
Electron to design perfectly-fitting knitwear
- then print out the complete pattern,

It’s the biggest development since the home knitting
machine - and it’s so simple to use. Now anyone can
use a compute! to design knitwear to individual
measurements and then produce row-by-row knitting
instructions on the printer.

YOU CAN:

9 Work with any yam. from fine cottons to chunky wools
# Enter your natural tension and the pattern adjusts to the

way you knit

9 Select from three preset patterns - Raglan sleeve, drop
and square shoulder

9 Use the Freehand program to produce custom designs

Say goodbye to badly- fitting

home knitting. With one of

the five programs included in

the package, and using the
clearly written manual, you
can produce perfect results

every time.

£8.95
Cassette
Also available

on disc tor use
on the Advanced
Plus- 4 and
Utoggcr SLDF5,

£9.95
5W disc



USER PORT
MEW YERS1DM WITH ROM SOCKET

Also Hew Product "EPHCM PHOGRAMME FT

Programs aH standards, 16, 32K Bproms, PfcjsCrnosdaviQgs

Prices:

User Port £29,95
U$er Port & Art Software £34.95
Eprom Programmer £29.95
FLadio Teleprinter Software £4.95

For further details on any of the above,

fust send an S.A.E. to:

PRQJECTExpansions
S TEAL CLOSE, FAR EHAM, HAMPSHIRE POI 6 flHG

Tel; 0329 221 109

The
friendly Electron

Club
Electron owners-At last a club devoted to your needs

• Regular news letters

• Discount on selected hardware and software

Help and advice page
• Companions
• Hartfwane and software reviews

All this for £3,50 per annum!

For details send targe S.A.EL to: The Friendly Electron

Club, Four Star House, 46 Sunny mead Avenue,
Gillingham, Kent ME7 2DZ

ADVERTISERS'

INDEX

21st Software 35

Advanced Computer Products 8
t
9

C&F Associates 12

Database Software. 28,51

Epic Software 38
Mithras 62
Peter Donn 62
Project Expansions 62
Slogger, 14,15

Software Bargains 7

Superior Software 2,4,63,64

The Friendly Electron Club 62
Towerhill Computers 54

Voltmace 24

How to get your Electron

to talk to an IBM PC
(or a Spectrum or a Commodore or an Atari

or a BBC , . . or ANY other computer}.

Language problems become a thing of the past

when you join MicroLink. Now you can use your

Electron {plus your telephone] to send messages
to any other

make oF mac
or oven on di

Details Irani 061

computer user, with no restriction on_

hine —
istanceJ
-456 5383*

BBC/ELECTRON IMAGE' V.2
‘IMAGE

1

was the ultimate tape bad up system

now, it's even batter
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* Lacked program ' Mulilplt hack uni
"
Programs nf any length
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\
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AMERICA

THE ORIENT

THE OCEANS

AFRICA

Repton Returns ,..to Conquer the World
After the success of Repton 3. we were overwhelmed with requests tor us to publish another set of screens tor the game We have
now produced 4G new screens which, although enticingly amusing, are even trickier to complete than me original 24 screens of

Around theWorld in 40 Screens

These new screens feature Repton voyaging around Ihe world. In America. Repton is a sheriff with a penchant tor hamburgers and
whisfcy; his job is to Jail all the bandits and avenge the Red Indians. The Arctic sees Repton os an estomo being "hotly" pursued
home to his Igloo by polar bears and penguins Across to Ihe Orient, and Repton Is a kung-fu masler amongst the pagodas
rickshaws and Chinese dragons Repton becomes a deep-sea diver in the Oceans; he searches tor pearls around Ihe rotting
shipwrecks which are inhabited by dangerous octopuses and squids Finally in Africa, Repton reaps his rewards by defeating the
tribesmen, caging the parrots, and collecting the apples, bananas and pineapples - whilst watching cut for falling coconuts!

Each copy of Around The World in 40 Screens includes:
* the Repton 3 main program,
* the Repton 3 editor, and
* the 40 new game screens

SBC Micro Cassette £6.95 Acorn Electron Cassette ..£6.95

BBC Micro 5Vj" Disc £7.95
BBC Master Compact SVa" Disc ....£9.95

iCompaltblg- with the B6C B, 0+ end Mdster Series computers^,
ttie screen pictures, show the SBCM loro version d rhe gome

PRIZE COMPETITION
H you complete all 40 screens of Around Trie World, you can
enter our competition. Prizes include £200 In cash, with
Repton mugs, badges pens and certificates for runnervup
Closing Date: 31st January, 1968. Jt

FRIi REPTON BADGE
WITH EVERY GAME SOLD

A colourful Replan bodge »s included free with every
cassette or disc ol Around The World In 40 Screens,

f
/SUMAflAO Pleasfcmnko

somjflRc ACORNSSFT SF
Stftwcra ltd'

Dept. A2, Regent Houses Skinner bene, Leeds LS7 1AX. Telephone; 0632 459453
?JheHJR TELEPHONE

ANSWEWHG SERVICE FOR QMEK$

our guarantee
All nvall arritri? CPB de£pQi£h*d
Vfllhln 24 hggr* fcV Ml-ClOJi pod

* and pOcklnfl it Ire*.
* fthrffy fid isBtlft!. cmd discs will tin

fspieipnd inwKjdiaie^v



ibingupo-oop Flying wir h- a J#p5S awSingvftto cctc

SESSILE FACTO^iihe Dramaiic liMdjng Screen
lENTSHfcKE)

bmc
__

j!

T-sejE've "Herb*

^ (CREfll £KMR

Commander John Stryker is back in CODENAME: DROID
Stryker's Run was one cri our most successful releases of II stayed

or ihe top of the BBC Micro software charls for six weeks and received

sevetai growing reviews: 'The graphics oro stunning ... This should be
in every collection" enthused A & 8 Computing.

Now CODENAME; DPOlD presenis a new challenge lor Commander
John Slryket, He has oeen. commissioned by She Allied Nolions lo

undertone* anolher perilous mission In their continuing struggle

agd i nst ifce warnipngerl n g Volgans,

His task is to locate and seize the Volgans' latest weapon: o new
spacecraft (codenamod the 211) wn»ch is equipped with the

revolutionary mattefjanti-matter warp drive facility. Stryker must land

on the mysterious pianet Volga, penetrate the voeqans" underground

defence systems, find site spacecraftand requisition It.

As Stryker descends below the planetary surface he will

pass through 4 different zones of Voigan activity:-

o The Surface Dsfence - dn array of St&el girder fQ&m ar*d

chains lies c-oldry betwEHjft fhe OruSltd white rackWQ

1

* the Anciervi Shrine —o stonewalled fempis bettock&d wlih

hideous gargoyles and rust*ng chondel iefS.

4 The Crew £. Suoftere - SheVblgdftS' wlaxallOfl a?ea: tables and
Qhqira-qre arranged I rwllSngly amongst lh* ewenlloi tf&nlllartjon

pipes
« the Missile Factory - cllfijcnl psuedo-metolifewcBssurraurVd IhG

miSsslG*, bombs and computers ol th^ev-il Vcdgnn face

Vour character In ihe game can tump, run, kneel, crawl,

climb up and dawn ropo^ tiro his ta&er blaster and drop

minei He con also tly tor short d istance using his iei'pacfc,

and access information \riq his whst terminal -computer.

HELLO

BBC Micro Cassette £9.95 Acor n 1 1 eotron Cassette

.

. £9.95

BBC Micro 5V± " DtsC . ,
. £41.95 Acor n Electron 3Vi

u
Di SO - £14.95

BBC Master Compa at Vf*
11

Disc £14,95

Fhe screen pidur*& Show the BBC Micro vwon oflhu yarns.

The graphics of tfteApc.h Elected version nre :ndeniicdl.

) mission, you can
Prize Competition

Ff you complete the entire CGDtNAME: DROID m
enter our competition.
Prizes include 1 talking Femote-oontfotled robot, 5 smaii remote-

control led robo^ £150 in cash, and competition certificates.

Closing Date: 29th February, 1968.

\CsOflllMM vmKNseKr
ESep* CDS, Regent Hou^. Skinner Ur* Leeds ^71 AX teteptiorra. GS3245P451.

limited

^oase moke
oi: erwque*
p&yaOUtiQ
"Supericf

$attwgr* Lsd" 2A HOUR IELEPHONE
ANSWERING SCRViCf FOR DRbtSft

Our ouab ahtee
« All mail wOersaredesp^^+i^d

w-ihln is rrours toy h-Tt-ciw pos
todOga ond packing wtr*^
Faulty M&setiro erd wk:.* wllr ba
repJooed iFnm^dinrivly.


